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home for the winter.
Wallace Sprague of Bangor is visiting his
mother, Mrs. Mary Sprague.
E. Rhoades went to Castine*
Monday to attend the Normal School.
Mr. James Brohan, mate of sch. A. Hayford, has arrived home for the winter.
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Congress in .Session.
Points in the

President's

Message.
Dec. ti. Congress
presence of a large
Gliding of spectators. It took but a very

i!m lit

D. C.,
nvened at noon, in the

Washington,

tim*' to go through the usual motions
a committee to
inform the Presithat both branches were ready to go to
k.
Then the message came quickly.
ie.se are its salient points.
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Establish branch banks of 825,000 capital.
strict national banknotes
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banks

issued to 810

where he hauled his vessel up for the season.
It is rumored that a certain well known
young man of Lincolnville will ere long
take unto himself one of Nortbport’s fairest
Mr. A. E. Driukwater is slowly recovering from injuries received a few days ago by
falling, w hile carrying an armful of hooppoles out to a convenient place to load.

Havner of Belfast exhibited his
graphophone last Saturday evening at Union
hall to a good sized audience. Everybody
enjoyed the entertainment very much.

S should not intervene in Cuban
rs until the present
ministry has an
KecI’utrcy to show w bat it ••an do.
l»>ii

belligerency would

t

■

neutral-

mean

Richards has made arrangements to hold weekly dances at Union
hall,
and all who want to enjoy a good social
time should be present next
Wednesday
Elvin

evening.
Mr.

Harvard El well is giving very inter-

esting readings at his house every Friday
evening upon Theosophy. They are well
attended and those who attend seem to be
greatly interested. The meetings are free
to all who wish to

The

investigate the subject.

corner

grocery presents a very animated appearance at this time, due to the
coming home of those who go down to the
sea in ships, and it is with
difficulty that the

proprietor can furnish the necessary shortsbags, nail kegs and tiour barrels to accommodate the crowd. He is thinking of chartering the sch. Canton to bring from Portland a load of reclining chairs to meet the
the occasion.

demands of

past the eastern section of
been disturbed by the frequent
occurrence of petty larcenies.
One day last
week the residence of Mr. Abram Knowlton
was entered while the family were absent
and half a barrel of flour and two rounds
For

time

some

this town has

pork

taken.

were

Suspicion

rests

certain

young lad who resides in
thativicinity, and in all probability lie will
soon fall into a trap of his own setting which
will result in his boarding a.while with sheriff
Norton.

upon

a

City

Government.

The regular meeting of the City Council
held Monday evening, Dec. Oth. Aider-
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came home Saturday from
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Mrs. Lucy Rhoades goes to Boston
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Capt. Wainsville Chapman hauled his

divided among the vari-

appropriations as follows: Contingent,
$511.13. highways, $100.73; fire department,
$*5.35; sewers, $27.40; library, $209.08;
school contingent, $25.45; repairs and insurschool buildings. $07.74: general
ance,
school purposes, $25S.t)8; tree text books,
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did its very best in the

reform must be extended

rricial Information

Concerning

Mayor Fletcher has received

anu

\laska.

from the Bu-

of Information of the Seattle Chamber
Commerce the following carefully preparstatement sliowiug the distances,
dangers
d

probable expenses of an Alaskan prosting journey. It is signed by Will D.
tikins, Secretary of State of the State of
ashington, and is published for the public
The statement is

nefit.

as

Olympia, Wash.,

follows:
Nov.

8, 1897.
-There are two established routes to the
"dike country from Puget Sound. One is
the ocean to St, Michael, thence via river
•'•earner up the Yukon.
This journey is
le in the summer months
The
only.
■r is also by steamer to
Dyea, Skaguav
Pyramid Harbor and thence over the
5 oot, White Pass, and the Daulton
oi respectively to the headwaters of the
kon and then down by boat. The dises over the various trails to boat
naviga<m lakes Lindeman and Bennett and
Pelly River is as follows:
eato Lake Lindeman, 29 miles; Skag-

Bennett, 47 miles; from Pyra,-Oarbor to Pelly River over the DaulTrail, 415 miles. Each of these trails
been successfully used by parties going
the ^ ukon, the first two being most
to

1
*

Lake

erailv

used

Distance from Seattle to

•a or Skaguav, 980
miles; to Pyramid
'arbor, 905 miles; Seattle to mouth of Yu’" Liver, 2,500 miles; from mouth of Yuto Dawson City, 1,725 miles. Dyea or

Kguay to Dawson City, 450 miles. The
of travel from Seattle by either
way is
-lit the same—thirty or forty days.
person snouui start for the gold fields
tli less than $500,
excluding his transportion to Puget Sound.
This sum will be
•rely sufficient for one man for one year
" ;ih the scant
necessities of life and travelunder the most favorable circumstances.
Persons inexperienced in mountain travel
are cautioned that utmost care should be
•iken to preserve a secure
footing in climbng steep ascents and in fording streams.
one should attempt to shoot
rapids unless
thoroughly conversant with the method. Of
die many thousands who have
gone in this
ar not more than half a dozen have lost
'heir lives and these have been from care•! ssuess in
fording.
i.e

The summers on the Yukon are short, the
inters are long, and the weather is severe.
Extreme heat and cold exist, making the
mate difficult to endure. On account of
The isolation of the
mining regions all per-

Olympia, Nov. 8, 1897.

delinquent

instructed to
tax payers

settle

on

pay-

without interest, or costs.
The Surveyor of Central Highway District
was instructed to request owners or occupants of all buildings on the business streets
to keep the sidewalks adjacent thereto free
from snow ; also to request the owners of all

buildings adjacent to concrete walks to provide conductors to prevent water running
upon the sidewalks.
The sum of $50 was appropriated to be
used by the school committee in buying
shoes and other necessary articles for poor
school children.
The report of M. C. Hill, Collector of
Taxes, was read and accepted, as follows:
Total amount collected.$35,430 92

Previously reported. 33,338.02
Collected since last report..
2 per cent, allowed.

2,092

Net cash.
1 per cent, commission...

2,050

supplies

of

30
41 85

...

45
20 50

Paid City Treasurer. 2,020 95
Hutchins Bros, were granted permission
to erect and maintain a stationary steam en-

gine

grauite works on Front street.
Several parties appeared and were heard
on sewer assessments and delinquent taxes,
and action was deferred in some cases. Adat their

journed.
Transfers in Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate w ere
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Dec,. 8, 1897: C. C.
Gilmore et al., Eldora, la., to Alfred E.
Chase, trustee, Brooks; land in Brooks.
Adnah J. Mitchell, et al., Augusta, to Maria
A. Mitchell, Freedom; land and buildings in
E. Downs, Thorndike, to
laud in Thorndike.
Maria A. Mitchell;
Henry O. Brown, Belfast, to Win. H. Hall,
Freedom.

Fannie

do.; land and buildings in Belfast. Job
Phil brook estate, W interport, to Isaac Philbrook, do.; land and buildings in Winterport. James H. Stiuson, Belfast, to Geo. H.
Davis, do.: land and buildings in Belfast.
Sarah M. Higgins, New York, to Aliura E.
Higgins, Lincolnville; land and buildings in
Liucolnville. Nahum E. Pendleton, Islesboro, to Mary E. Pendleton, do.; laud in

Brigham, Passadena,
Cal., to James W. Harrimau, Searsport;
land and buildings in Searsport. Josiali N.
Ginn, Brooks, to C. B. Duuton, Portland;
land in Brooks. Emma C. Ames, Brooks, to

Islesboro.

Laura

E

C. B. Duuton; laud in Brooks. J. F. WilF. H. Welch, Belfast, to F. A.
son and
Riggs and J. W. Coombs, do.; land in Belfast,
Secret

Societies.

Regular convocation of Corinthian Royal
Arch Chapter will be held next Monday
evening.
Enterprise Lodge, A. O. V. W., will nomiofficers for the ensuing year at the regular meeting this, Thursday, evening.
nate

"

h"U8 are cautioned to take ample
provisions and of warm clothing.
Will D.

was

ment of taxes

i.mediate
•ur new

City Treasurer

with certain

the seal herds.

arbitration

lonal

The

a

The Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F., will hold
series of six dances at Odd Fellows Hall
next

begininng
The public

Jenkins,
Secretary of State.
a

are

Thursday evening,Dec.
cordially invited.

10th.

The Harrison chair factory has received
newjorder for 1,200 folding chairs.

Concerning Phcenix Row.

Sandy Stream Grange, Unity, is in a flourishing condition. New members are joining
at almost every
meeting.
Mystic Grange, No. 96, of Belmont, held a
very interesting meeting last
Saturday evening. They hold their annual election next
Saturday evening.

It is to be regretted that a few business
changes.common enough every where,should
have been made the text for an item calculated to spread abroad an impression injurious to our city and detrimental to property interests here. It is nothing new to have
a vacant store or two, or for
changes to be
made in business locations.
For a long
South Branch Grange,
Prospect, has voted time two
large brick stores at the foot of
to send their Master, W. H.
to
the Main street were
Ginn,
vacant, but one is now ocmeeting of the State Grange in Augurta.
the creamery and the other by H.
Capt. and Mrs. A. A. Ginn will also attend. cupied by
C. Pitcher, dealer in Aroostook potatoes.
The members of Union Harvest
Grauge The recent changes along Phoenix Row
Centre Montville, spent a
very enjoyable which furnish the text of the item referred
eveningjlast Saturday. After Mr. E.L.Rowell to are
unimportant, and this section of our
had received the third and fourth
degrees, city still contains many substantial and enthe Grange adjourned to the
diningroom, terprising firms. On the lower corner is the
where a bountiful supper was provided bv well
known Moody’s drug store; next door
the side defeated in the late contest.
is W. T. Colburn’s shoe store, then the jewComet Grange, Swanville, has elected the elry store of George R. Poor, long
occupied
following officers for the coming year: M., in the same line by Isaac Allard, then the
A. I.. Walker; O., A. T.
Nickerson; L., Mrs. old established drug store of Poor & Son.
O. B. Patterson; S., Albert Datum; A.
S„ Mayo & White have not left the Row, as reJ- H. Brown ; Chap., Mrs. A. S. Darnm
; Sec., ported, but have moved their retail departEthelyu Moody; Treas., O. B. Patterson; G. ment tu the Hervey store, and negotiations
K., Herman Batchelder; P., Mrs. Joshua are pending for the store vacated by them.
Littlefield ; F., Louise Cunningham ; C., Mrs. Farther along is the store of W. H. RichA. L. Walker; L. A. S., Ellen
Cunningham. ards, the well stocked store of M. L. MitchUnion Harvest Grauge, Centre Montville, ell, dealer in stoves, furnaces, lamps, kitchhas elected the following officers: Master, S. en utensils, etc., and at the end of the Row
Polaud ; overseer, D. A. Poland ; lecturer, E. is the clothing store of W. A. Clark, manuG. Waterhouse; steward, J. W. Weutworth; facturer and retailer, the marble works of
assistant steward, Mark Howard; chaplain, Mark Wood & Son, the paiut shop of Welch
Mrs. M. M. Thompson; treasurer, G. H. & Stevens and the dental rooms of Dr. Isaac
Thompson; secretary, O. A. Ramsay; gate- Hills. Retracing our steps and taking in
keeper, M. M. Wentworth: Pomona, Mrs. turn the occupants of the second floors we
Ann Churchill; Flora, Mrs. Ellen Sprowl; find the ofiice of Dr. L. W Hammons, the
Ceres, Mrs. R. J. Poland; lady assistant art studio of P. A. Sanborn, and the rooms
Steward, Mrs. Eliza Waterhouse; chorister, and hall of the Knights of Pythias, the
W. F. White; organist, Mrs. Ida White.
shoe shop of S. A. Estes, Miss Annie GowSouth Branch Grange, Prospect, will elect en’s dress making rooms, the office of Dr.
officers for the ensuing year Dec. loth. All E L. Stevens, the Belfast Band rooms
members are expected to he present. The and the offices of R. W. Rogers and N. F.
contest, now going on in this grange is very Houston. Across the street is the bakery of
E. L. French, the photograph rooms of W. L.
interesting. A very pleasing entertainment
J±ail,tne office of Cream,the store of the Boswas given Dec 4t.h under
Capt, Ora Li'obey.
The original poems by Mrs. A. A. Ginn, ton Tea Company, the rooms of the Gospel
Clara Haley and Worthy Master W. H. Mission, the law offices of Joseph WilliamGinn would be hard to beat, and the dia- son, Esq., the nest.or of the Waldo county
the meat-market of W. H. Staples, the
logues were laughable. The piere spoken bar,
lunch car of Welch & Patterson, and the
by little Alice Dockliam and the recitation
and song by little Katie Lowe Littlefield side entrance of Diusmore’s wholesale and
retail boot and shoe store. This is not a
were excellent.
bad showing. There are good sidewalks,
Equity Grange, Belfast,is flourishing, with the street is broad, ensuring good light, and
more than
100 members.
Last Saturday the location is
certainly a desirable one for
evening *he following officers were elected: many lines of business. If the writer of the
Master, C. H. Waterman; Overseer. Thomas paragraph here commented upon is in search
Frisbee ; Lecturer, Cora Herrick ; Steward, of vacancies
we would suggest that he turn
Ralph Hayford: Assistant Steward, Grin his gaze inward.
Emma
Wentworth; Chaplain,
Wadlin;

Secretary,

Cunningham; Treasurer,
Concerning Local Industries.
James Wood; Gate Keeper, Eugene Wood;
Pomona, Myrtle Wentworth; Ceres, May
D. H. Libby is making a suit of sails for
Cunningham; Flora, Letitia Wood, Lady sell. Winslow Morse.
Assistant Steward, Marion Hayford ; ChorisGeorge T. Read has begun work on a large
ter, Flora Wentworth.
order fur roller bushings for his Gloucester
Seaside Grange has elected the following j
customers.
officers for the ensuing year: M., 11. J ;
Last week all the screw-drivers iu the facM.
O
E.
M.
C.
Chaples;
Cunningham; L.,
j
of F. A. Howard & Son were shipped,
Hill; S., Cyrus Hubbard; Asst. S., Joseph] tory
and the crew is now working on orders.
McKeen; Chap., Mrs. Eliza Frost; Treas.,
J. F. Noyes is carrying on, in a quiet way,
Harvey S. Cunningham; Sec., Miss Annie
L. Chaples; Gate Keeper, P. Colson; Ceres, the manufacture of steel wire spring beds
Mrs. Lois V. Chaples; Pomona,jfMrs. E. M. at his home on Vine street. Before lie was
Cunningham; Flora, Mrs. M. C. Hill; I, A. burned out at the Head of the Tide lie uiade
S., Mrs. Joseph MrKeen. Howard Murphy a large number of such beds every year.
was chosen delegate to the State Grange.
French Bros, of Sandypoint have shipped
Next Saturday evening there will be a mock more than
9,000 ducks this season. C. 1*.
trial, a divorced woman suing to recover Richards, who dresses ducks for the firm,
the custody of her minor child,
W.
J.
had dressed 4,580 up to last Saturday, and
Thompson, Esq., will sit in judgment: L)r. his co-worker had dressed nearly as
many.
L. W. Hammons as clerk; T. Wadlin and
The Yin alhaveu Net Factory Building
M. C. Hill, attorneys for the petitioner, au l
has been organized at Vinalbaven
J. R. Dunton and W. A. Mason for the de- Company
for the purpose of dealing iu real
estate,
fendant. Wednesday evening, Dee. loth, th t
with 85,000 capital stock, of which 85,050 is
Grange will have a poverty ball, lee cream
paid iu. The officers are: President, J. H.
and cake will be served. All are cordially
SaDboru of Vinalbaven; treasurer, T. E.
invited. Dancing begins at 8 o’clock.
Libby of Vinalbaven. Certificate approved,
Mystic Grange, Belmont, has adopted the Nov. 23, 1897.
the following resolutions of respect:
The Monroe cheese factory has made in
Whereas, The Great Master above in His
diviue wisdom has seen fit to pluck another the season of 1897 2,482 cheese, and the averLizzie

link from the

fraternal chain that binds

us

together by removing from our midst our
and respected brother, Isaac A. Marri-

true
ner,

Resolved,

That

though

liis

pleasant

coun-

tenance can greet us no more at our weekly
meetings, that his memory will he long
cherished b.v the members of Mystic Grange.
He was a worthy member in our order, always ready and willing for the duty assigned him. His family has lost a faithful husband and loving father and the town a good

citizen.

Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to our sister and her family. May
they find consolation iu the assurance of
meeting their loved one in a world
where partings are ne\er known.
One by one earth’s ties are broken,
As we see our love decay ;
And the hopes so fondly cherished,
Brighten but to fade away.
One by one our hopes grow brighter,
As we near the shining shore;
For we know across the river,
Wait the loved one gone before.
Resolved, That this testimony of our sympathy and respect be forwarded to the family of our deceased brother, and a copy be
spread upon our records; also sent to the
local papers for publication.
Sibyl a. Makriner, Com.
Bertha Elmes,
on
Laura J. Pease,
Res.

again

The Missing Schooner Julia S. Bailey.
The three-masted schooner Julia S. Bailey, Capt. W. A. Wyman, from Norfolk, Va.,
Oct. 20, with coal for Saco Me, went through
Vineyard Sound with a large lieet of vessels
Nov. 0, but no trace of her lias been found
since Nov. lOth.Dec. 3d it was given out that
the schooner Harold L. Berry, Capt. Hanna,
of Woolwich, Me., was in collision with an
unknown schooner on the night of Nov. 13,
somewhere north of Cape Cod. It was believed that the. unknown vessel was the
Bailey and that she went down after the
collision. The crew of live men and the
master may have been picked up by au
outward bound vessel, but the chance is
remote.
Capt. Wyman was formerly master of the
Gardiner B. Reynolds, but was unfortunate
enough to have a collision while in that vessel and the vessel was sold and a new mast-

of each cheese will be 40 pounds. The
has received 235,000 gallons of milk.
The factory is now closed, and as it was the
last factory in the State to close, having
run until Dec. 1st, it has made more cheese
than any other factory or corporation. E.
age

factory

H.

Nealley

is the

proprietor this year.

The Belfast creamery has had an increase
of 10 patrons the past week, and is now’ re-

about 4000pounds of
will average 700
pounds of butter fat, which means $140 per
week in cash distributed among the farmers

ceiving

500

gallons,

cream

per

week.

or

This

of this

vicinity. This is certainly a good
showing for a new’ business, started without
any

attempt at

a

“boom.”

Gentner is fitting up the building
recently occupied by Brow n's livery stable
and has leased the various portions of it for
the different branches of carriage making.
Leroy Morrill, who has had a paint shop on
Beaver street, has
formed a partnership
with Charles French, and they will occupy
the paint shop. Peter F. Welch w’ill move
his wood-w’orkiug shop from the Shales
building in the rear of L. T. Shales’ store.
Ira Grady, who has been
blacksmithing in
tbe Shales building, has formed a partnership with Fred Clements and they are already established in their* new quarters.
This brings all the branches of carriage
w’ork under one roof, which will
prove a
L.

L.

great convenience.
The Belfast Schools.

Schools close Friday, Dec. 17th, for the
holiday vacation.
Thursday, Dec. 16th, will be a dag-day—
the Boston Tea Party, 1773.
Superintendent Brick will give the second
lecture of his series at the High School room
next Monday evening. His subject will be
“One year geography with out a tt xt book.
er appointed.
Capt. Wyman then bought a
Superintendent Brick and several of the
thirty-second of the Bailey, which he lias
since commanded. The Bailey has been con- teachers will attend the
meetings of the
sidered a rather unlucky craft.
Before Maine
Pedagogical Society in Augusta, Dec.
Capt. Wyman took charge of her, Capt Jordan, w ho was then commander, disappeared 29, 30 and 31.
while the vessel was at Boston, and was
H. E Ellis, principal of the Upper Gramnever after heard from.
With the captain, mar School is
negotiating for the purchase
went
the
vessel’s
also,
freight money, so that
of a bell to be placed on the building.
it is not presumed that he met with foul
He
play. The schooner was owued by Augustus is in correspondence with two concerns in
of
and
was valued at
Bailey
Gardiner, Me.,
Chicago and has in view two bells, one
about $5,000.
She registered 300 tons net
and whs built at Bath in 1881. She was weighing 135 pounds exclusive of the hangThe hanging
ing, and the other 250 pounds.
partially insured.
in each case (weighs iabout as much as the
All tlie sardine factories in eastern Maine
bell. The bells are of “steel amalgam” or
have closed for the season, and in
Eastport, “steel alloy,” and are guaranteed to be perwhere about twenty faeries have been fect bells and of good tone. The prices of
open since August, several hundred people the two vary but little and Mr. Ellis will
are now out of employment.
decide in a few days which he will buy.
All the mules which have been idle in the
Laconia cotton mill in Biddeford for a year
past, will be started up shortly.

Cyrus Hills, Jr.,

gave a turkey supper to
of his young friends at his home on
street Wednesday evening, fRock-

party
Middle
land Star.

a

Obituary.

j

The Universalist

daughter, Mrs. Lewis,
by telegraph and arrived

The

moned

Dec. 7th and 8th. The hall

Belfast

mother's bedside-at 7.30. Mrs. Pendleton
member of the

Baptist, church,

a

was

thorough

Christian woman,and one who won and held
the love ami respect of all who knew her. A
model wife and mother, a true friend, and
kind

the poor, her memory will
live long in the hearts of her
townspeople,
and all who knew her will mourn the loss
of one whose
friendship and kindly offices
one ever

to

willingly and cheerfully given.
Ihe funeral was held
Wednesday, Rev.
Geo. E. Tufts officiating.
were

ever

Lawrence, Dec.

2.
W. E. Rice, a promibusiness man and a resident of Lawsince the war, died at bis home on
Logan street, Thursday morning, Dec. 2d, of
malaria) consumption.
He was born in
Framingham, Feb. 11, 1843, and came to
Lawrence when a young man. He was assistant paymaster in the Pacific mills’ counting rooms before his enlistment in the war
as a navy paymaster.
He enlisted in January, 1864, and was discharged Sept. 29, 1867.
He served on the Harvest Moon and
Lenope.
The war over, he returned to Lawrence and
was employed by J. C. Dow, who conducted a stationery business and book-bindery.
In 1895 the W. E. Rice Co. was formed, E.
R Hodgkins and Willis Tewksbury becoming members. He left a widow, a son and a
daughter. [Boston Daily Advertiser.
Mr. Rice and family are weil known and
have many friends in Belfast, having spent
their summers in this city and vicinity for
several years. Last summer they occupied
the Brooks cottage, North Shore, Northport.
Mr. Rice was then, and had been for some
rence

Blodgett of Schenectady, N. Y.,
burglar at his residence early
morning and died Saturday
afternoon. The burglar escaped and is still
at large.
Mr. Blodgett was the sou of Mr.
and Mrs. George Blodgett of Bucksport and

|

born in that town 35 years ago. He was
descendant of one of the oldest families in
!
New England. Alter a preliminary educa!
tion be entered Phillips academy, Andover,
was

a

Mr. and Mrs. Blodgett were in Boston at
the shooting and went at once to
Schenectady. The funeral was held in that
city Monday afternoon. The body of Mr.
Blodgett left Schenectady Tuesday, accomthe time of

place.
went to
ent at

If. P. Thompson of
Bucksport yesterday and

this
was

the burial.

by something

very

John

|

of

Castine,

and

was a

prominent citizen. In 1855, lie became a
member of the company which proposed to
build tlie Bangor & Castine Telegraph Co.,
and when the line was constructed lie became its treasurer and
secretary, which he
remained until his death.
For many years
Mr. Hooke was deputy collector of the
port
of Castine, and held that office at Ihe tune
of his death. Mr. Hooke married a daughter of William Witherle, and a sister of Gen.
H. Witherle, the Castine historian. He is
survived by their two children, a daughter
and son, G. W. Hooke of New York and by
a

brother, Philip

Hooke

J.

Hooke,

of Castine.

Mr.

very highly respected and will
he missed in Castine.
was

Angelica H., widow of the late E. Brown
Mansfield, passed to the life beyond, Nov.
‘28th, after an illness of over a year. The

heart trouble.
Deceased was
born in Warren and was the daughter of the
late Ephraim W. Bowes of that town. For
nearly fifty years she resided in Camden,
and although nearly eighty-two years of
age she was very active and smart until her
last illness. She has for some time lived
with her son Aldo M., at the old homestead
at Molyneaux Mills, where she died. She
was a loving mother, a good
neighbor and
greatly beloved. Deceased leaves one son,
Aldo M., a daughter, Mrs. M. L. Inman, and
a sister, Mrs. Francis V. Robbins of Liueolnville. She was 81 years, 2 mouths and 25
days of age. The funeral was solemnized at
the residence of Aldo Mansfield Dec. 1st,
Rev. F. M. Preble officiating, and the remains were interred in the Mountain cemetery. (Camden Herald.
cause

was

James Davis left Mon lay to visit he
Mrs. E. F. Ames of Portland.

Mr. M

Mass.,

Welch left Monday for Malden,
visit bis daughter, Mrs W. 1’.

W.
to

Carter.
It is Alfred, uot Albert Stinson, who was
last week appointed postmaster at North

Searsport.
Heu.

Tuesday

to

C. Marshall went to Augusta
attend a meeting of the State

Assessors.
Norman Wardweli, Esq. of Bangor was in
Belfast yesterday on business in the Insolvency court.

Dr. and Mrs. L. W. Pendleton leave Port-

land, Dec. loth for Florida, where they
spend the winter.

will

Austin Burgess of Port-laud was iu town
Dec. 1st, to attend the burial of his sister,
Mrs. Mary S. Collins.

to

Mrs. J.

F. Churchill and her father, Mr
Tower of Belmont-, are visiting relatives and friends in Boston.

Peter

Samuel A. Bateman is at home for

a

short

general h

K ite Vannah
Solo, “Questionings,”
Miss Pettingill.
Grandma's
Net die."
Tableau, “Threading
Duet, “Gome to the Moonlit Lake,” Geibel
Mrs.

Mullet.''

Bartlett

Miss Ginn.

W. K.

freight

Parker.

duties in

and

likes

there

very

his age

can

say

as

much.

Capt. James Nelson Pendleton and Mrs.
Pendleton, of Searsport are in the city for a
several days' visit. Capt. Pendleton s commander of the ship Mary L Cuslnug. upon
which Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Bragg -J this
city made their trip to Australia. [ B iugor

Whig.

Fortunately Congressman ami Mrs. Burleigh didn't hurry away to Was! ington before Thanksgiving; else they must have
made, a dying return trip to Maim u kiss
the new granddaughter which
ame along
soon after
that holiday '.
f Hr.,Igton News.
Grandson, Major.
Among the speakers in the Sophomore
prize declamations of the l’Diversity of
Maine which took place in the town hall,

Nov. 18, 18P7.

Orono, last Thursday night were Waiter
Cargill, Liberty, subject, “Tormcnture
Joseph O. Whitcomb, Morrill, subject, ‘Old
No. 8(5.”
Capt.

E.

O.

Patterson

of

the

dredge

Charleston, is at present in Wilmington,
Del., superintending the construction of tindredge to be used at Winy ah Bay Capt.
Patterson’s plans were selected out of those
of fifteen or twenty others, which is
quite a
compliment to, Charleston skill ami talent,
rCharleston, S. C\, Critic.
Why not Belfast skill and talent

(?) symptoms while here
would

of

men

sore, my clothes got tore, and I wanted to
see my marm once more.
The Belfast Marchel scooped me in. Said he, “Young man
With you I know not
you have no tin.
what to do.” Then I commenced to boo
hoo ooo.
Then for me he did pity take and
sent me to Auburn for my mother’s sake.
Now Mr. Hinckley don’t get surly for I am
Cecil Burleigh.
your humble servant
Had the youth developed those poetical

Marshal
action in his

Portland

[Waterville Mad.
Mr. J. F. Wilson, who has been quite si< k,
is now about again ami came up town last
Friday. It- is the first time in his life that
he l.as required the service of a d-»ct u Few

I was a tool when I skiped away from your
good school. 1 thought 1 would be a tramp
but in my legs I had a cramp, my feet got

the

otlice in this

much.

their luck in the gold fields.

Dear Mr. Hinckley

S. Berry, who

was lorm-rly n the
city, was shaking hands
with friends here Saturday night. Mr. Berry
is getting well acquainted with h:s new

Tableau, “Carmen and the Toreador."
Solo, “The Carnival,”
Malloy
Mr.

much

:s

;.vn the
Capt. (■». A. McDonald was in
past, week, on his way from his sumu.ei
home at Isle au Haut. to his winter h <;n ,n
Lawrence, Mass. 11is boat is haul.-d up at
Isle au Haut.

Frost and Miss Ginn.

Tableau, “Little Miss
Solo, “A Dream,”

litli

improv ed.

we have no doubt
have takeu different

case.

John Stevens, Jr.,of Bangor wi!' pracmedicine in this city and lias opened an
office over the store of J. \V. Ferguson
('■»..
Main Street. l)r. Stevens, although ,i ;• uug
practitioner, is well known in Banger and
uear by points, where he has been assistant
to bis father, a very successful physician. In
addition he has had h< spiral experience m
the Minnesota State Hospitai.
I>r.

tice

Montville. Mr. S. A. Cushman
recently lost one of his horses, which became strangled in the stall_All the winter
schools in town began last Monday. The
Centre, school is taught by Mr.
Ralph HowCentre

Frederick A. Hooke died at his home in
Dec. 1st, after an illness of several
7!) years
lie has been

H. Healey is at Louie from Mt.
account of illness.

Pobert Skay, Jr arrived borne I >ei 1st,
from Albany, N. Y.,for a visit of two weeks.

Mrs. Webber.
Tableau, ‘Fortune Teller”

tried

weeks, at the age of
a life-long resident

on

Frank B. Knowlton went to Boston Dee.
on business for a few
days.
Mrs.

In the evening Mr. Wells’ play, “Me an’
Mary fatten Beaman of this city died
Otis,” was given before a large and highly
Monday morning, Dec. Oth, at the residence
appreciative audience.
of
her sister, Mrs. Jos. L. Buck, in
Bucksport, aged 41) years.
She
was
The Rhymes of a Runaway.
the, daughter of Isaac M. Patten, deA few weeks ago two boys ran away from
ceased, of Bangor and spent the most
of her life in Belfast and was at times the Good Will Farm in East Fairfield, and
a teacher in
the public schools ami as a were found in Belfast by City Marshal NorKindergartner. She was highly esteemed ton. One remained with his relatives here
by all who knew her. The funeral was held and the other was sent to his mother in
at the Buck residence at i) a. m.
yesterday, Auburn. The Oxford Democrat publishes
Kev. G. \v. Field officiating, and the re- the following letter written by the last
mains were taken to Bangor for interment mentioned lad:
in Mt. Hope cemetery.
Welcome Farm, Buckfiell, Me.

Castine

in town

daughter,

Miss

Miss Beaman's friends in Belfast no
words are needed to keep in
memory her
devotion to her duty her fine steadfastness
to truth her filial love for her adopted
par.
ents, ami her strong affection for her friends
here. She
loved Belfast intensely. She
loved tlie Church and Sunday School to
which she belonged. She loved the little
childrenfor whom she gave her best strength.
She was familiar with the homes where
poverty and sorrow dwelt. Her unfailing
cheerfulness and steadfast faith in God
were, reflected in her face to tlie last of her
suffering days. May all of us who know
her remember her pure and unselfish life.

was

week,

a

Waldo
2d

in.town

was

C. Libby went to Boston Dee. 2d
on business.

Dr. W.

for

spending

are

Horatio Crie of Criehaven
last week on business.

Tableau, “The Portrait Painter."
The fair was opened again Wednesday
afternoon, when there were several additions to the art gailery, and the Klondike
city craze had got such a start that
large numpres- bers braved the
dangers of the journey and

To

Augusta Tues-

Benjamin Fisn ofgW interport
yesterday on business.

was

near

in

turning
sharp corner in the path, the traveler was visit from Dark Harbor, where he has emsuddenly confronted by a ferocious looking ploy rnent for the winter building cottages.
bear. From this point the w-ay was easier
Mrs. F. A. Knowlton and son Donald of
and fraught with less danger, and soon the
Fairfield arrived Tuesday evening to visit
long sought gold-fields were reached. Here Dr. K now 1 ton’s father, J Watson Knowlton.
nuggets were lying on the ground in great
Capt James F. Me.Keen, who has been
profusion, and a sign invites the miner “Take seriously ill, is now steadily
improving and
your pick.” Others read; “The Belfast Age,
his friends expect soon to see him out
50 cents per copy.” “All the home news in
again.
The Republican Journal; only $200 per
Mrs. Wm. J. Colburn of Toledo, O.,
gave
“Klondike
year.”
Inn, terms $100 per day.”
a f> o’clock tea
Wednesday evening, Dec. ist-r
his
Taking
nugget the lucky miner leaves
which was largely attended by the elite of
the gold fields by a more direct path than
that city,
that by which he entered.
Mrs. Otis Patterson is in Charleston, S.C
At 0 o’clock a large company sat down to
where she will spend the winter. We were,
as fine a supper as was ever served in Belin error last week in stating that Mrs Carrie
fast. Everything was nice, the tables were
Patterson was there.
very attractively spread, and the service
was just what one would
Fred W. Pote, steward of steam*-r
*>i
expect from Belfast young ladies—simply perfect.
; Bangor, has put his department in condition
The evening’s entertainment w as a very for the winter and arrived home Tuesday
enjoyable one. Hearty applause greeted by rail. He will remain until April.
and several
every number,
L. C.
participants
Putnam arrived home Saturday
were encored
Following is tlx- program;
from Boston, where lie hail 1
i: for an opTableau. “Dancing Lesson
eration for polypus.
The operation was
Solo, “I’ll Await My Love,”
Howard
successful and his

panied by the members of the family and a
committee of prominent members of the
General Electric Co., aud arrived iu Bucksport yesterday where the burial took
Mr.

climbed to the summit he

whs

a

a

Mass., from which he was graduated in 1880.
The following fall he entered Yale as a
member of then-lass of '84, and was graduated with honors four years later.
He secured
a
position as examiner in the U. S. patent
and
while holding this position be
olliee,
studied law at Columbian University in
Washington. He completed bis law studies
m 1888 and two years later
began practicing
in New \ ork.
In 1893 be became associated
with the General Electric Co., and was soon
made chief of the patent department.

met

G. C. Kilgore
business.

on

Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Swan
the week in Boston.

Klondike weather by coming to a windowwide open to the chilly out-door atmosphere.
Farther on he came to the
“Scare-you-away
Pass,” which w-as rightly named, for,

R.

by
Friday

shot

day

curtained

the visitor had

suddenly

Bueksport.

Dr.

guide-boards. Oue guide-board marked the
entrauee of “Chill-you-out Pass,” and after

left Saturday for Lawrence to attend the
funeral. The friends here extend sympathy
to the bereaved wife and children.

George

Chas. F. Ginn spent Sunday with friends
in

Only 10 cents capital required.” Depositing
the necessary amount the visitor was ushered into a winding path and left to get along
as best he could.
The path, though rough
and crooked, was well marked by signs and

time, in very poor health, and in departing
intimated that lie never expected to see the
familiar scenes again. Mr. J. H. Quimby

last

on

Sanborn.
was

nent

was

A.

on

Alvin T. Condon went to Boston Dec. 6th
business.

was

The space under the left
off and signs informbaleony
ed the spectator that it contained the road to
Klondike. Near the entrance was a sign
which read, "Wanted, miners for Klondike.
P.

Cates went to Boston yesterday

business.

arranged,
played to the best possible advantage. At
the right, under the gallery, was the art exhibit, the admission fee to which was 10
cents. Here was to be seen a large collection of beautiful pictures, many of them
works of high art. Fiske’s sketches of New
England scenery were gems, being India
ink drawings, delicate in execution aud
artistic in design. They were made by Rev.
H. S. Fiske of Methuen, Mass., a Universalist clergyman and a personal friend of Mr.
Wells. The other pictures included a reproduction of Abbey’s celebrated picture,
"The Puritan Girl at Church;” numerous
pen and ink sketches by
Charles
Dana
Gibson
and
pictures by Alice
Barber Stephens.
All the pictures were
greatly admired anil many were sold. Beyond the art gallery were the booths and
tables for the sale of aprons, confectionery,
fancy articles, etc. Here were seen the
souvenir wooden spoons made from maple
trees grown on the Governor Crosby lot, and
other interesting articles. The most taking
feature of the fair, however, was the trip to
Klondike, the idea originating with Misses
Maud Milliken and Mary Johnson, and arranged by them with the assistance of Mr.

Friday on the 6 20 p. in. train. She was met
by steamer Silver Star which made a special
trip to accommodate her, ami she was at her
a

PERSONAL.
W. W.

very prettily
and the various articles were dis-

was sum-

in

Fair.

The annual fair, supper and entertainment
of the Universalist Society was held at Belfast Opera House Tuesday aud Wednesday,

Mrs. Eliza J. (Coombs) Pendleton died at
her home in Islesboro, Dec. 6th, of pneumonia at the advanced age of 80years, 8 months
and 13 days. She was born in Islesboro,
and was the second child of Capt. Fields
and Betsy Ames Coombs.
She married
Capt. Mark Pendleton of Islesboro, Mar. 10,
1837, and has since lived on the old Pendleton estate. Her husband died in 1888.
They
had eight children, six of whom are still livas
follows:
Richard P., Fields C., Guil
ing,
ford D. and Winfield S. Pendleton of Islesboro; Mrs. Lester A. Liewis of New York,
and Mark P. Pendleton, now in Pueblo, Col.,
for the winter, at one time a resident of Belfast and editor of The Progressive Age, and
later U. S. Consul at Pictou, N. S. Two
children, Mark ami Emma J., died in infancy,
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ard, the Carter by Mr. Wales Bartlett, the
Plains by Miss Cora Poland, the Kingdom
by Mr. George Carter, Halldale school by
Mr. El mer G. Hall, McFarland's Corner
by
Mr. Frank Poland, the Vose by Miss Hannah
Vose, and Whites Corner by M. J. Bartlett.
-Mr. George Howard recently went to
Ashland, where he is to teach this winter.
....Messrs. Leon Wiggin
and
Charles
Ste veuson will soon go to Portland to serve
as | jurors in the U. S. Circuit Court_There

W.C. Pooler entertained the RubinClub at her home on Middle street
Rockland, last Thursday afternoon. A paper
prepared by Mrs. Thomas Stratton, the subject of which was Tosti. was read, by Mrs.
Furbish, as Mrs. Stratton was unable to be
Present. The following program was then
rendered: Song, Could I? Tosti, M ss
Marsh ; piano solo, Grieg, Mrs. Pooler:
song,
Good Bye, Tosti, Mr&. Spear; chorus, The
Mrs.

stein

will be no school in the Frye district, and
scholars living there will be transferred to
the Centre school... Messrs. Volney Thompson
and Charles Talbot have gone to Portia nd as grand jurors in the U. S. District
Court....E. E. Tasker lias gone to Middle-

Wish, Kucken, Rubinstein club.
At an Odd Fellows fair in
I>eering last
week, F. H. Colley, Esq.-, formerly of this
city, took part in an entertainment, giving
two recitations with
flattering success The

town, Conn., where he has a situation as an
attendant in an insane asylum... .Mr. and
Mrs. C. A. Gordon visited friends in Knox,

Portland Press says:
Mr. Colley’ in his recitations showed himhe a man of rare ability. He is an
easy and natural reciter aud the readings
from his own compositions, which are bright

last week... .Mrs. Cora A. Goodwin of Palermo is visiting her parents, Mr. aud Mrs.
T. S. Hatch-Crosby Fowler of
Unity has
been at E. A. Sprowl's for a few days.

self to

and

Capt. Gen. Blanco, the Governor General
Havana, signed a decree releasing 41 perwho have been imprisoned on the
sons
charge of complicity in the insurgent movej
at

ment.

sparkle

with

humor,

prove

an

attractive

feature of his work. Mr. Colley recited for
his first selection the “Mountain Lion,” a
recitation in the true western vernacular.
As an eucore he rendered an
original poem
written expressly for ami delivered before
the Maine Press Association at Augusta, iu
January, 1897, entitled, “The Wavside

| Zephyr.”

Congress

has already
Congress.

annexation treaty,
by the Hawaiian

as

done

been

We don’t

Those papers which were talking of
Mark ilanua” for the Senate
have suspended that kind of talk since the

“defeating

is

•

sentiment of the country has been heard
on that proposition.
The attention of Mr.

the

saying

Bryan

adoption

of the

know,

McKinley
year
The offiministration has brought him.
cial figures continue to show such pros-

and'that is—that the-*--

Sturtevant-Larrabee Co.

is respectfully called to the fact that there are
whispered rumors from Mexico that its
statesmen and financiers are seriously

contemplating

are
on

putting out,

this year, the best

the market.

*

perity

SLEIGHS

larger
during last year. The shipments of last week from the Atlantic ports
than

#

#

disposition

the largest recorded in any week for
many years, if not at any time in the
history of the country. The actual exare

gold

is

reported
China to adopt

growing

among the statesmen of
the gold standard, and there is reason to
believe that that government will shortly
follow in the steps of Japan, and lay aside
the silver standard, under which it now
suffers such inconveniences.
That
silver

self-appointed

“commission”

of

who went to Japan in August
to find out the real cause of the adoption
men

of the

gold

doesn't

seem

standard

porting.

gold-standard

anese

that country

by

to be in any hurry about reCan it be possible that the Jap-

verted them?

statesmen

Or did

have

s
L
E

s
L

I

I

G
H
S

G

COAL

A

large line

chants

f

farmers

or

whether the

to

mer-

the United States

with Spain.
It argues that
these classes are just beginning to

want

a

both

war

fed the

steady

influence of

administration at

steps which lead

a

conservative

Washington,
to

with S pain would

or

seriously

war

affect the im-

proved conditions.

Nine,
A-.T.

of the highest honor and closest
our treaty with Spain.
Eight

regard for

cutters have been engaged in this
work, putting in a total of 12ff months of
active operations in suppressing filibustering, cruising 75,708 miles, and capturing
revenue

vessels

seven

engaged

in

The workings of the

n

proving extremely satisfactory. It is already earning much more than did the
Wilson law in the corresponding period of
its existence, and there is good reason to
believe that the

revenues

under it will be

ample, and that the reciprocity features of
the hill

likely to result advantageously

are

American citizens.

to

thus far

lj'.t

developed

feature in the
w

ant to

In

fact, there is

an

unsatisfactory

law except to those who

new

find fault.

The first country to send a commission
Washington to plead for reciprocity
aud a general understanding by which
t<

trade relations under the new law should
b>’ made as compared with those under
the old law

was one of the hardest “kickagainst that law when it was under

ers'

msideration.
The Canadian Government, in seuding its chief official to Washington to open the way for negotiations in
this line, showed that all of its complaints
<

about

tariff’ and its proposed retaliation were only for effect, and are no
1 onger thought of in a retaliatory way.
our

The Democratic

statesmen who were
laughing in their sleeves during the consideration of the Dingley law over the fact
that

a dozen or more countries had threatened to retaliate by excluding our products from their ports in case this country

again adopted

a

products laugh
tion

high tariff against their
longer. An examina-

uo

of the books of the Treasury Departshows that our exports to those

ment

countries in the first two months of the

Dingely

law

portations

to

were

far in

these

corresponding

excess

of

our ex-

countries in the
two months of last year
same

under the Wilson law, thus justifying the
Republicans in their belief that the threats
of retaliation were

groundless.

Mount Desert Correspondence.
West Harbor, Nov. 27, 1897:
Messrs. Spurting & Ladd of Cranberry
Island, while bringing their engine shaft,
bearings and propeller wheel to South West
Harbor during a northw ester to ship to Boston to have overhauled for their steamer,
lost the whole outfit in twelve fathoms of
water by the boat filling and sinking. They
tried to sweep it but have been unable to recover it.
W. R. Keene went to Boston and
contracted for a new outfit for them. A
compound engine will replace the single one
lost.
South

Tremont Lodge, F. & A. M., will hold
their annual meeting for the election of officers Dec. 2.1.
The cargo of lumber from the wrecked
sell. Harrie Chester has been bought by J.
L.

Stanley.
While Clark Hopkins

f

AA/JA

Aline

taking

out

the

Roving Bride in some way
of the guys slipped, letting the shears
and foremast over the bow, breaking the
mast in the middle. The men at work under
the shears had a very narrow escape.
spars of schooner
one

Have You a Skin Disease?—Tetter, Salt
Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Eczema,
Itch, Barber’s Itch, Ulcers, Blotches, Chronic, Erysipelas, Liver Spots, Prurigo, Psouasis, or other eruptions of the skin—what Dr.
Agnew’s Ointment has done for others it
can do for you—cure you.
One application

the

new

months of last year.
Even Japan,
has made such violent protest
against certain features of the new law,

ing

which

increased

her

of

purchases

American

in August and September
under its operation as compared with

goods materially

August and September of 1890; while
Great Britain, also one of the protesting
countries, increased her purchases nearly
$0,000,000 in August and September, 1897,

compared

as

mouths

of

with

the

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

corresponding

during

season

sell bonds to

to

Treasury,

month

corresponding

of

the

nor

S.

in

excess

en

materially

new

of

J. W. JONES, i

J. H & J

W. JONES,

EVERYTHING

IN

our

exports

imports,

are

now

largely

which have fall-

since the enactment of the
tariff law.

Congress, which it
Monday, will

session

met

in its

have

no

regret its action in the special session
which it

placed

the

added during November, 1897
Anderson, Lindsay. A cruise in an

:

1891. 518.6
Florence. Diana Victrix.

opium clipper.

Belfast,

Converse,
A novel. 1897. 212.4
Davis, M. E. M Under six Hags. Tlie
story of Texas. 1898. 456 20
Fiske, John. Washington and bis
country: being Irving’s Life of
Washington. Abridged with an introduction and a continuation. 1896. 323 1
Glyn, Anna L. A pearl of the, realm:
a story of Nonsuch
palace in the

ably

contrary,

Me.

months in which it has been in operation
many millions in excess of those of
the corresponding months in the history

is

talk of

a

three

of the Wilson law and

are

sufficient to

fully justify the belief of the Kepublicans
will, when normal conditions are
resumed, prove ample in its qualities as a
revenue producer and in its effect
upon
that it

town-

ships.

..

j

and other essays.

•Royal Society of Canada, Proceedings and transactions. 1895-6. 3 vols.
Stedman, E. C. Poems now first collected.

.1213.10
Temple, Crona. Princess Louise. A
1897

tale of the Stuarts. 149.33

Tiffany, Nina Moore.

From colony
commonwealth. 1897
323 27
Tiffany, Nina Moore. Pilgrims and
Puritans. 1896. 323 26
•Presented.
to

wmmmm

r

im«n..
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A deciWashington Whisperings.
sion affecting pension attorneys and claimwas
made
ants generally
Nov 29th. The
case is that of an attorney who claimed a
The decision follows:
fee in a pension.
‘The restoration of a pensioner’s name to
the rolls under any law as the result of
the allowance of a claim for increase when
the claimant’s title to pension under that
rule is admitted does not entitle an attorney to any greater fee than would be
allowed for securing an increase were the
claimant in receipt of a pension by virtue
of the law under which application for increase was made.”

products in August and September under
the Dingley law, while she bought but a
little over $5,000,000 worth in August
and September, 1890, under the Wilson
law.
France, which also protested against
certain features of the hill, bought $0,939,031 in value from us in September,
1896, under the Wilson law, and took $14,250,000 worth from us in the same month
of 1897 under the Dingley law. Germany,
whose protest was much talked of when its
attention was brought to the public,

1841.
FOR MORE THAN FIFTY-SIX YEARS IT HAS NEVER FAILED INilTS
WEEKLY VISITS TO THE HOMES OF FARMERS AND
VILLAGERS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.
IT HAS

faithfully labored for

their

In consideration of the

prices and wages, and

scarcity of money, low

the demands of
the trade, the Directors of the Company have reduced the prices on their remedies.

prosperitv

and happiness, 1
the improvement of their business and home interest
for education, for the elevation of American manho
and true womanhood.
IT HAS told at the fireside, interesting and instructive stories
the doings of the world, the nation and States.
IT HAS advised the farmer as to the most approved methods
cultivating and harvesting his crops, and the proper tim.
to convert, them into the

the

About Mt. Katahdiu is the home
of the caribou, and it is in that section
where there has been a large slaughter of our commerce.
The receipts of the
It is said that in the
game in the winter.
Treasury during the first four months of
past winter men made a business of hunt- the
operation of the law will amount in
ing about the mountain to supply camps I
with fresh meat. Moose and caribou j round numbers to $110,000,000, while the
would be killed high on the mountain ! Wilson law in its first four months earned
sides, and then brought to a place where [ about $83,000,000. When it is considered
they could be transported by men or j that the A\ ilson law had
the benefit of
One man,it is said, alone killed
reign of Charles 1. 1896. 1-9.29 wagons. caribou. The section
of country enormous importations which had been
twenty
life
The
Gilbert.
Hamerton, Philip
about the mountain could be guarded at held back in order to
get the advantage of
of J. M. W. Turner, It. A- Illus.
a small expense,
and thus a breeding the
lower tariff rates which it gave, and
Ih79.. 824 3
place for large game would be secured.
that the Dingley law labored under the
Jacobs, W.M. Many cargoes. 118 18 This matter has already been talked about
by those who are the most interested in disadvantage of very small importations
Kirk, Ellen Olney Revolt of a daughthe protection of game, and there is little because of the
ter.lv 63 r
heavy shipments into the
doubt that it will be brought before the
the country prior to its
An
unwilling
Lincoln, Jeanie Gould.
enactment, it will
next Legislature. The Katahdin region is
maid. 1897. 217.5
one
the best hunting sections of the be seen that the operations of the new
*Littell’s Living Age. 34 vols.L 71
State....The lobster fishermen are com- law indicate that it is to be much more
plaining of a lack of bait. They say that successful as a revenue producer than
Lush, Charles lv. The Federal judge.
the herring catch upon which they de212 2
A novel. 1897
was the Wilson law.
The further fact
pend was almost a failure this fall and
Marchesi, Matliilde. Marchesi and
while there is plenty of lobsters there is that the receipts have steadily increased,
music: passages from the life of a
nothing to be used as bait. Some of and that those of November will be, in
famous singing-teacher. With an
them have taken their traps out of the round
numbers, $20,000,000, shows that
introduction by Massenet.
Illuswater and stowed them away on this acwith the return to normal business con323 11 count.James Coombs of Bucksport, retrated. 1897
cently shot a white hedge-hog, weighing ditions, and the importations which will
Montgomery, David H. A beginner’s
826 19 25 pounds.A fifty-pound cod-fish was follow the absorption of the immense
American history. 1897
caught in a smelt-net at Bucksport, last stock which was in hand
Montgomery, David H. Leading facts
when the new
week, it is said to have been very gaunt and
of American history. 1897.
426.2
lean with a very dejected expression of law went into effect, it is perfectly apparMontgomery, David H. The student’s
countenance as if he had struck a hard ent that it will, within a
very short time,
American history. 1897
426.3
route coming up along the ocean shore.. At
be producing all the revenue that the
the coming Sportsmen’s exposition to be
Nixon, Oliver W. How Marcus Whitheld in Madison Square Garden, New Government requires to meet its current
man saved Oregon. A true romance
|
York, in January, Maine is to have a large expenditures, and a surplus to put into
of patriotic heroism. 1896
819 8
and better exhibit than ever before.
Miss the sinking fund, something which was
Riverside School Library. 17 vols.
Crosby—“Fly Rod”—lias charge of the not done in any period of the Wilson law.
With biographical sketches and
exhibit and last week was in Portland
One curious development since the new
notes.
completing arrangements.The men of
Dana, It. H. Jr. Two years before
Sargentville made good use of the first tann law went into effect and one in which
fall of snow. Six deer were killed.
the mast.
The the members of Congress, will he
inproud participants were Maurice Gray, terested, is the increase in
Dickens, C. Christmas carol and
exportations
one; Frank Gray, one; Freeman Coombs,
Cricket on the hearth.
Jr., one; Howard, Grindle, one; and Llew- to those countries which offered protests
Goldsmith, O. The deserted village,
ellyn
against the Diugley tariff hill, and which,
Hooper, two.
The Traveller and other poems.
it was claimed, would exclude AmeriIn Brief. The Boston A Maine direcGoldsmith, O. The vicar of Wakecan products unless the tariff hill should
field.
tors have declared the regular quarterly j
he shaped to suit their wishes.
There
Grimm brothers. German household
dividend of 1 1-2 percent, payable January j
were thirteen nations which offered formal
tales.
to stockholders of record Nov. 30th. !
1st,
the tariff hill, probably a
Hawthorne, N. Grandfather’s chair
September gross earnings increased about protests against
and Biographical stories.
$110,000 with the improvement maintained larger number than ever before. CuriHawthorne, N. Wonder book and
in October and November promising well.
ously, an examination of the records of our
.Ambassador Ilay was the chief speakTanglewood tales.
commerce since the uew law
went into
er
at
an
American
dinThanksgiving
Holmes, O. W. Autocrat of the breakner
in London.Hiram S. Maxim, effect shows that in the face of nearly
%
fast table.
superintendent of construction of the every country thus protesting our sales
Holmes, O. W. Grandmother’s story
Atlantic and Pacific Aerial Navigation
have increased under the Diugley law inof Bunker Hill Battle and other
company of San Francisco, announces
verse and prose.
that the company has now in the course stead of decreasing as was predicted by
the opponents of that measure.
of construction an airship in which it is
Irving, Washington. Essays from
Austriathesketch book.
expected to make the trip to the Klon- Hungary, which was one of the first
dike.A
received
from
private dispatch
Longfellow, H. W. Evangeline, Hiacountries to offer protests against the new
Vienna says that Samuel L. Clemens
watha, and The Courtship of
while
law, has bought from us nearly twice as
(“Mark
being
forcibly
Twain,”)
Miles Standish.
ejected from the lower bouse of Reicbsratb much in the first two months of its operaMilller, O. T. Bird ways.
Nov. 28th, was struck a severe blow by a tions as she did in the
corresponding
Richardson, A. S. Stories from old
Czech delegete.The Republicans of
Belgium, which
Boston have nominated ex-Mayor Curtis months of last year.
English poetry.
Scott, Sir Walter. Ivanhoe. 151.23 for Mayor, and the Democrats have re- also entered protest against the new law,
nominated Mayor Quincy.
bought over $11,000,000 worth of our
Scudder, H. E. George Washington:
historical biography.
Swift, J. Gulliver’s travels.
Warner, C.D A-Huntingof the deer

PrIces Reduced

four months in which it has been tested
have proven that the Republicans made
no mistake in their action with reference
to this measure. Its earnings in the four

all the year
in which Katalulin
upon the country
mountain is situated.
This would probin from two to
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farmers of

to indicate

Iks

months of the year.

standard nations purchasing it, obviates
the danger of reduction of the quantity of

KNIVES,TABLE

Boston,

WORMS IN CHILDREN.,

000,000 greater than in the corresponding

no

the administration.

New York,

Louis,

Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor them
fori
nearly everything else. The best Worm Remedy made, and likewise#
the best Remedy for all the complaints of children, such us Feverishness, Costiveness, Indigestion. Sour Stomach, etc., is
^

preceding

year, it is found that the purchases from
under the new law were nearly $25,-

longer troubles the
business men of tile great

or

tiie

replenish

St.

Chicago,

1890.

the country have
many million of bushels of wheat to send
abroad, for which gold is paid by the gold-
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United States Government with reference
the filibustering expeditions which have
attempted to leave her ports for Cuba has
one

which

HAND SA WS,
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t

to

been

in the first two months of
law as she did in the correspond-

years in which gold was being drawn out
of the country, and the Government com-

All Sizes Iron and Steel,
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deports of the Government officials in
Washington show that the attitude of the

POWDHR.

us

brought prosperous conditions to others
and to the country itself.
The alarm

and any

threaten

even

of BUTCHER

good cwps
other citizens of the

ROCKER gold in tlie country, or of raids upon the
gold in the Treasury. Treasury officials
SKATES, MRS. POTTS’ IRONS, 3 in. say they are
getting greater quantities of
gold than they need, or even than they
Set for 62C. WHIPS.
desire, the gold reserve now reaching
nearly $lti0,000,000, while the official
figures showing the amount of gold in the

new

as

sum

United States have occasion to he thankful to the farmer that his prosperity has

SIEVES, RAISIN

and

KNIVES, CARVERS,

relations with the United States, and there
is every reason to believe that this feature

Tribune
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SEEDERS,MEAT CHOPPERS,AXf

on the reciprocity features of the
tariff law is making splendid progress.
A do/.en or more countries have already
indicated :t desire to enter into reciprocal

Chicago

a

good prices,
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Work
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and
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new
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of November of last year.
And while the farmer has occasion to
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year.
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WASHING

six times as

by purchasing

that action
much from

Taking the thirteen
countries which offered protests against
the Dingley law, and comparing their
purchases from the United States in the
increasing, those for the present month first two months of its
operation with the
in
excess
a
million
bushels
being nearly

g Stable and Street Blankets, Fnr and Plash Robes, g-

made gains in the countries which Mr.
Bryan visited in Ohio, and also made
gains in the cities which he visited last

are

of

getting
very large
money for their wheat product this year—
far in excess of that in many preceding
The exportations of corn are also
years.

Style, Haterial, Strength,
Durability, and an easy price,

no particular cause for alarm
the announcement that Mr. Bryan
and his silver associates, who recently put

doubts

farmers

There can’t be any better

There is

Grave

DUST

with the corresponding months of 1890.
Turkey, which also protested, followed

us

over

law will prove more satisfactory than did the reciprocity features of
tin.* McKinley law.

the increase in prices is taken into consideration also it will be seen that the

H
S

against them?

of the

year thus far has been, in round numbers, a hundred million bushels. When

be thankful for this fortune in

con-

then heads together at Louisville, are determined to “keep up the light for silver.
The facts are that the Republicans

port of wheat from all ports for the crop

E

find the facts

they

the farmer had not known for

as

The November exportation
many years.
of wheat has been nearly fifty per cent,

standard.
A

GOLD

lat arete 11 Wx Saw?

every reason to believe that
will promptly ratify the Hawaii-

There is

an

bought nearly $20,000,000 worth of our
goods in August and September of 1897
under the Dingley law, while her purchases
Dec.
1897.
If
the
D.
7,
C.,
Washington,
in August and September, 1890, were only
average farmer did not enjoy his Thanksa trifle over $15,000,000.
Italy increased
giving turkey this year it was probably be- her
from us nearly 50 per cent.,
purchases
the
he
with
cause
was too busy
prosperity in
but we do know what everyone
August and September, as compared
adwhich this first
of the
Our Washington Letter.

Editorial Notes.

largest possible

amount

money.
IT HAS led in all matters pertaining to the welfare of farmers
villagers, and for over half a century has held their,
fidence and esteem

to meet

Dalton’s Sarsaparilla and Nerve Tonic,
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If you want the best the market allorfls tor

now have a chance to buy as good
there are on the market at very low
prices, as can be shown by the very large number
of testimonials that the Company have received
from those who have used the medicines. A liberal
discount will be given the trade. Dealers who
have Dalton’s remedies on hand are requested to
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Costa Rica’s Mineral Wealth.

not of veneration, for their owners, and
drivers have a strange affection for them,

Foreign Capital in voted In (be country Way Yet
Bring True the Early Spaniard’s Dream of Bolden
Hirers
How Wining Property may be Acquired.
[special correspondence of The Journal.]
Cart a go, Costa
The

Rica,

At the last session of the
superstition, and treat them
Wheelock
Vermont, quarterly meeting of Free Bapthey do their wives and chil- tists,
held at Sheffield, October 29 31
a
dren. Not least among the exciting incirequest was received from the church at
dents of travel in Costa Rica is the com- Wheelock, asking the ordination of tbeir
pastor, E. J. Hatch. The request was
ing to a gorge spanned by a primitive considered
and a council
consisting of
made
of
native
vine- Revs. G. C.
bridge
bejuco,—a
Waterman, F. A. Palmer J
like growth, strong as steel, which you W. Burgin, C. E. Tedford, E. C.
Harmon
may otten see hanging from the forest was appointed.

mingled

—

of early discoveries of precious
Columbus and
metals in this country.
‘.is companions bestowed it—just 385

>peaks

years ago this month of October—their
belief in the richness of the newly discovered land

being

based

profu-

the

on

golden ornaments worn by the natives. Spurred on by the sight of these
breastplates and armlets of pure gold,
and by the auriferous sands carried by

sion of

the rivers that flow toward the Atlantic,
Spaniards thought to find boundless

tin

the

interior, and expedition
followed expedition in eager succession.
In their day the mines of Tisingal, Talamania and Chiriqui created as great a sensation throughout the world as the Klontreasures in

*iike in this: and the first Spanish Governof La Costa liica, Senoi Don Juan

It isn’t much trouble
for a really healthy man
be good humored.
ana exhuberant health are a
procombination. The hearty man who
to

Estralla, (“The

iip. ’ia, La Rio de
the Star,”)
to lie

River

of bonanzas

account

on

.iters.

near

lined that the rivers running to the Pawere equally
rich in golden sands;

Tic

the

at

t

y»

of the present cenmine of consequence

beginning

not a single
being worked in Costa Rica. A few
"iguilicant claims were open—notably
is ( oncavas, near Cartage, and the si 1r mines of Lscasa,
but the work was
i.shed so feebly that results amounted

iy

but the

places,

people

were

too

;,"‘0r.or too indolent to undertake in earu-•>r
the task of getting it out.
In the

lands,

He

bit of

was a

a

mineralogist,

ardent lover of nature, and
while passing along the picturesque road
well

is

as an

1

the Monte de Agucate he observed
vidences of the existence of valuable

near

in the vicinity, and said
number of distinguished

res

ho had

personages
him.
Most of

out to meet

come

much to

as
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structure
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unique
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ingen-

peculiar

sensation experienced
of these—on foot, or in
mountain tor-

a

1

! you would better stick to the saddle than
! trust to your own two feet, for the little
beasts

ly

are

used to it and not half

lose their heads

to

There

other

are

rare—which

more

as

you

bridges
only he

—

can

like-

so

might be.
fortunately
crossed

on

foot, because botli ends are reached by a
tall, steep laddei’.
Traversing some
beautiful but

lonely road,

far from the

abodes of

roaring

men, you suddenly hear the
of a river, and locking out be-

close ranks of

tween

ered

with

splendid tiees,

orchids

cov-

and festooned with

trailing creepers, you see in front a hammock bridge, suspended like Mahomet’s
coffin between heaven aud earth, above a
gorge of unknown depth. Of course

with-

cost, upon which to erect his buildings, and free use of water necessary for

your mule, however expert in crossing
grape-vines bridges, cannot climb a ladder,

the

baud
on

over

hand like

“denouncement” is necessary in
a perfect title. Mines
may

a

sailor.

either side of the ravine

perpendicular

The banks
are

almost

and covered with

dense

underbrush and matted creepers through
a path in the saddle seems

order to obtain

which to force

be denounced either on public or private
lands, and the first denouncer acquires
their

river

moves up and down and backwards aud
forwards in a most bewildering manner.
If mounted on a native mule or pony,

!

out

amine,

the

series of ropes,
in and out and lashed together,

dashing noisily over boulders far below—is the antipodes of a feeling of ease
and security.
With every step the dry,
woody ropes crack, and the frail bridge
not only sways violently from side to
side, like the rocking of a cradle, but

exploitation of the mines.
:ing of lslo, Friar Nicolas Garcia,
no
Although
permission, or license,
and
of
Costa
Rica,
dishop
Nicaragua
from the Government is required to work
.one to visit
this portion of his big

diocese.

bank of

rent

1 suffered for years
>gan Co
and could not find r, lief until 1 commenced
taking your <b >lden Medical Discovery.’ I suffered with const manor, tin! torpidity of liver
which resulted in irtiiat: n of the prostate and
inti cn’nation of the bladder. I had only taken
oik
'.Pi when 1 found great relief.
The medicine has effected a permanent cure.”

him public

the

while crossing one
the saddle, with maybe
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metals; gives

near

deep barranca,—a

ious.

disorders
‘Through your skillful treatment I am once
a well man
wrhes J X Arnold. Ksq.. of
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the

forming
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woven

more

Fabulous tales were still told

little.

•ucerning the lost mines of the Estralla,
r d gold and silver was known to exist in

or

The council met with the church at
Wheelock Nov. 9 pursuant to request for
the purpose of examination and ordination, and organized with F. A. Palmer
moderator and J. W. Burgin,scribe. Bros.’
Waterman and Harmon could not
attend,
and as the power of substitutions and additions was granted by the
Quarterly
meeting to the council, all the attending
clergymen were added and the examination proceeded and was found
satisfactory.
Bro. Hatch read a clear, distinct, and
elaborate statement of faith, in which he
showed a knowledge of and faith in the
teachings of the Bible, as set forth in the
F. B. Treatise. He also gave such reasons
for his faith as proved his knowledge of
the Scriptures. After questions by the
council to discover a knowledge of his
methods of work, both in the study and
parish, there was a unanimous vote of
satisfaction and decision to proceed to
the ordination, which occurred in the following order:
Report of the Council by the Scribe:
voluntary, organ and clarinet; doxology,
congregation; invocation, Rev. W. II.
Lyster, Lyndon Centre; anthem, “Give
E ar to My Words,” choir; reading Scripture. I Tim. 3: 1-7; 4: 11-10, Rev. W. H.
Lyster, Lyndon Centre; prayer, Rev. C.
E. Tedford; response, choir; sermon, text,
II Kings 0: 17, Rev. Edwin Blake, South
Sirafford; hymn, “Live to Love the Voice
of Praise,” Rev. ,J. B. Merrill, Littleton,
N. H.: presentation of candidate by the
Scribe; ordaining prayer, Rev. F, A.
Palmer, North Danville; charge to the
candidate, Rev. J. W. Burgin, Sutton;
charge to the church, Rev. C. E. Tedford,
Lyndon Center; right hand of fellowship,
Kev. J. b. Merrill, Littleton, IS. II.; presentation of certificate by the president;
address of welcome. Rev. E. C. Clark,
Hardwick; hymn, ^Fearlessness and
Faithfulness,” Rev. J. B. Merrill, Littleton, N. H.; benediction, Rev. E. Judson
Hatch, Wheelock.
The church was beautifully decorated
with bright flowers and evergreens.
The
choir dispensed sweet music to the satisfaction of all. Bro. Hatch is a man of
good prospects, being of studious habits,
clear thought, and strong conviction. He
is a graduate of Bates college and has had
several years experience in teaching.
He is a man of earnest spirit, not easily
turned from the way, has stroug convictions, is a careful student in the preparation of sermons, and gives evidence of
sound piety.
We bespeak for him a successful career among the people where
God may by His providence call him to
labor. Bros. Hatch is well liked and has a
“good reputation among the brethren.”
[J. W. Burgin, Scribe, in the Lvdonville,
Vt., Journal, Nov. 10th.

This strange substance is made
rope, which is hung from conven-

ient trees

nervous

as

■

into

i.:
that while the old saying that a
man’s
h art is in his stomach." is not literally
true, it is a fact in it his stomach sweetens
or sours his character according as it is
healthy or unhealthy. Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery is the best of medicines
for the conditions described.
It makes
the weak stomach -trong. the impaired
digestion perfect, invigorates the liver.
the blood and tones
purifies and emich
the nerves
It tears down half dead, inert
tissues and replaces them with the firm
muscular tissue— of health.
It builds new
and In althy nerve fibres and brain cells.
I', dis-ipates nervou-ness and melancholy
and imp irt« mental elasticity and courage.
It i- the best of ail known medicines for

its unknown upper
Two hundred years later it was

."Up-posed

trees.

Jollity
verbial
is always laughing doesn’t have any trouble
with his digestion.
It has been said that
laughing makes people healthy. The truth
is that health makes people laugh.
It is impossible to estimate the tremendous influence of health upon human
character.
A man with a headache will
not be in a happy, contented frame of
mind.
A man who suffers from a weak
stomach and an unpaired digestion will sit
and grumble through the best meal ever
A bilious man who is not a
prepared.
bore, is deserving ol a place in a museum.
A nervous man who is not petuient and
fault-finding is a curiosity. All these condition.-, lead to grave diseases, when the
victim becomes not only disagreeable, but
dependent as well. A wise wife will real-

azquez de Coronado, named the celeated stream now known as the Clian-
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impossible—to say nothing of the serious
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When the mine is situated on private lands the denouncer is
required to indemnify the land-owner for
the damage caused to his property, as as-

the

to

ford the torrent at

the better way would
entrust your steed to the guide, if
you have one, or to the Indians living
near the bridge, who will
drag him down
be to

sessed

by experts appointed by the parsomehow, swim him across, and bring
legal extent of a mining claim him
up safely on the other side; while
is 200 varas in length by 100 varas in
jughr no more about it—for had they
you throw pride and fear to the winds,
the
bebreadth,—a
vara,
Spanish yard,
lived within sight of the mountain all
shin up the ladder, lix your eyes straight
about 33 inches.
If the mine is sit;t*ir days and heard nothing of gold ing
ahead—on no account looking down to
uated in a region where no others had beMr. Hatch is a native of Montville, and
:rhin it
the noisy river, or the right and left of
But one member of the party,
fore been discovered, the discoverer will
his parents are now living in Centre Mont"••nor Don Jose Santos Lombardo, rather
the vines swaying beneath your feet—kay
be allowed to denounce three claims on
ville. lie was graduated from Bates Col1j
a prayer and
more credulous or more intelligent than the
rush across, with every
the main vein, and one claim on every
lege in 1804. Of those taking part in his
muscle tense as if walking a tight rope.
•thers. picked up certain specimens of
minor vein,
in all other cases, no perordination it is a somewhat strange circc earth as pointed out by Bishop GarThere is a hammock bridge of this deson is entitled to more than one claim,
cumstance that Rev. Edwin Blake was
.1. aud had them examined in Cartago.
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the
work
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Cartago.
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Holy Family):
.ids Padre Miguel Bonilla” denounced!
tlit i. w hich lie called after his patron
>.uj Miguel.
But the real Monte
Aguacate mine, that of Castro brothwas not opened until after Costa Rica ;
gained her independence hum >paiu.
;
!
l.y.'O, the last named mine had i
’(led abuut seven million dollars.
The
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claim.
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the mining industry of the Republic
t in its infancy.
It has had so many
diculties to contend with that the wona

has been able to survive at all.
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vacant and again denounceable. All
denouncements must be made by written
memorial, addressed to the judge who is

kuown

party

al

a

the transaction.

to

sur-

roundings, as is required to perfectly
identify the claim. A notice of the denouncement
must be published
three
in the official gazette, and all persons interested summoned to
appear and
set forth their objections, if they have
contestants appear, the deis given t>0 days time to sink a
no

shaft

on

the mine, at least 10 varas

so

as

to

enable the Government

to

get in his work.

days are
engineer,

As

soon as

deep,
engineer

the sixty

over, the judge appoints an
who will go to the place and

measure, examine and draw a plan of the
mine.
If no difficulty arises the deis

nouncement

then

complete; and the

only

expense attending the process is the
and expenses of the engineer.
I
make this full explanation—which per-

fee

sad hindrance to enter-

mining—in
received

ject.

asking

to

Hut it must be remembered that

the

mining laws of these miss-called Reuise.
>n account of little means of com*
publics have gather more quirks 'and
unication and slight mercantile relations
quibbles than those of other countries,
e bullion was mostly sold, at low prices
and are capable of all sorts of interpretaa few speculators, who exported it to
tions in the hands of skillful attorneys.
maica in exchange for articles of conare the same old Spanish ordinances,
They
nnption. Within the last few years, more or less
charged in the year 1830.
-wever, several English companies have
The code is diffuse, verbose, technical,
out considerable
into Costa Rican
<

capital

mines; and with improved methods and
importation of labor-saving machinery the world may yet see the golden
learns, dreamed of by the early Spaniard's, flowing from the almost forgotten
Chief among the foreign
operating here is that

•Rich Coast.”

unpanies
ailed the

now

Anglo-Costarican,

formed in

ondon, which has directed its efforts
mainly to gold-mining in the Esparza
The principal mine, “La Trinidistrict.
dad,’‘ lies about 18 miles north of the
Pacific port, Punta Arenas, at an altitude
of 2,000 feet.
Los Tres Hermanns, (“The
Three Brothers”) also owned by an English company, is in the
hood. La Trinidad is the
of

ers
<

and

Las Union—the

iruelitas—river,

mill.
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obsolete

to

do with them should make
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he stands on, through his Consul
some other competent authority, and

again

I
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wish

to

emphatically repeat

none

of

these

countries

are

by the impecunious.
elsewhere, the old say-

Here, more than
j ing holds good, ‘‘It takes money

to

make

I money.”

To visit the successful mining camps of
Costa Kica you have to ride over rough

roads,

cross

bridgeless

rivers and traverse

proud

possessor

rubber and other
earth aud

the skies.

latter
a

the

on

20-stamp

early Spaniards

con-

and silver, they contain

an

is

where

screen

long and tiresome; but

The journey
to

see

gold

at

the end of it repays most people for the
discomfort of travel,—to say nothing of

seeing Mother Nature always at her best
in the way of verdure, and some of the
most beautiful views the world can show.
Should you

be

travelling

without

com-

abundance of

iron, copper, argentiferas panions, you would find it well in making
lead, quicksilver, etc.; and everywhere long journeys through the comparatively
throughout the country are mineral and unoccupied portions of the country, to
thermal springs. Tile Government, very
join one of the caravans, with ox-teams
wisely, levies no charges for contribu- as motive powers, that pass to and fro
tions upon mining enterprises, and imposes no duties upon the exportation of
the products of the same.
On the contrary, it offers every encouragement to the miner, native or foreign, allowing him to import free of

between all points at stated intervals. Of
you would ride a horse or mule,

course

tion.

The

carts

vehicles made

are

by

the peasants, the wheels
being solid disks, more or less circular in
form, cut from the stems of large trees.

all machinery, apparatus and implements employed in the extraction of The

duty

only for protecheavy spriugless

and the caravan would be

oxen

are

always objects of regard,

if

a

valued contributor to

The Journal in the past, and we join with
his many friends in Waldo county in wish-

ing him the fullest
his chosen

calling.
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of
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Railway Syndicate.

This is the stove that burns wood all night and keeps
the house warm.

GREAT HEATER,

Mr. William Sowers, of Bradford. Ohio,
cured by S.S.S. ten years ago of a
severe blood poison, and writes that to
this day no sign of the dreadful disease
has ever returned. He says:
‘‘I had a terrible blood disease which
is considered incurable, and was treated
for a long time by the best physicians,
but they did me no good.
The disease
seemed to get a firmer hold on me, and
attacked my tongue and throat, which
were soon full of vile ulcers.
“I changed doctors several times, and
afterwards took nearly every blood remedy on the market, without the slightest
benefit.
After five years of treatment
which did me no good whatever, I was
This remedy
induced to try S.S.S.
proved itself equal to the case, for in a
few months I was entirely cured and my
skin was perfectly clear and smooth.
I could haidly believe that the cure was
permanent, but ten years have elapsed
and no sign of the disease has yet ap-

Josephine

Nickel Plated Ware of all Kinds,
TEA

!

!

a

TRAYS,

|

POTS, COFFEE POTS, PUDDISHES, TRAY SETS,

FIVE O’CLOCK

TEA

KETTLES,

CRUMB

TRAYS and BRUSHES, ETC.

Kitchen Goods, Pocket Knives,

Carving Sets,

M. L.

Table

Cutlery.

STEVENS BROS.,

MITCHELL,

US Ilisii Street.

Purely Vegetable

Liver Ills

SI I

TEA

CHAFING

sure cure

Ladies, Misses and Children’s

Hood’s

KETTLES,

DING DISHES,

for Cancer, Catarrh, Contagious Blood Poison, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Eczema, and all other
blood diseases, which other remedies
It is
have no effect whatever upon.
S S.S. is

or

cast of Boston.

peared.”

and is the only blood remedy which
is guaranteed to contain no mercury,
It is stated on good authority that a
potash or other harmful mineral. S.S.S.
Keconl l>r«*ukiug Trip from Kio to syndicate has been formed to control the
On 11 •
is sold by all druggists.
electric railways in Maine.
Kaltimore.
The 10 men
Books on Blood and Skin Diseases will
Last week we gave an account of the composing it are: Galen C. Moses, presibe mailed free to all who address Swift
dent of the First national bank of Bath;
unprecedented passage of the Belfast- ; Elias
Specific Company, Atlanta, Georgia.
Milliken, president of the First
built Baltimore bark Josephine from Kio national bank of
Augusta; C. G. Totman,
Janeiro to Baltimore.
This week we ! president of the Fairfield national bank of
J. M. Robbins, president of the
give the following entries from Capt. Fairfield;
Manufacturers’ national bank of Waterthe
Springsteen’s log book, showing
ville; M. G. Shaw, director of the First naposition of the vessel, and distances trav- tional bank of Bath; II. B. Goodenougli,
director of the National Market bank of Greal Reduction in Fares
eled daily:
A. F. Gerald, director
November 2—Left Kio Janeiro in tow at Brighton, Mass.;
of the Waterville trust and safe deposit
0 A. M.; let go tug at 9.30 A. M.; set all
BELFAST TO BOSTOX $2.25.
of
company
Waterville; S. A. Nye, direcsail; light winds and rain; sixty miles.
tor of the Fairfield national bank of Fair3—Moderate
winds
November
and
E. J. Lawrence, director of the
cloudy weather; at 0 P. M. Cape Frio field;
New Holland company of Fairbore north, distance 8 miles—21.03 south, Lawrence,
field, and 1. C. Libby, a banker of Water38.58 west; 230 miles.
These men are rated at from £100,ville.
November 4—Fresh winds and squally
000 to £1,000,000 each. Besides these it is
weather; bandied jib topsail; skysail understood
that there are several other
parted leech rope—18.03 south, 30.00 prominent men in the deal.
west; 250 miles.
I. <_. Libby, who is treasurer of the
Fare between Belfast and Boston reduced from
November 5—Strong winds, clear sky:
Lewiston A Auburn road, said Dec. 1st., I $3.00 to §2.25.
all sails set—14.11 south, 34.30 west; 250
Fare between Searsport and Boston reduced
that the syndicate would construct the
from $3 10 to §2 30, and a proportionate reducmiles.
finest electric railroad
in
tion made in the price of through tickets between
0
November
Strong wind—10.05 which he believes willsystemthe America,
towns in Boston and a!l landings on Penobscot river.
give
south, 33.34 west; 251 miles.
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons
the heart of Maiue a great boom.
He
November 7—Fine breezes and weather
will be reduced from $2.00 and $1.50 to
the syndicate has already bought and each,
says
.50 and .$1.00 each.
§1
—0.17 south, 34.18 west; 234 miles.
the street rails, and that Mr. GerSteamers will leave Belfast for Boston, via Camshipped
November 8—Fine, clear weather; all
the general manager, is now purchas- den and Rockland, at (about) 2.30 p. in. Mondays
and Thursdays
sail set—2.57 south, 30.08 west: 248 miles. ald,
ties and other material and obtaining
For Bangor, via all landings, Wednesdays and
November 9—Fresh breeze; all sail set— ing
the locations to be ready in the early Saturdays at (about) 8.00 a. in., or upon arrival of
2.05 south, 39.19 west; 240 miles.
steamer from Boston.
to
on
crews
and
the
do
put
large
November 10—Fine breeze; all sail set. spring
RETURNING TO BELFAST.
work quickly.
At 3 P. M. crossed the equator, 0 days
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p. in.
and 21 hours from Kio; 2.18 north, 42
From Bangor, Monda'ys'and Thursdays at 11.00
For the Entire Family.
a. m.
west; 231 miles.
WILLIAM H. HILL,Gen’lManager, Boston,
November 11—Moderate breezes; cloudy
Although the leading object of Farm and
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, B e fast
and squally, showers—4.52 north, 44.10
Home, which our readers may procure in
west; 200 miles.
November 12—Fair and clear; all sail set connection with this paper, is, of course, to
acquaint the cultivator of the soil with the
—7.30 north, 40.18 west; 200 miles.
November 13—Moderate, cloudy and best methods of farming, it realizes that the
squally—10.09 north, 48.59 west; 228 success of the farm largely depends upon
miles.
the management of the household.
AccordNovember 14—Fresh and clear; all sail
ingly, much valuable space in each issue is
set—13.13 north, 52.35 west; 282 miles.
November 15—Moderate and clear— devoted to the wife, mother and daughters,
They overcome Weakness, Irnot forgetting the boys and girls, who are
regularity and omissions, In10.08 north, 55.37 west; 239 miles.
crease vigor and banish "pains
November 10—Strong and clear; all sail soon to become—at least we hope they arc—
of menstruation.”
They are
set; split spanker and lost three hours’ farmers and farmers’ wives. Replete each
time—19.12 north, 59.07 west, 270 miles.
issue with a great variety of original artiNovember
17—Moderate and clear; cles on the
to girls at womanhood, aiding
farm, garden and household, by
heavy northwest swell—21.50 north, 02.04 The
development of organs and
leading rural waiters of The day, Farm
uou\.
ino Known remedy for women
west: 230 miles.
equals
them. Cannot do harm lift* becomes a
Home
is
not
to
the
and
indispensable
all
pleasonly
November 18—Moderate and hazy;
ure.
$| per box by mall.
Sold by druiidsta
miles.
of
west:
170
but
meets
the
the
sail set—24 north, 04.10
farmer,
requirements
DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
November 19—Light winds, cloudy entire family. We cordially recommend it
FOR SALE BY R. H. MOODY.
Iyr38
weather and heavy showers—25.55 north, as
pure in tone and well devised to instruct
00.41 west; 174 miles.
and ent rtain the farmer and his family.
November 20—Fresh and northeasterly
For the thirteenth time the famousjittle
squalls and rain; all sail set—28.14 north,
! Columbia Pad Calender makes its annual
GO,31 west; 20G miles.
The 1898 issue
November 21—Fresh and clear—30.18 and welcome appearance.
j is not only brightly illustrated outside and
north, 71.56 west; 176 miles.
November 22—Light rains and calms; : inside hut filled w ith chosen thoughts and
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
shifted booms and yards for first time : verses from the army of Columbia riders
since leaving Cape FTio—31.08
north, in all parts of the world, who have contributed wise aud witty sayings in abundance.
72.26 west; 57 miles.
November 23—Moderate and clear; all ! It will be mailed to any address, safely
sail set—34.10 north, 73.53 west; 197 packed in a carton mailing case, upon
BOOTS,
I receipt of five two cents stamps at the
miles.
SHOES,
November 24—Heavy northwest winds j Calendar Department of the Pope Mfg.,
and rain; tacked to westward; heavy to Co., Hartford, Conn._
OXFORDSand
moderate ,sea; shortened sail and double
RUBBERS,
reefed—34.14 north, 74.31 west; 31 miles.
November 25—Moderate and clear; all
flaying decided to close out our entire stock of
Ladies, Misses and Children’s footwear, we offer
sail set.
At 10 P. M., civil time, sighted
some of the best bargains ever offered in Belfast.
Cape Hatteras light, bearing 20 miles \V.
N. W.
DEMEMDED Mis is a genuine closing out
Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constiNovember 26—At 3 P. M., civil time,
nUVICmDCn sale regardless of cost. All
sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
sizes, 2 1-2 to 8, O to 13.j Coin,
made Cape Henry, took pilot aboard at 7 pation.
do
their
work
Pills.
They
Hood's
Opera, Common Sense toes.
cured by
P. M.
miss Mis clmnce to get agood.servieeThe Josephine in 22 days and 3 hours
nflM’T able
article at less than wholesale
UUli I
traveled 4,797 miles from Cape Frio to
prices.
Cape Henry. To this should be added 60
Sale commences Thursday, Oct. 14th.
miles from Rio Janeiro to Cape Frio, and
165 miles from Cape Henry to Baltimore.
!
easily and thoroughly.
n
Hives are not dangerous to life, but they
III
pillsBest after
are a prolific breeder of misery and profan111
■
All
cents.
26
druggists.
No. 5.9 Main Street,
Belfast
instant
relief,
ity. Doau’s Ointment gives
I Prepared by C. 1. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
even in the worst cases of this and other ex4^* Mail and stage orders will receive care ul
Hood's
with
The only Piil to take
Sarsaparilla.
| attention.
asperating diseases of the skin.
the

lower than any one
We have'a
tine line of Lamps and all we
ask is a chance to quote prices

O'
7p

was

still continue to

we

low

as

MR. WILLIAM SOWERS.

LOW PRICED,

WELL MADE,

PLEASE Remember that

“Life Savers"

fortunes to be found

mahogany, cedar,
tropical trees cover the

their efforts wholly to the eastern
coast, it now transpires that the Andean
spurs of the Pacific are by far the richest.

gold

of the laws

thick forests

tiued

Besides

some

—unless raked up for special occasions.
Therefore the foreigner who has anything

neighbor-

have each

the

and

ligible,

Hatch has been

four tall posts of hardest
each bank of the river,

The greatest claims for S.S.S.
(Swift’s
are made
by those whom it has
cured, and after all the most valuable
reputation is one which is given by those
who speak from experience. We could
publish a page of what we claim S.S.S.
will do, but the
people prefer to read
of what it has done, and hence we
give
the testimony of
reputable, well-known
people in different parts of the country,
who gladly tell of how S.S.S. has cured
them of blood diseases, after
trying
other treatment in vain.
No wonder S.S.S. has such staunch
friends. The experience of those who
take it to-day will be the same as of
those who twenty years
ago found it the
only cure. Blood diseases are obstinate,
and cannot be cured
by one medicine
in a dozen which claims to cure
them;
so when S.S.S. is taken with
satisfactory
results, after a disappointing experience
with other remedies, it is not
6trange that it has grateful friends by
the score.

Specific)

BELFAST LIVERY CO.,

BELFAST, MAINE,

ESSm.**

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON,
PROPRIETORS.'^-—

-»TEAIS

TURNOUTS, EVERY DESCRIPTION,^

il

FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

or

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY

Blackboards.

FILLED.

Maine Central R. R.

Biggest Offer Yet!

time-table.
On and after Nov. 14,1 $97, trams connecting at
Burnham anti Waterville with through trains for
ami from Bangor. Waterville, Portland anil Bos- !
ton will run as follows:
FROM

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

BELFAST.
A M

Belfast, depart..... 7 15
Citypoint. t7 20
Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

Unity.—
Burnham, arrive..
Bangor.

7 30
7 41
7 53
8 oo
8 10
8 35
11 45

1' M
1 t»5
11 lo

..AMt..

P M

1 20
1 30
1 43
I 50
1 58
2 15
8 25

3 45
3 52
4 15
4 45
5 lo
5 32

j

o oo

j

0 25

j

I

-■

A M

Waterville

9 08

2 47

7 05

5 45
9 25

1 40
6 57

p M

Portland..
Rostim
Boston,
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Revs.

Moutville,

aud Merrill, if not natives of Maine, have
all held pastorates in this State.
Mr.

An

The memori-

of all it> distinctive marks, signs and

pastor

every

about four feet apart—and these
rude piers are connected by ropes of vine,
reached at either end by a vine ladder.
Fannie Brigham Ward.

forth the name, residence,
place of birth and occupation of the de-.
nouucer, and must contain as minute a
description of the locality of the mine and
must
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tive," having jurisdiction in those cases
in which the Government is interested as
a
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“de lo Couteneioso Administra-
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renew

their only way
of getting across a wild and turbulent
river when swollen during the rainy sea-
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particularly interested in
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the difficulties
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especially the cost of transportation
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day it may
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Burnham, depart. 10 26
Unity. 11 00
Thorndike. 11 15
Knox. 11 30
11 57
Brooks.
Waldo. 12 15
Citypoint. 12 35
Belfast, arrive. 12 45
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110 00
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FOR ONLY 32.00.
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Believing that every one of our readers
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1 20 | have at. least one good
agricultural and
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tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West ami Northwest via all routes, for sale by L M. (Ifori;k.
CEO. F. EVANS.
Agent, Belfast.
Ceneral Manager.
F. E. Booth by, fien’l Pass, ami Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 11897.
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send that
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and
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perfected arrangements whereby
practical and instri- ti
tournal,
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both

a

full year lor only $2.00.
Lack of spac.0 forbids a
touts

of Farm

and

description .( ti c c uHomi:. which are une.|iialled

for variety and excellence.
Prominent among its
many departments may he mentioned the Farm
ami harden. Market Reports, Fruit Culture, Plans
und Inventions, The Apiary, Taiks with a
Lawyer,
Around llie (ilobe, Livestock and Hairy. The Poul-

try lard, Question Box, The Veterinary. Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fumy Work, Household Features, etc.
Farm and Homi: is published

semi-monthly,
giving yon 24 numbers a year.
»■
v.
making a volume of over 5011 pages, tc-m ng
thus

with all the latest and most reliable
that experience and science can

A FULL LINE OF

Hot

Water

Bottles,

SYRINGES,

Etc.,

FOR SALE BY

A. A. HOWES & CO.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY!
It' you are out of employment and want a position, paying you from $50 to $100 monthly clear
above expenses by working regularly, or, if you
want to increase your present income from
$200
to $500 yearly, by working at odd times, write the
GLOBE CO., 723 Chestnut St., Phila., Fa., stating
age, whetheramarried or single, last or present
employment,’and you can secure a position with
them l*v which you can make more money easier
and faster than you ever made before in
your life.
5m44

SURETY BONDS

For

Administrators, Cashiers, Trustrees, Con

ractors, at reasonable rates.
8w44
FRED

ATWOOD, Agen

:nD nnati->n

supplv \. o,*tter
1-roof of its popularity can he olfercd than its
enormous circulation, which extends into
every
State and territory in the Union, each number
being read by no less than a million readers.

A 700 PAGE BOOK FREE.
immediately and sending

10 rents additional for

mailing expenses, making $2.10 In all, we will
send Chamber’s Popular
Encyclopedia, containing
7(10 pages and over 1,000 illustrations.
This
Encyclopedia, which has never sold for less than
$1.00, is unsurpassed as a work of reference. It
contains no less than 20,000 articles, and will he
found of the greatest use in
answering the thousands of questions that constantly arise in regard
to dates, places, persons, incidents,
statistics,etc.
No

one at

all interested should he without it.

Ho not

delay or fail to take advantage of this
remarkably liberal oiler, which we make for a
limited time only, by special arrangement with
the publishers. Remember, we send both papers
a full year, including book, .at the
very low price
of $2.10.
Address all orders

to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

BELFAST, MAINE.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9,

BELFAST,

UlsS

1897.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.
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David B. Hill may still be
but he is a still Democrat.

]

Republicans were generally successful in the municipal elections held in
Massachusetts, Dec. Otii.
The
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Bear in mind
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only
raw

the best
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Stream'says, editorially,

Associated

that

yeais. as she has iu the past, she will not
be able to hold the vast array of sportsmen
ai d m n ir.ii visitois who will llock here
in glowing terms of the
way that tlu Maine fisheries have been
improved. Three yeais or moie ago,

speaks

wen

ai.d
fast

as

the hatcT

as

The Post Ofliee Department is

of

killed

was
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These

Otis

a

distinguished American
h
by an assasin—A

The command

on

the fools

all dead yet.

are

not

Col., W. H. Sanborn

has

muster

A.

m

the supposition that

■Maine has eighteen starch factories,

a number of candidates
and several applications

leading citizens, and a limited number
single tickets, for subscribers ouly, may
he obtained at the drug store of Kilgore &
Wilson. Mr. Williams is highly commendbeen misinformed, as in the report of the ed by the press of the cities in which lie has
commissioner of industrial and labor sta- appeared, and all who can should avail
themselves of this opportunity to hear him.
tistics for 1890 it is stated that there were
our

of

49 fact lies in peration in the State, all
being in Aroostook county, and there

Benefit to Mr. Parker. A benefit will
be given to Mr. John Parker at the Belfast

have 1

Opera House, Thursday evening, Dec. IGth,

two

cu

new

this season. Over

ones

in

which

some of the best musical talent in
city will participate. The proceeds will
be used to i uy a set of kettle drums for Mr.
Parker, which will introduce new instru-

peisons are employed in this industhe United States and the annual

...non

t he

in

try

C*

<

wheat and Indian

About

olfei'i'ii their

k.n.llv

corn.

A clean sweep

services

and

Cut out what you
well as it you came

as

Howes, Mrs. Pitcher,

Mr.

Mr. Pitcher.

Baritone, Kapala

White,
Townsend

paid $731,312, average for each cow, $29.22; au increase in
business over 189(3 of $18,35(3.
A close Soprano, selected,

Miss

estimate in connection with these statistics showed that 39,000 cows contributed

in

cream

ed

to

1890.

Mr.

was

a

a

marked

departure

from

es-

Rev. J. S. Williamasked the business men of the city to

pulpit to occupy the hour, and the resuit was a large and interested audience.

his

Mr. C. B.

Burleigh,

j
1

editor of the Kenne-

fiuence of the Public Press,”

iu

our

Hon. 11.
ence

M.

the influence of greed.
Heath spoke on “Reverto

and Irreverence for the Law.”

G.

Hall took for his

Dark and

Blight Sides of

and the closing address
J. S. Williamson

on

subject,

Judge
“The

Social Life;”
made by Rev.

our

was

“Things

to

Regret,

and Things to Rejoice Over in the Religious World.”

Papers

and Periodicals.

H. L. Woodcock of this city will have
an article in the Christmas number of Shooting and Fishing, on Duck Shooting at Matinicus, with two illustrations by the author.
Mr.

Last week’s number of the Turf, Farm
and Home was devoted to Maine dairying
interests, and was filled with good things
We reprint in another colon the subject.
umn the contributions of D. Dyer of Winterport and Ii. W. Ellis of Embden.
There’s

no

advertising columns.
Yachts

and

Boats.

claiming:

that it is the glory of American journalism that it has been, in a remarkable degree, superior

Miss Sullivan.
Leach

Mr. Parker.
Southern Patrol,
Voelker
Xylophone by R. P. Chase.
Band.
Miss Mary Faunce, Pianist.
During intermission the graphoplione will
give a few selections. Prices, etc., are given

bec Journal, spoke upon “The Encouraging aud Discouraging Aspects of the In-:

O.

from

Soprano, Selected.
Thanksgiving service Baritone, Let all obey.

tablished customs.
son

White, Mr. Parker.
Intermission.

Balfe

Mr. White.
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Gloves,

50c. Merino

15 years, all wool, 50c. Knee Trousers for
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blanket
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Coats,

clean

a

Muleskin

$1.00 Heavy Cotton Work Trousers,

Boys’ Suits, 4 to
nobby patterns,

Underwear,

25c.

of 4 to 14
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a
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a
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$1.00 Fancy Shirts, with -j colfars and cull's,a clean sweep at
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the ad. with you, for it’s

Money refunded it purchase is

dld.r.o blank worsted, I'S) 'll-;
hr ».v 1 pi i' t -ils. mad"
the ,iue«t manner possible: all satin piped, with wide
facings, ami chamois pockets for watch. In Let
mm mm
A clean sweep at.
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HARRY W. CLARK,

clean sweep.
We cannot

Mail and stage orders will be given these vie
at these prices.

^

nri

m s«v

give credit

Place like Home.

We have no surfeit of gold up here, as
have in Klondike, but there is no danger of our suffering in any manner whatever, and no one here who is comfortably
housed and fed should envy the gold seekers of Alaska who are caught like rats in a
trap and liable to perish by inches this
winter of -cold and starvation. [Presque

they

Isle Star-Herald.
nrrrrr r in —a——.—...

O. R. Webster lias put a keel on Bicknell’s eat boat Inca, and will put in some
new timbers.
When the weather is favorable be works on Dr. Atwood’s sloop Swallow.

The yawl yacdit Theresa, built by J. B.
Loring of Rockland for Capt. Sanchez for
use in the Florida shell trade, was launched
last week. She was built iu just six weeks,
aud is said to be a handsome craft.
Gloucester boat-builder has received
through a New York agency a contract to
build uine regulation knockabouts for New
York gentlemen. They will all be the same
model and designed for racing.
Another
builder has an order for 25 of these boats, to
be exactly alike in model and rig.
A

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
at least one dreaded disease

learn that there is

that science has been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the
only positive cure knowu to the medical fraterni

ty. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,requires
a constitutional treatment. Hall’s
Catarrjj Cure
is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving

the patient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature iu doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith iu its curative
powers, that they offer One* Hundred Dollars for
any case that it fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Address, F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
4w48
Jgp^Sold by Druggists, 75c.
fnffinfflHWrra—nuimiMi

83 Main Street, Belfast, Maine,

tomorrow, Friday, evening. Every member is requested to be present to work on
Christmas music.

Brooks. The infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Webb Stimpson, born Nov. 28th, and
mentioned last week as weighing but a
pound, died Dec. 1st. Despite her diminuti ve size the baby was perfect in form and
feature and very handsome, looking like a

Rev. L. C. Baugliart of Old Town spoke
before the Junior League at the M. E.
church Monday evening on “The Junior

chubby little wax doll. The attending physician says that to all appearances she was
perfectly well. The mother, who is rapidly

The Churches.
The

North chorus will have its rehearsal

Frosfect Village. Tlie S. B. I. S. will
Capt. and Mrs. A. A. Ginn the
first Thursday is January.... Mr. Sewell

meet with

Trevett is very

poorly-Mrs. Emery

Xmas Goods.

Mar-

and Mrs. M. E. C. Libhy remain about
the same. They are very sick....Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Gilman and Mr. Henry Heagan of
Norridgewock have arrived home to spend
den

the winter with their

mother, Mrs Julia Gil-

recovering, weighs 175 pounds, is 84 years man, instead of her going to spend the winter
old, and has had seven children. The par- with them as reported last week_Mr.
ents are quite inconsolable over the death of
Hosea B. Littlefield aud Frank Eastman
this little one and have the sympathy of all intend to go to Kingman with their teams
of their neighbors and friends_Benjamin
to work for Mr. Wilber Grant this winter.
York of Oakland and G. C. Knight of Booth- -Mr. William George goes to New Hampleader.
bay Harbor, machinists and plumbers, who shire next week fora week’s sojourn_Mr.
The Somerset County pastor must have
have been at work for the Brooks water I. F. Gould has four stray sheep somewhere
been sarcastic when he said: “Those of the
supply company, have finished their job and in town. Anyone who knows of their wheredid
on
who
not
their
things
congregation
get
returned home. The water system is now ! abouts will do him a favor by pointing them
during the prayer can do so while I procompleted as far as it can be done this homeward or notifying him -Mr. Hosea
nounce the benediction.”
winter, and in many houses they are simply Littlefield has a stray heifer somewhere,
Services at the Universalist church next
turning a faucet to get their water_Miss and thinks it way be North Searsport.
will
be
as
follows:
worMorning
Sunday
Nora Forbes, who broke her arm nearly two Please notify him if she is seen.
ship with sermon at 30:4."), followed by Sun- weeks ago, is getting along nicely_Miss
day school. Young people’s devotional Grace E. Dow is helping her father in the
meeting at six o’clock, led by Inez Hanson. store this winter, and
they have a nice line
Topic, “God and His Laws Revealed in Na- i of
holiday goods in stock-Prince Bessey
ture.”
League

Work.”

Topic of the Baptist Y. P. S. C. E.
meeting next Sunday at <5 p. m. will be “One
thing I have learned from Paul’s life or writings.” Acts 9:1-22. Miss Mertie Pendleton,
The

is

At

the

evening was Gen. Dow,
large attendance.

and

there

was

a

Servicers at the Methodist church next
Sunday will be at the usual hours. The

Epworth League meeting

will be led

by

the

pastor, topic, “The Miracle of Regeneration.” ICor. 8: 11; Gal. 3: 14; 5: 5.
Persons
who have recently come into town, and all
who have no church home or denominational
preferences, are cordially invited to any and
all the services.

Verdi
Trovatore,
the State, leaving 98,000 employ- Baritone
by Mr. Stevens, horn Mr. Roundy.
private dairying. Sales of sweet Irio, Heart, cease thy fond complaining,
The Centra! Maine Theological circle met
Campana at
in towns outside of Maine amountMrs. Howes, Mrs. Pitcher, Mr. Pitcher.
Colby’fc chapel in Waterville Nov. 30th,
there being fifty clergymen in attendance
$350,000, a gain of $100,000 over Tenor, Where the Lindens Bloom,
Dudley Buck from all over Maine. A paper was read by

Augusta had
w

Durham.

Duett, Excelsior,

137,000 Miserere,

are

in

c<»ws

ed

There

wool suits, well made aud

clean sweep

personally.

vited.

Mr. Parker.
Serenade, duet for horn and clarinet, Bohne
Mr. Roundy, Mr. Poor,
accompanied by
the Band.

cows

the cieameries.

heavy

that interests you, and

see

patrons
The fol-

Allen

__

Mrs.

that made return in full showed 4,138 pat-

to

Furnishing Goods.

a

clean sweep at

clean sweep at

at.

conference in Ban-

tV.uk for 1897/’ in which he presented
the following statistics: 22 creameries

25,041

I

^ QQ

a

Rev. G. G. Winslow addressed a large
may depend upon a musical treat.
audience at the Methodist Episcopal church
lowing
program is announced, but it is subdairy
last Sunday forenoon on the Life and Labors
ject to change:
•g"i last week, <». M. Gowell. Professor of
of Neal Dow.
Belfast Lodge of Good TernOverture,
Stradella,
Flowtow
Aui: al
Industry at the University of
Belfast Band.
plars was present in a body. Rev. J. F.
I
Love
Maine, gave a shoit talk on “Our Dairy Quartette,
my Love in the Morning, Tilton’s subject at the Baptist church in the
the State

i«>ns;

$7.50 Boys’ Suits, 14

s“-50

*4-

Baptist Church the pastor will
819,000,000.
preach next Sunday morning and evening.
potatoes are used ments into our musical
The morning sermon will be upon “Preserventertainments Mr.
yearly to pr< duce 21,000,000 pounds of Parker is a fine mus ian and has
ing the Ancient Landmarks,” Prow 22: 28.
ever been I
The evening subject will be “The Hamlet of
fetaldi. the value of which is 8854,097. In ready to assist on
any occasion where his
the New Testament.” All are cordially in1 ho
west, starch is made chietly from services were desired.
The Baud have
value of the output is
bushels of

At

sweep at.

$5.00 Heavy Keefers, with wide Ulster
collars. A clean sweep at

vJ

Hart.

the largest number uf any State,” says an
exchange. But the Kennebec Journal
says the writer of this item must have

•

Boys’ Suits.

$10.00 fine all wool suits, finely made and trimmed. No matter how particular or fastidi- s
Oils you are about your clothes, you can
easily make a pleasing selection from this lino, fl
VJ

:

Shakespearian Recital. Mr. George B.
Williams of New York will give a Shakespearian recital in Memorial Hall, Monday
evening, Dec. 13th, the recital to begin precisely at 8.15 o’clock. On this occasion Mr.
Williams will give Shakespeare’s historical
masterpiece, King Henry the Fourth, followed by Mr. William Dean Howells’ farce,
“The Sleeping Car.’’ The recital is to be
given under the patronage of a number of

who

The devisers of such schemes

may be.

evidently bank

PI

to-morrow, Friday

Whitmore, Qm. S., Byron

ready to
pend ing.

u; and the reward is a gold
house and lot, or whatever it

c

watch,

be

1 I til S Oil ILS.

Samuel Morse ;Q. M., Robert Waterman; ().
I)., A. D. Smalley; O. G., Otis K. Ryder;
Drum Major, T. D. Guptill; Sergt. Maj

a

a

of Freize and Shetland cloth. Phenomenal bargains.
A
/I
clean

AA

tCliJVj

PRICES CUT LOWER THAN HUMAN IMAGINATION CAN CONCEIVE.

Maj.. Robert Whitehead; Adj., M. C. Diivvorth: Surg., John S. Gilmore; Chaplain,

such transparent frauds

are

to

W. H. Clifford ; Lieut.

wonder any one should be
For example, you are
taken in by them.
asked to supply the missing letters in the
name

\J

these

Boys’ Caps

at.,

sweep at.

years,

Ulster, worth their weight
cold days coming. Made

a

ftrt

Q•

adjourned

An

Veterans’ Union. Sheridan F.
Command, C. V. U., elected the follow ii.g officers last Monday evening: Col.,

making a

bidden transmission in the mails.
is

can

gold,

A special lot of nice heavy 50c
Caps, a clean sweep at

Inton

advcitisements of this character are for“contests”

in

Mens &

$3.00 fine all wool trousers, every pair
will last a year, a clean sweep H

Miller

-lies will allow.

firm stand against the so-called “missing
otto’" and “missing word” contests, and
newspap« i> and periodicals containing

that it

#8 00 Klondike

Men's Trousers.

$7 00 Boys’ Overcoat and Ulster, 14 to 10
$3.00 Men’s Fine Worsted Trousers,
a clean

evening.

added to the list

being

-if are

n

Charities.

meeting adjourned

but four ponds stocked with
Now there an- over
indli eked salmon.

;

at.O.i/U

success.

meeting for organization was held in the.
Police Court room Monday evening,Dec.<>th.
In the absence of the President, Rev. J. F.
Tilton presided.
There was a good attendance and a fair representation of the various
societies of the city. Many points relatiug
to the work of the new organization were
discussed at length.
The constitution as
presented last week was adopted, and the

Maine continues* to increase her] fishing and hunting facilities in the next four

theie

goods
Q

A

clean sweep at

$5.00 Boys’ Ulster, 7 to 12
a clean sweep at

A

$12.00 Blue, Black and Brown, all wool
Kersey Overcoat, made in the height of
fashion, with raw edges, Italian lined.

a

wish him

—

he ad-

it

The article

sweep

a

....Many have been wondering why the
we think the policy
proposed electric light has not been placed
vocates will be favorably regarded by the
at the junction of Swan Lake and Searsport
gu-at majority of the American people.
road.
Has it been forgotten?
Forest and

ser-

Overcoats, well made

and

Overcoats.

#7.00 heavy, warm, grey Ulster, will give
Blue
excellent service, a clean
Q

at.T-.v/U

Belfast.

Christmas tree at the Smart school house. Union
district, Christmas eve, and all are invited
to attend_George. Leavitt has
enlarged
his ice house and intends to start a local

commendation it

general

Chinchilla,

the only pills to take
with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

News of

Belfast.

East

expected,

be

to

was

$7.00 and $8.00

Boy’s Ulsters

Men's Ulsters.

Mor’s Overcoats.

dance at the Belfast Opera
House Saturday evening with music by the
Belfast Theatre Orchestra.

On the currency,
Cuban and Hawaiian questions there are

already

has

IllS

will be

There

in both branches of Congress Monday and
iu another column we give a summary of
its salient points. It is an able and patriotic

in

are

rvn

llOOCl S
The

McKinley’s

cure

MORNING, ‘fflnPP

the Hillside.

on

Owing to the unusually mild wea’her prevailing this fall, which has made heavy goods move slowly, there must be a clean sweep from one end of this store
to the other. For this sale one thought will reign sipreme in our business. Go Go, Go! Out, Out, Out! will be said to every piece of merchandise.
Regular prices have already gone out, and will stay out during this great sale. Our stock must be reduced fully one-third before January 1st. These are plain, cold
facts—and many customers will profit by them. To day is the first day and affords the first choice. Here are a few examples of the other thousands :

blood,

The One True Blood Purifier.
$1; six for $5.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & C’o., Lowell, Mass.

local builders.

our

and impure
found relief and

BE THERE BY SEVEN IN THE

—i

Sarsaparilla

Belfast

a

Alike to tlie Palace of the Wealthy, and to the Most Humble Cottage

Hood’s

the bark Josephine's run from Rio to
Baltimore in 23 dayt says. “If more boatsi
on

is the

nerve,

be

editoria

an

of

nervousness,

thousands have

all-around sport Yale
decidedly in it.
an

wasting

is more because of
blood that women

down,

are run

work,

Friday night.
As

tain, and renew the
muscle and t issue.
It
this condition of the

Tired, Weak, Nervous,
Phan because of the work itself. Every
physician says so, and that the only remedy is in building up by taking a good
nerve tonic, blood purifier and vitalizer
like Hood's Sarsaparilla. For the troubles
Peculiar to Women at change of season,
climate or life, or resulting from hard

Democrat,

a

A CLEAN SWEEP! UlMli^TinihiDiittf,

Is never done, and it is especially wearing
and wearisome to those whose blood is
impure and unlit properly to tone, sus-

G. D. B. Pepper of Colby upon “The
Relation of Theology to Science.” Rev. J.
F. Tilton of Belfast, also spoke, taking as
his topic “The Clergyman and Good Citizenship.” Folic wing the meeting a banquet
was given at die Elmwood hotel.
Dr.

There will he the usual mid-week meeting
the North church this, Thursday, evening
at 7.15. Topic, “Our Favorite Hymn,” Matt.
20:26-30; Acts 16:22-34; Eph. 5:19-20; Col. 3:
12 17; Ps. 100. The following will be the
order of the Sunday services: Preaching by
the pastor, Rev. George S. Mills, at 10.45 a.
in.; Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. meeting at
6.15 p. in., Topic, “Not to be ministered unto
but to minister,” Matt. 20:20-28. At 7.15 p.
m. there will be a lecture by the
pastor in
the vestrysubject, “Elijah under the Juniat

per Bush.”
Stockton Springs. Capt. and Mrs. Charles
Rendell are spending a few weeks in Portland and Boston-Lewis Smith,who is employed in Boston, is at home fora few weeks.
_Percy Douglas Lancaster of Bangor
spent Thanksgiving with friends at Pleasant
Point....Miss Mattie Wescott of Castine is
the guest of her uncle,Capt. Lewis Partridge.
_Miss Mabel Simmons of Castine,who has
been visiting her mother,left Friday for Boston to visit her sisters,Misses Lillie and Lura
Simmons-Mrs. Ralph Morse returned Saturday from West Brookfield, Mass....The
sociable at the Masonic Hall was a very
pleasant and enjoyable occasion. The programme was excellent. Games were indulged in by young and old coffee and doughnuts
served in the the dining hall. The management will hold another sociable Tuesday
Dec. 14th-Mrs. E. B. Gardener of Bucksport was town Monday on business... .Mrs.
Ray Bowden is visiting her husband and son
in Boston-Mrs. Frank Patterson went to
New Bedford Mass, on Friday’s boat to visit
her daughter, Mrs. Harry Griffiin and family
....The Curont Events Club will meet to
day at Mrs. James Treat’s.

_

fvlftvky If :&

•

msnusam

Huxford... We
Dolliif last
He has been ill for several weeks.

in the store with T.

were

all

Sunday.

Chi
n
a,
Cl
a
ss,
Lamps, CraciMf,X
NEVER SO LOW

glad

to

see

I.

Good Templar lodge came out
church and Mr. Dolliif gave an
memorial sermon in honor of the
Neal Dow. The Sunday evening
The

iu

to

excellent
late Gen.

a

talk

was

nmitii Tor s yn, $19.00

what vm ( \n hi > this
MONTH KOI! I.KSS THAN V KOI.I.Alt:

ski:

.

A Gold Mounted Ash Tray or Card

Receiver,
Perfumes—Roger

The Best of

and

Gullet’s,
A Manicure or Comb and Brush
Set, in China Tray,

Cigar Cases,

Letter Books and
Bill Books,
French arid German Atomizers,

Saturday evening-The clothing shops are
having more work than formerly and we
are hoping to have a little money floating
here this winter-We were glad to hear
from an old friend, W. N. R., of Lowell,
Mass., last week,and without doubt his communication was read by many former residents of Brooks, for they generally order The
Journal when they go away from here.

New Designs in Bronzes, Candlesticks, etc..
Fragrant French Soaps,
All new

styles of Calendars,
Travelling Cases with Ebony Fittings,
Fancy Candles, Wlute and Gold
Framed

Medallions,

latest

LOOK
have

\\/rE

lamp

upward.

une°op

Druggists,

B lfast.

pop-corn party last Saturday evening_
Russell Strout spent Sunday with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Strout_Miss
Susie Batchelder is visiting friends in Woburn-A beautiful monument has been
erected in the cemetery near the church at
Swanville Mills by Charles and Augustus
Walker in memory of their father, the late
Isaac Walker. The monument is made of
white bronze and was manufactured in
Bridgeport, Conn. The beauty of this monument is that it demonstrates the character
and life work of the deceased. On one side
is a kneeling angel, on another a sheaf of
wheat, on another a wreath of dowers, and
on the fourth side is the last tribute from
the children in the form of an appropriate
verse.
The work of setting the monument
was done by Mr. Edwin Lufkiu of Monroe,
who has set a number of these monuments
during the past year.

Established in 1836.

Mr.

on

Aroostook.

The Lewiston Journal with a disregard
for the truth, astonishing even for that publication, refers in a recent article to the
"eighteen starch factories in Maine." In
the light of the fact that there are fifty
starch factories in Aroostook county alone,
this would seem indeed to be a libel on the
great Northern County. [Industrial Journal.

SURPLUS,
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I85M.

28,

JONES._
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier

July 21, IMM.
$551,180.2'J
I»ec 13, IMI5.
SlttO.SJS.U.

$3»»,353.f»5l
July II. ISUJ.
S12:i,rtS5.5s

DEPOSITS SOLICITED
Safe

»»*<*.

IMM.

$8

a

year.

vault is

unequaled in Eastern Maine
nd UNEXCELLED in security against Are
new

burglary in the country.
renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the

and

Those

vault.

The.se/iyures
of the

are

LIcC.l

f, Ob

8183,869.99

taken from

our'msworn\*tateinetits\to
Currency, Washington, on the aboee\dates.

the

Comptroller

DEPOSITS iu the INTEREST DEPYR F viENT payable on de.nan I,
draw interest navable
ary 1st anil July 1st. Deposits during tile lirst tliree .lavs of ,.,-eru
th draw hirer*
of that month. This department offers much greater
to depositors than
security
Banks
»U de
»

J fV?„

Saidmkf

A

“mSuntoTou'f Capita!
This Bank

1

(nZl

$ “iX

being the latest established Bank in Waldo County

vault his

our

pi

.„

tt.X-i.'t'ira^'Sr

«nt^nt?’,r'',ar-',r',',f W"rk' thereb-V •*,rer,U|'

CLEANSING,

5, I M»,*>.
$'*3,517'* 53

Murrh

$70,1HO.50
July 11. I Mill.
SI 7 J,0!i:UII

deposit boxes for rent at $3, $5, $6.50 and

Our

$1,70

Dinner, Tee eetl Toilet Sets s.Wn

Keb.

DKPOSITS:

$33,000

=■

with shade,

KNOWLTON, President.

I.MU VI01711

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

M

»*

PEOPLES NATIONAL SANK
Deposits Solicited
L

a

\ 'M D C

BARGAIN price.

CARLE &

POOR & SON,
j

at a

our best
selling I
have marked each

YOURS RKSPKCT FULLY,

Call in.

his dwelling....
Mr. W. W. Gray is at home_Albert T. j
Moody has returned from the islands_
Misses Alice Dow and Gertrude Strout gave
in the interior of

table and

“MILLER" Banquet Lamp, complete

WE HAVE New, Attractive (iifts in Latest
Designs for ’98, from i"» cents

to

25c. '^MiiHday Goods

placed 20 of

one

on

copyrighted subjects.
Swanville. Hon. A. E. Nickerson went
Portland last Saturday and will visit
Boston before lie returns home-All the
schools in town are in session, with the following teachers: Dist. No’s. 1 and 2, Miss
Mary Stevens; No. 3, Albert T. Nickerson ;
No. 7, Walter Clark; No. 8, Percy L. Nickerson; No. 9, Lawrence Simmons_Mr. J.
W.
Nickerson has made some needed

CHEAP

A Lizard or Alligator Purse,
A Sealskin Wallet,

Miranda Roberts has taken rooms in Mr.
Dow’s house for the winter_Miss Jessie
Peabody of South Brooks gave a very excellent reading at the Good Templar lodge last

A Libel

QUALITY THE best.

body |

interesting, as usual_The Good Templar
lodge has a fine entertainment at every meeting....Miss Mabel Rose is teaching the
primary and A. M. Jones the upper grade
in the village schools.
Mr. Jones lias a fine
class of beginners in Latin.... Mrs. C. F.
Bessey is very ill again this week....E. F.
Staples of Stockton Springs was here on
business Monday. He has quite a trade here
in his line of goods_Ezra Carpenter is
making repairs on his house. He has a very
neat and comfortable stand in the village_

changes

LOW.

PRICES

Rev. F. S.

..-—-

DYEING,

rj"~>

*** «**•

PRESSING and
REPAIRING of

CLOTHING
..BY..

FRED G.
No.

SPINNEY,

Encyclopedias (or Sale.
A good bargain may be had in a secondhand edition of The International or Johnson’s

Encyclopedia. Apply

11 Main St., Relfast, Me.

(Opposite Staples & Cottrell.)
I have justopeued rooms and will make a specialty
of altering and mending all kinds of MENS,

WOMENS and BOYS’ CLOTHING. All work
done neatly and promptly at reasonable prices.

Open Day and Evening.
Work done while you

3m49
are

waiting. ■

at

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

E. H. DURG1N, M. D.

Fitting

of Glasses and Diseases of
the Eye and Ear a Specialty,
Office hours

TO LET.
The

store

in Johnson Block

Mayo & White.

Apply

now

Prom

2.30

uniil^J
to

a

3 anil 7

m.

to

8 p.

m.

occupied by

to

Belfast, Oct. 14, 1897.

I

C. O. POOR.

SEARSPORT,
Tele p

hosk

Connection.

MAINE

I

I

I

its

[PHILOSOPHY.

held next Tuesday;
day following.

Court will he
Court the,

in The Journal last week the
sailed from Freeport Nov. 27th for
and St. Michaels, Alaska,

•ported

Coombs and Frank A. Riggs
of laud near the Battery
a cottage and stable,

W.

lau

•.■light a lot
-e
building

up your ust of Christmas preThe Republican Journal,

tking

forget

do not
ci

;at

absent friend nothing for the same
of money will be more acceptable.

increase, George Sheldon, Mor-

agent.

Wadlin, Clerk of Courts, has sent
for jurors to serve at the
y term of Supreme Judicial Court in

"'toil

venires

•.<*

will

Court

Ty

open

January 4th,

Wiswell presiding.
sell
Abby M. Deering
rom Lynn for Klondike via Freeport,
slates that she encountered the gale
10, being hove to for .'T> hours and
the dories were washed overboard.
Ann Advertiser.
__.......
^
from

•-ter

Thanksgiving

;**

menu comes t<

"lelry

KSgiving proclamation, folded like a
hcument and tied with red tape. The
the
The legal character is not borne
wever, iu the menu, which is the
-r of
dry. We will not tantalize our
hv setting forth its appetizing roil-

deep

red with

Notes.

ky

'G book

•i

id

a

gilt turkey

in

WE styles

Indore

registered

This

mosoally large number.... The new
D quit*- capable of warming the Li:. toe
oldest day.... The tot a.
tvuf books during November readied
although the Library was open only
.Rev. Geo. \Y, Field of Bau.lays.
:!•••*
recently given thirty volumes
veil new hooks on American History
bought of Ginn & Co through the.

,#

f Mr.

Henry Hoyt Hilton.

The railroad
ssi.oners Dec. 1st rendered their deci.pon the petition of the W. & Q. R. R.
rmissiou to cross the Maine Central
.ad at grade at Burnham. The request
uied, but they are allowed to build
overhead crossing that will he 21
above the Maine Central
railroad
and will cost about .$4,000..
The
Central railroad will be obliged to
their grade at the crossing point four
a cost of
Permission was
$2,000.
fur tin* Wiscasset & Quebec to build
orary crossing at grade to be used
Lily 1. 1808.
Crossing

Denied.

The program
u

l 1.

was

my I... 'Vi- ni the
rendered i.y Mrs.

’Ve

was

came

to

Morning.” by
Howes, Mrs.

i

Messrs.

Pitcher and White

(

on

as

|

j

|

rigor

We shall

have been painted by Welch &
Stevens....A local telephone service is to
be established at Bucksport by the New
work

Penobscot will remain the
January 1, 1898,

all kinds.

The

one

fuauiwd

the

will

The steamer Penobscot remained in Boston | ton’s residence on Miller street_Geo. W.
mtil 1 o’clock Wednesday morning on ac- ! Burgess is printing the constitution and by■ouut of the storm.JiShe arrived here about 1 laws of Madocawondo Rebekah Lodge of
7 p. m.
Castiue.

|

Longfellow, Searsmont, publishes a caution
notice_Christmas slippers—15 different
styles—varying in price from 49 cents to .$2,
at B. C. Dinsuiore’s shoe store, 33 Main
street. Call and examine... .Storage may
be had at a fair rate on Lane’s wharf. En1

quire of Mr. Gardner

at

the meat shop.

Rugs

all of

on

our
:

fiir’L'ALc This will be a mighty
*J tlLIvC Lc>.

interesting sale for
patrons.-^-

our

CENTRE TABLES.
\VTe have just completed a contract with the manufacturer fora
quantity
of two-slit*Wed QUAKTEREI) OAK TAIiLKS, brass claw feet enclosa
beautiful
4
A
glass
table.
Sold
ing
balls,
rt\
everywhere
at £3.00.
Our price only
I

VP

...

A"of

01

O vJ

NOVELTY DRESS PATTERNS

in stock will be sold at

BAR GAINS
.—

*

■ ■■■

]n

t(>

reduction.

per

every department of our large store. Economic
will have a feast by '-ailing on us,

buyers

GEO. W.

BURKETT,

Odd Fellows’

MAINE.

Block,

-^PCICAQT’

j

nerves are so

thoroughly

ex-

TOYS and DOLLS.

<

hausted that they cannot be j
whipped into activity. The j
child needs food ; a blood- ;

making, nerve-strengthening
and

muscle-building

Jtnrj

food.

Peanut

;

[

t

!

of Cod-Liver Oil Is all of this,
and you still have a tonic in
the hypophosphites of lime
and soda to act with the food,
For thin and delicate children
there is no remedy superior
to it in the world. It means

\

\
;

!
\

Chemists, New York.

J

i.

They

|

Baker’s Candies.

am

j

j

DOLLS and TOYS.

!

I

t

1

IIKIST>IAS TKAIIK.

MIXER'S

07 Church

St.

Keep your advertisement continually in
your local paper. It is a good investment
for you, and also brings trade to your town.
[Madison Bulletin.

CARLE & JONES,21

What Is

We

Kersey ?Kersey

is a soft
a
wilh
very smooth
napped cloth,
surface, and is an ideal Overcoat
Fabric because it is both dressy in
appearance and serviceable. If you

Overcoats advertised bv
ers

as

apart

some

m

in

^BARGAINS.

ical

a

Opening our *
Holiday Goods.
are now

\i.i, and

Kersey Overcoat you are
all right; but if you get one of (hose
get

*

are better than those sold for 40.
also agent for

;
;

<

j

$1.00, all druggists.

Nougat, OSLV20.

'>e»-

>

growth, strength, plumpness J
50c. and

DXiDi

25c. CHOCOLATES.
I

*

'r You can find them at no other store in ]
l the city, i shall have the largest line of ]
these candies ever in the city for the

■

and comfort to them. Be sure j
you get SCOTT'S Emulsion. |
SCOTT & BOWNE.

1 ii r<

Because they are made of the best and
purest stock'that money can buy.
Just try my

(

Scott’s Emulsion

ment is

confectionery line for the holiday trade.
Mixer is agent for Baker’s candies and has a
large line in stock-See notice of souvenir
set given away at Francis’ Shoe Store with
every pair of ladies’ hoots costing $2 and upwards_Poor & Sou have a rich display of
tine goods for the holidays, and prices were
never so low. Read their advt. and see what
you can buy for less than a dollar... .See
notice of annual meetings of the Belfast and
Searsport National Banks-Hollis M.

Fur

quick the prices

Street,

Who would prescribe only j
tonics and bitters for a weak, <
puny child ? Its muscles and J

shown in his advertise-

tall; but his prices are low-Fred
G. Spinney, H Main street, up stairs, is preEngland Telephone Co-B. O. Norton cut pared to (dean, dye, press and repair men’s,
up a 143 pound deer at his market Dec. 4th.
women’s and boy’s clothing at, reasonable
It was shot by John Prescott of Montville...
prices, and the work will be done neatly
Among recent additions to the Library of i and promptly. Open day and eveningthe Maine Historical Society is a History of
Burkett never does tilings by halves and
Frankfort, Maine, and the Centennial of the this year be lias outdone himself in the numCongregational church of Belfast, from ber and variety of staple and useful goods
Joseph Williamson of this city-Street he has in stock for the holiday trade, and in
Commissioner Walker has covered the pub- the bargains be is offering in these and
lic fountains for the winter_Welch & other lines. Bargains may be bad in every
Stevens have painted for Wm. A. Clark a
department of his large store-Mixer’s
handsome sign in black and gold, with raispure candies are what you want for the
ed Roman capital letters and gilt rope
children, and his store in The Journal buildmoulding-A. A. Howes & Co. received a ing is well supplied with everything in the

until about

cut to the

and

«

lines_The advt. of Harry W Clark, b3
Main street, speaks for itself and everybody will note the prices he quotes in his
clean sweep of clothing and
furnishing
goods....G. R. Poor, jeweler, has clocks of

be left

lay up for the winter in East
stou.
During the season, which began
nl 11, the City of Bangor made 182 trips.
It is reported that a company has been
:med in New York composed of New
■rk and Philadelphia capitalists, who have
ntraoted with Philadelphia shipbuilders
build a steel propeller for the Bangor and
New York line for use in the spring. The
‘learner will be named the Aroostook, and
carload of Aroostook potatoes the first of
will be designed for both freight and
passenger traffic, and fitted with all modern con- the week_The American Express Co.
leniences and appliances. It is said further sent a new delivery wagon to the Belfast
that the company will not wait for the new office Monday... .There are but 13 prisoners
steamer before beginning operations, but in Belfast jail, but 7 of whom are trampsHoward F. Mason is building a shed SO feet
will charter a steamer for use until the new
me is ready for sea-The steamer Castiue
long to his farm buildings in East Belfast for
storing wagons,(sleds and machinery when
will begin Dec. 23d on the route between
Belfast aud Rockland, via. Islesboro, Cas- not in use_Sch Maria Webester went to
Isle an Haut last week and brought to Beltiue aud Brooksville. She will connect with
he Maine Central railroad, leaving the ter- fast 75 sheep and 0 cows for Ralph Freeman
of Waldo.Quite large quantities of hides
minal ports ou arrival of the forenoon pasand sheep skins are shipped from here to
senger train. The captain expects to leave
Belfast Mondays and Thursdays, aud leave Boston by every boat_W. F. Thomas is
Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays_ putting a steel ceiling into J. W. Kuowla

(

now

usual
re-arrangemeut will be
The City of Bangor left here Dec.
r Boston on her last trip for the season.
had all her colors flying and gave a
Mig whistle as she left the wharf. The
ii

!

depart from
the

can

Chat. A new floor has been laid in Bramhall's fish market and the walls and wood-

closes she will
Bucksport. The

After the river

and
rs

the Hemiuway embroidery silk
with the Ellis Sisters.

Smyrna

«

■_n

in

have her winter quarters at the same
..The steamer Penobscot is now
ng two trips per week between Boston

■

PAEPET SWEEPERS, CiRPET STRETCHERS,

15

BELFAST,

<
(
<
t
i
(

e

Bangor.

Thibet and Feather Boas,
Pocket Books, Fans, Perfumery,Sc,

\

seen near

New Advertisements.
See cut on the 3d
petitions sent in by citizens of Belfast,
f the dm-t, as the second number.
Searsport and Swanville, asking that rules page of the Glen wood parlor stove, that
number was well rendered, and sovand regulations be established relative to burns wood all night and keeps the bouse
em ured.
The anvil chorus, with
the taking of smelts in Swan Lake and its warm. They arc well made and low priced.
R. P. Chase, Perry Poor and J. F.
M. L. Mitchell, 115 High street, lias them;
tributaries.... The work of stripping the
as blacksmiths, was rendered in a
trout in Swan Lake is completed for this and also a full line of lamps, nickel plated
that caused some to remark that
season, and it is estimated that 110,000 eggs ware of all kinds, kitchen goods, pocket
;'rof. Chapman again needs perform- have been taken and
placed in the hatcher. knives, carving sets, table cutlery, etc....
the anvil he should send to Belfast,
-About 700 bushels of herring were taken See the advt. of J. W. Jones, (50 Main street,
oncert
throughout was excellent, a in the Rodick weir at Bar Islaud the night on the second page. He has increased bis
to Mr
Pitcher, the director, and all of Dec. 1st, and the tieet of fishermen in the space this week to tell of some things you
participated.
harbor were well supplied with bait. It is need, and to announce a nice line of 25 cent
amer Notes.
The old steamer New the largest catch made in this weir for the goods. Sleighs, the best in the market, and
«wick was sold at public auction by season and will net about £350.
everything in hardware. Prices as low as
the lowest-These cold winter nights a
S. Marshal at Boston last week to
Art Needle Work. Ladies who
are
v
a claim of nearly $1,000
brought by particularly interested in the intricate de- rubber liot-water bag at the feet will preA. A.
vent coughs, colds aud la grippe.
rew for wages due them.
There was a
signs, new stitches and shades of silk, bad
Howes & Co. have them at very low prices.
attendance at the sale, and the bidding the
privilege last week of examining the
_H. J. Locke & Son have a handsome
irnited to two or three parties. Thomas
many beautiful pieces of work on exhibition
and invite atteni'ier & Co., junk dealers of Boston, securat the Ellis Sisters by Mrs. Burbank of line of up-to-date goods,
the display to be made in their winin' vessel, their bid of $2,100 being the
Worcester, Mass. Mrs. Burbank was for- tion to
■st.
The old steamer will remain at merly Miss Lizzie Knowles, daughter of dow next Saturday. Look for something
•gee's wharf during the winter, and un- Mrs. F. D. Knowles, and lived in Belfast very attractive_Staples & Cottrell, 12
a call to holiday bargains.
disposed of by spring, she will be broken many years. She
makes
art
needle Main street, issue
for junk-The steamer City of Bangor work a specialty and belongs to an art club They make a specialty of neckwear for the
■mr trip up river Dec. 1st had to break
in New York, which enables her to procure holiday trade and have the latest and best
also have hats, caps,
all the way from High Head to her
pretty and new designs and novelties. All in that line. They
trf at Bangor. The Sedgwick was uu- will be
glad to know that this, but the first gloves, umbrellas, canes, mufflers, etc-If
e to
get away from Bangor that morning of a series of visits. She holds her summer you are looking for dolls aud toys, children’s
will find them at
the ice had been broken... .The stearn- sales at the
Northport campground. The books, games, etc., you
•■ckland has been hauled up at Tillson’s sale last week was
Carle & Jones, Main street. They have also
aud
successful
very
trf, Rockland, and the Mount Desert later orders for liuen and the new shades of a great variety of Christmas goods in other
ai.

33 Main

was the excitement.
The bull drove them
all up,the scrubby spruce trees but one, who,
braver than the rest, clinched the bull.
He was thrown down but fortunately got
away and made for a tree. As Le was climling up the bull pinned him to the tree, tearing bis pauts almost off. At this point Heber
Kenney, who bail been wounded in the foot
by the bull’s born while climbing a tree,
tired a shot wbi eh knocked the animal out.
Thus ended the bull tight.

Fish Facts. The Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game will hold a hearing at the Memorial building, Belfast, MonJay, Dec. Utli, at 7 30 o’clock p. m., on the

The «juar-

first

narrowly escaped by jumping over a stone
wall. By this time all the boys iu the
neighborhood were on the spot and great

Belfast for repairs, Mr.
Goss coming in her and going on to New
York on business. The Pickert is now at
Garter's & Co.’s dock. She is to have new
guards ami towing bitts, the afterhouse will
be moved forward against the house amidships, and she will be given a general
strengthening and overhauling wherever
needed. The Belfast Machine & Foundry’
Co. is overhauling her machinery.
the steamer

Geo.

the Clarke sclioolliouse.
Tower fired at him aud the bull drove him
into a house near by. At this point a lauy
was seen walking along the road
and the
bull turned bis attention to her, and she
was

L Goss of Deer Isle has bought the
steamer Stella Pickert to run as a tug and
ferry boat between Stonington and his granite quarry on Thurlows Island. The
price
paid is said to have been 81,800. Last week
John

changed slightly

anu"un«u-iuent

Towels, Napkins, Tablings,
Worsted Goods,

B.C.DINSMORE,

Towers, Lreber Kenney and
others from Frankfort, armed with pistols,
started in pursuit of the furious beast. He

sold OUt.

Concert. The concert
Belfast Branch of the Festival:Chorus
Fellows’ Hall last Friday evening
attended ami was a musical
ge y

e

Curtis,

the other property put into the store
lately vacated by I. \ Miller, and is being

and

Chorus

ival

Handkerchiefs in all Grades and Styles,
Elegant Blankets at $5.00 per pair,

Largest
ci'y.

...

■

~

49c. $2.00.

...

-•

e

We have been purchasing for the past two
weeks a fine assortment of STAPLE and
USEFUL goods for HOLIDAY PRESENTS.
The list comprises
^

FANCY
SLIPPERS ranging

During October and
cards were given to pcu-

never

GEO. W. BURKETT'S

Xb SI

us

Lindeil, St. Louis, Mo., of which
Mr. Charles O. Clark, a Beis
steward. It is in the form of a

ie

Hi

prois in-

J

igent for the Pope Manufacturing Co.
town last week with the ’98 chainColumbia bicycle.
Several
Belfast
11 ied the wheel.
George T. Read is
i!

11 III Ml

1

have been granted as follows:
,1, widows, etc., minors of William
Vbitten, Thorndike; Annie Tibbetts,
sions

Ten

exhibition at the City Drug Store.

Harper’s Weekly of Nov. 27th has a halftone picture of Von Harbinger, the Unity

Whitcomb Riley.
v

Thomas H. Marshall
Post, G. A. R will
give the Belfast Band a clam supper at Ylernorial hall this,
Thursday, evening. The Band
will give a short concert and
a
literary

The steamer Castine made an excursion
from Brooksville, Castine and Islesboro
yesterday, bringing 75 passengers, who spent
the day in shopping, etc.

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the It Will Save You Many a Dollar and a
Belfast post office for the week euding Dec.
Lot of Trouble.
0: Ladies—Mrs. Albert Blaisdell, Mrs. M.
gram will he presented. The
After trying remedies that helped you,
public
E. Day, Miss Lillian Maddocks. Gentlemen !
horse which carried off such honors at the vited; admission 15 cents.
When you have tried “eures” that didn’t,
—Mr. Henn Schaeffer, E. G. Willard.
When you are completely stuck and in dispair.
Hors.* Show in New York. Harper’s WeekCareless Shooting,
v ease of careless
When your poor back still aches,
ly gives the horse high praise.
A Turkey Dinner for One. One dog in
handling of firearms occurred in Belfast last
Because you don’t get down to causes,
Belfast parties are negotiating, with the Saturday. A woman and two boys were this city had his Thanksgiving dinner last
Try Doan's Kidney Pills,
Maine Central R. R Co. for a special car to driving in from their farms when two hoys Sunday, and it consisted of a nicely roasted
The unexpected always happens.
take them as far as Seattle, en route to
stepped into the road near them and a gun turkey, but without the usual accessories.
If you toss all night racked with back pain,
It is a suggestive coincidence that a Church
carried
one
of
in
by
them
think
a
of
Klondike,
went off and its
If you cannot bend over and straighten up,
April. They
party
20 can be raised in this vicinity, in which charge of tine shot stuck in the shawl which street family partook of a Sunday dinner in
Depend upon it, it’s your kidneys.
the
which
woman
the
dish
was
wore
over her head and shouldevent a special car can be sectored.
conspicuous
principal
Kidney disorder rarely leaves of its own accord.
ers.
Tlie buy said the firing was accidental by its absence. A passer on Church street
The tenent has to be evicted.
A man called at a hardware store in this
and that he had no idea the
Doan’s
Kidney Pills do not compromise,
early in the afternoon saw a dog crossing the
gun was going
city recently and said “I desire to procure olT.
Or arrange for a new lease,
Dinsmore’s lawn with what was thought to
a key that will co-operate with this lock.”
cure all kidney complaints.
They
be a roast chicken in his mouth. He had a I|
A Successful, Fair. The
The clerk thought he had a Boston customThis is their mission and they fulfil it.
third annual rirrn
grip about the middle of the bird and j This is In w
er, but the proprietor recogmzed him as fair of the ladies of the Unitarian Parish
they fulfilled it with one of Bangor’s
left a trail of fragrant stuffing as be went.
well known citizens. “Mr. H. Hayes, photograwas
held in Memorial If all
belonging in a neighboring town.
Wednesday The dog did not heed a call, but wore a sat- ! pher of 25 Main street,
says: “I thoroughly beafternoon and evening, Deo. 1st. The
The Belfast Water Co. has brought a suit
day isfied look on his countenance as he passed. lieve in Doan’s Kidney Pills as a kidney remedy.
(
against the city of Belfast to recover for 4 was stormy and the attendance was not so His
identity, and that of the turkey-bereft There is nothing like experience to teach a man.
years rental of two hydrants on Waldo large as it would otherwise have been, yet
family, was ascertained later, and the diffi- I had a most distressing pain just across the
the
net
which
amounted
the
has
not
receipts
to
on
Avenue,
$130. The hall culty has been or will be amicably
city
accepted
adjusted. small of my back. It hurt to stoop over the
was very prettily decorated and the
account of their being set on 4-inch pipe
goods There will be no war over this turkey. But camera or to bend or sit in a bent position at
were
while the contract provides that all hydrants
work. I naturally wanted to get rid of it, and
very temptingly displayed. After the
it is no wonder that the dog refused a doughsale a dainty supper was served and the
after reading some notices that 1 saw in the newsshall be on pipe of not less than 6 inches.
nut after partaking of the dinner of his own
papers, selected Doan’s Kidney Pills and procured
Art Exhibition.
Mr. H. L. Woodcock day’s enjoymeut closed with a dance with purveying.
a box. Before I used them very long all the trouble
music by the Theatre Orchestra.
will have his annual exhibition of oil paintShipping Items. The old schooner Mary disappeared. They acted upon the kidneys right
ings and water colors at his studio in the
Liquor Seizures. State Constable J. Tv. Farrow, built at this port in 1845, and which away. To me it was an agreeable change, which
Savings Bank building Friday and Satur- Mears made two
has experienced backache can appreliquor seizures Tuesday until recent years hailed and sailed from anyone who
ciate. I have not the slightest hesitancy in strongday, Dec. 10th and 11th, from 10 a. m. to 9 afternoon. At 1 liomas
be seized 1 Belfast, sprang aleak outside of Portland
Haugh’s
p. m. The public are cordially invited. The
ly advising others to give Doan’s Kidney Pills a
quart of gin, 1 gallon of whiskey, 1 1-2 gal- harbor Nov. 30th and was towed into port
fair trial.”
exhibition is larger and more interesting
and
was
lons of rum and 13 bottles of
beached
at Cape Elizabeth.
She
lager. At
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
than in former years, including as it does
for
Boston.
froin
Wiscasset
The
Sherman W. Freeman’s he seized 1
box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on rekeg of hay-laden,
work done while abroad as well as marines
a
hard
to
the
aud
crew
had
ale and 112 bottles of larger. Both
tight
get
ceipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
Haugli captain
aud local scenes.
anil Freeman were
arraigned in the Police vessel into port and were obliged to keep Y., sole agents for the United States.
A fellow giving his name as Allan Hamil- Court
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no subyesterday on search and seizure pro- the pumps going ail the time. One pump
stitute.
was finally disabled ami the crew had all
ton was drunk and disorderly on the streets cess. They waived
examination and were
last Thursday forenoon.
He went in Dela- sentenced to a line of $100 and
they could do to keep the schooner afloat.
costs and
She arrived at Boston Dec. 3d, in tow', for reno's barber shop and made some lighting ! imprisonment (50
days, with 00 days additalk and was promptly put out by the pro- tional for default of
pairs....The log of the bark Josephine on
payment. They appealj
prietor. City Marshal Norton was passing ! «<L Tlie hearing on the libels will be Satur- her record-breaking trip from Rio to Baltiat the time and carried the man to the lockmore is printed on the 3d page, and will inday, Dec. 18th.
terest our sea faring readers-Sell. R. F.
up. The prisoner was too drunk to be tried
Sons of Veteran.''. Inspector E. N. Courthat day, and pleaded guilty to a charge of
Hart is hauled up in Providence, and Capt.
sou
of Brunswick visited
A.
E. Clark
drunkenness Friday in the P.oliee Court.
Hart has arrived home-Seb. A. Hayford
Camp, Sous of Veterans, Monday evening, arrived Dec. 1st from Portsmouth and is
He was sentenced to HO days iu jail.
aud witnessed the w >rk in the third
degree. hauled up....Sell. Silas McLoon went to
Grand
Army
Officers.
Thomas II. The
inspector spoke m ry highly of the effi- Rockland Dec. 2 l to haul up-Brig H. II.
A
Marshall Post, G. A, R., elected the followciency of the Camp a id its officers, and of
Wright has been sold by W. S. Jordan &
ing officers Dec. *_M. Commander, A. D. advancement made in the last two
**¥¥*¥*
years,
Co. of Portland to Philadelphia parties. She
Smalley; S. V. C., Robert Waterman; J. V
since his last, previous visit. After the inis to go on the dry dock and be re-coppered
C. Samuel Morse; ('hap., James F. Clmrehhave
different
spection tiie Camp ejected officers tor the and fitted
up to take passengers and proviO. D., J \Y. Wilkins; Surg
Geo. R.
of
ensuing year as follows: Capt., Walter S. sions t< the Klondike.... Fred G. White has
Carter. (). »>.. Samuel F. Steve us; Trustees,
Hobbs; 1st Lieut., Roy E. Young; 2d Lieut., loaded sell. Janies Holmes for
Quincy,
A 1>. Chase, Henry Staples. G. It.
in
Carter, Walter J. Clifford, Camp Council, J. L
Mass.; sell. Caro Belle for Mt. Desert; and
Delegates to Department Encampment, A. Patterson, A. J.
Coleord, E S. Whitehead; sell. Mari Webster for Northeast Harbor,
P' ice Irom
D. Chase. Samuel Morse; Alternates, John
Delegate, R E. Young; Alternate, E. S. the past week. He will also load sells. FanS. Gilmore, ,)
F. Churchill. The officers
Whitehead. An excellent supper was served. nie & Fdith and Harriet
Rogers, which arwil he installed at the lirst meeting in JanSix members of ihe Camp drove from Linrived Dec. Otli_Sch. IL-nry Whitney aruary
eolnville Centre to attend the meeting....
rived from Boston I> c. (jth, and hauled up.
Charles N. Blaek and L. L. Gentner last
Mustering Officer Orrin J. Dickey of BelSell. Paul Seavc.v is hauled up at East
week nought everything iu the horse and
fast is at work endeavoring to organize Boston and
Capt. Pattcrshall has arrived
line
owned
carriage
by Geo. A. Bailey at camps at Castine and Camden. He is meet- home.A. M. Carter loaded sch. Nouparhis private stable. The transfer included
ing with a good degree of success and is in iel for Deer Is c and sch. Laughing Waters
two valuable horses,the hay gelding
Becker, hopes to report the saint mustering in prior fur Swan’s Island last week... .Sch. R. W.
assortment in the
1> 1-4, and the Fleming mare, a dog cart
to January 1st.
(’apt. Hiehborn, at Philadelphia
Hopkins,
Call and examine.
bike bugg\, Bangor buggy, punt and other
A Bull Fight in Prospect. Our Clarke’s from Port Spain, had a rough passage, aud
carriages, s harnesses, robes, whips, halters,
an order has been received at Tbomaston
medicines, aud all the odds aud ends usually Corner correspondent writes: A wild hull
for a new mainsail, flying jib and main gaiTkept around a gentleman’s stable. The has beeu running at large in this vicinity for
Last Friday Marcus topsail.
horses were taken to Mr. Gentuer’s stable rhe past three weeks.
on

._

'e

of

There is a large and beautiful fern picture
in oil, and other lovely pieces in water colors
from the brush of Mrs. Edward R. Pierce,

•ognp is bad when folks commence
n’ fault with Providence
likin’ ’cause the earth don’t shake
ty prancin' step they take,
iii is great till he can see
"S than little he would be
iiH'd to self and stark and bare
bis sign out anywhere,
tern is to lay aside
lions and be satislied.
vour best and praise er blame
hlers, that counts jest the same.
!.
is noticed great success
x. d with troubles more or less,
t's the man who does the. best
gets more kicks than all the. rest.

tte

The girls' sewing school under
the auspices
the Alliance is
increising, and there are
now 25 girls in attendance.

Hoss Co. has decided to hold
annual fireman’s ball in January.

Washington

HE NEW S OF BELFAST.
*-

»

deal-

“Kersey,” but which pull
the Slightest provocation,

CHASE & DOAKi Jewelers,

on

?S»®a
you’ll be sorry.
Your real safety lies only in buying an Overcoat
with the name of the maker attached as a guarantee, ,a Coat bearing„this label,

25 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST.

BENEFIT

The price of Dalton's Imperial Almond
Cream, the most popular toilet cream of the
day, has been reduced to
per
former price 60c.
cQ()| bottle,

FOR

MR. JOHN PARKER,

• •••

At Belfast

Dalton’s Coraline,

tine preparation for cleansing and
ing the teeth, has been reduced to
former price 25c.

a

Nut

more

costly than you’d expect a good Coat to be,
$10

according

to

to

$22,

money back if you want it. We

are

THURSDAY, DEC.

sole

16th.

The best local talent have
kindly offered their
services in giving their
enterainment.

beautify-

Admission 25c.

These

fineness and luxury of lining, and

Opera House,

preparations are superior to any similar
line of goods on the market.
JS^For sale by all dealers.
4w48

Reserved Seats 55c.

On sale Monday, Dee. 13th.
Doors open at 7 an.
Concert at

8

o'clock.

agents here.

MU. JOHN W. SLEEI'EK Is IN CHARGE OF RETAIL HEFT.

William A

Clark/'"”--

To

sewing machines in the shop.
THOMPSON & POSTKR.
Belfast, Nov. 2R.1897_47tf
run

At the

l

corner

DANIEL LANE.
Church Streets.

nl Miller and

Enquire of Mr. iiardnerut the
Belfast, Hoc. 8, 1897.—4w4'J

meat

shorn
1

CHRISTMAS.

We hope

lai»y

The
more

nee Tennessee c

cook,

happy

claflin.

of Christmas is

season

close upon us,

joyfulness and mirth

once

destined to

to

bring
hearts,

millions of

but

a bitter sadness and a sense of utter
loneliness to the forlorn.
Heaven pity
those who at this festive period have no

smiling

faces of dear

at

communion, it is

nor

When most families

friends.

nor

annually gathered together

are

board,

their

still, possess neither home

or, worse
means

ones

in

that the

meet

sympathies of humanity
strongly stirred in behalf

loving

common

should be most
of the wretched

and the outcast.
It is unquestionable that

Christmas

our

festival is of

Pagan origin; that it is the
sun-worship—one form of that
universal phallic creed which

survival of

great and
would seem to be
mankind.

as

thousands

joy by

can

scores

or

the souls of

old and as ubiquitous
say fur how many

as

Who

of thousands of years
moved to hope and

men were

the return of the

vivify and
The eud of the winter

bless the earth?
solstice

to

sun

period of expectancy and
promise, celebrated by joyful feasting,
was

a

customs, and appropriate worship, and the first day of every week was
dedicated by our Anglo-Saxon ancestors
curious

the solar

to

deity.

Christianity

approcult

priated the Pagan festivals

to its

with as few innovations

possible,

not

as

own

so as

shock too rudely the conservative
of its converts. And thus

to

susceptibilities

tin* time of year of the universal .saturnalia was fixed upon as the precise period of

To them

sun, with hovering wings.
The Yule-clog or log was emblematic
of the same sacred fire.
The sun’s name

interesting
thought of our

Fenny

appearing

with great

light,

much of the nature of the classic Saturnalia.

It

bauch.

period

a

was

of license and de-

Old Father Christmas had to vin-

dicate his character, which was done by
deputy in a tract of 1651, called “Twelve
Yeares Observation

on

the Times.”

Half

century afterwards, another tract, namin Welsh was Haul: in Breton, Heol. The ed “Batt
upon Batt,” confesses:
Anglo-Saxon for Christmas was geol or “Our Batt can dance, play at high jinks with
Dice,
iuie; Danish an I Swedish,

jul; Icelandic,

iol

or

jul: and English, Yule. Thus Yule

plainly

the festival of the bun.

meant

A

year was <>ften called a sun by the ancients,
and ^ ule was the time when the old sun
died and the new one was born. Thus the
birth of Christ coincides with the birth of
the sun.

Warmestiy
Solemnity of

in his “Vindication of the
the

of

Nativity

Christ,”

1048, says: “If it doth appeare that the
time of this Festival doth comply with the
the Heathen’s Saturnalia, this
leaves no charge of impiety upon it; for,

time of
since

things are
trades, it was

best cured by their conwisdom and piety

both

the ancient Christians (whose work it
to convert the Heathens from such,

iu

was

well

as

riages)

to

as

the

of

God.
and

•( 'li: At

Blazes

not

foolish and

are

by

countenanced

the

charities of

Karihs,

masse

if

tliey

lie such

time, ami of holy and sober
tud used with Christian so-

li: Jfii

they are not unlawful,
profitable, if they he sung

and may lie
with grace in the heart.

“New I care's Gifts, if performed withsuperstition, may he harmless provoca-

out

tions of Christian
monies thereof

love,

and mutual testi-

good purpose, and
tlie worse because tlie Heathens
have them at the like times.”
to

never

unknown in

time, in which Heathen
priority is ignored. The “Blazes,” or
Yule-logs, however, were difficult for

Warmestry

For

cir

claim

to

tlie

others,

hut

he

doubtless

thought it would not lie wise to enlighten
vulgar. Herrick tells us that tlie Yrulelog of tlie new Christmas used to be lit,

the

'with last year’s brand.” In some places
tliis was kept under tlie bed
during tlie
interval as a preventive against thunder
and tire.

It

and

eases,

said to

was

its

ashes

cure

freed

cattle discorn

from

blight.
The Christmas candles

size, and made

enormous

used to he of
to

illuminate

the whole house.

They were always lit
Christmas Eve, and thus Christmas,
says Blount, was called “The Feast of
on

Lights,” in tlie Latin church.
Christmas is the season of carols.

Du-

randus derives this word from
cantare, to
sing, and rola, a joyful interjection. Talbot, however, derives it from tlie Breton,
enroll, to dance; and Richardson from
the French Carolle, a particular kind of
From its similarity of structure
and tncauiug in many tongues, we.
may be
sure that it meant dancing
accompanied
dance.

with music and song, like that around
tlie altars of the Sun God, Bel, or that
practiced by the Bacchantes of the Sun

God, Bacchus,
Galli of

by tlie Corybantes, the
Cybele or Bela, the Lunar deity
or

and tlie consort of the Solar.
Warton says of the Christmas Carols
printed in 1523, by Wynkyn de

Worde,

that “these

testals chansons for enlivening the merriment of the Christmas
celebrity.” Indeed there is scarsely a
were

custom of any importance relating to
Christmas which was not ancient when

Christ

was

born.

The evergreens, mistle-

toe, illuminations, cakes, carols, feasting,
dancing, ami diversion of various sorts,
point to the same pagan source, as do
many others of our social and religious
customs.
Even the Bishop Crosier is the
old Litnus

Augurs.

or

chief ensign of the Roman
us that Greg-

Mosheirn informs

ory Thaumaturgus “allowed the Christians to dance, sport and feast at the
tombs of the martyrs upon their respective festivals, and to do everything that
the pagans were accustomed to do in
their temples during the feasts.”
It was not until the fourth century that
Christ’s Mass

was

instituted,

and

the

Eastern Christians celebrated it then, as
now, on the sixth of January, and called
it the Epiphany, while the Westerns

pitched

on

the 25th of December.

after

behalf of

all,

case

what

legends

in

highest
does

point,and
credit
it

of Christmas

on

matter
are

true

false, whether its customs are Pagan or
Christian, so that the season bring “Peace
on

earth and

good-will

towards men?”

Arimathea

of

may never have
visited Glastonbury, mu* his dry walkingstick have become that “Holy Thorn”
which
on

miraculously

the liftli of

saints

as

good

as

blossomed

annually

January, yet there

are

he who walk the earth

still, and dowers and

fruit of

human

kindness fairer than any that ever flourished on Weary-all-Hill. May the coming
Christmas be like the “three ships” of
the old

Carol—freighted

with love and

that all may sing, as of old:
“Without the, door let. sorrow lie,

mercy,

so

And if for cold it hap to die,
We’ll bury it in a Christinas pie;

And

everinure

be merry!”

Rules for Candy=Making.
Mrs. liorer's

Keeeipe for Home-Made Christinas

as

Christian emblems. We can scarcely
suppose him ignorant of their meaning or of

on

or

our

to account for

countrymen

pour in for the poor is a
one which reflects the

All very sensible, hut at tlie same time
clever example of special pleading, not.

that of

our

the unfortunate, and especially at ChristThe subscriptions which annually
mas.

Joseph

•..nip''s;rn-,
orieiy and piety,

a

1030:
“When Christmas-tide comes in like a bride,
With holly and ivy clad,
Twelve days in the year, much mirth and
good cheer
In every household is had.”
We must not omit to notice the splendid

the Devil, by appointing them
solemn and especial service

liurch.

as ai*

Christmas-day to Twelfth-day (“old
Christmas-day”) is noted in a ballad of
our

whether the

The

the

on

benches.”
The merry-making that continued from

all concerned.

more

vaine,
<

primitive orthodoxal vice,
Shoeing the wild mare, tumbliug the young
At any

other superstitions and miscarvindicate such limes from the

service of
to

a

Wenches,
Drinking all night, and sleeping

Confections.

Mrs. 8. T. liorer tells how to make
candies at home for the holidays in the
Christmas Ladies’ Home Journal, and
gives the following rules, which insure
the success of the work:
“Never stir the
sugar and water after the sugar has dissolved.
down
Wipe
constantly the
granules forming on the side of the sauceDo not shake nor move the saucepan.
As soon
pan while the syrup is boiling.
as the sugar begins to boil watch it carein
hand
a
bowl
of ice
fully, having
your
water, so that you may try the syrup
almost constantly.
Have everything in
readiness before beginning. If the sugar
grains use it for old-fashioned cream
candy or sugar taffy. It cannot be used
for fondant.
Use only the best granulated sugar for boiling, and confectioners’
XXX for kneading.
If your fondant
grains without apparent cause you may
have boiled it a little too long. A few'
drops of lemon juice or a little cieam of
tarter will prevent this.
Fondant is the
soft mixture which forms both the inside
of the French candies and the material
in which they are dipped, and it is to obtain this that the sugar is boiled.
“After the sugar has reached the ‘soft
ball,’ a semi-hard condition, it must be
poured carefully into a large meat-plate
or on a marble slab.
Do not scrape the
saucepan or you will granulate the syrup.
Make your fondant one day and make it
Never melt
up into candy the next.
fondant by placing the saucepan immedon
the
stove.
Prevent
the danger
iately
of scorching by standing the pan containing it in a basin of water. If the melted
fondant is too thick add water most
cautiously, a drop at a time. A half teaspoonful more than is necessary will ruin
the whole.
To cool candy place it in a
cool, dry place. To keep candy put it between layers of waxed paper in tin boxes.
If the day is bright and clear the sugar
loses its stickiness quickly, therefore
select a line day for your candy-making.”

Only

a

wise

and

pound

foolish

Women Who Know the Laws of Nature and Obey
Them May Live to Green Old Age.
Mrs. Pink haul

|
I

Providence has allotted

J

1\

ger; your nerves have given out; you
need building up at once ! To build
up woman's nervous system and restore woman’s health, we know of no better or more inspiring medicine than
Lydia E. Finkham’s Vegetable Compound. Your ailment taken in time can be
thrown off. if neglected it will run on into great suffering and pain.
Here is an illustration. Mrs. Lucy Goodwin, Holly, \Y. Ya.. says:
I suffered with nervous prostration, faintness, all-gone feeling and
palpitation of the heart. I could not stand but a few moments at a time without
that
terrible
having
hearing-down sensation.
“When I commenced taking Lydia K. l’inkham's Vegetable
Compound I
only weighed 108 pounds, and cmjld not sit up half a day: before, however. I
had used a whole bottle. I was able to be about. I took in all about three bottles of the Compound, and am entirely cured; now I weigh 131
pounds and feel
like a new woman, stronger and better than ever in
my life.”
So it transpires that because of Hie virtues of Mrs. Pinkham’s wonderful
Compound, even a very sick woman can be cured and live to a green old age.
Christmas

Hen.

Tenderly she laid the white, inanimate
form beside the ones that had gone before.
Around her was the silence of the tomb,
disturbed only by the plaintive chirp of
the cricket, the soughing of the wind
through the overhanging branches.
For a time she repressed the strong,
contending emotions of her heart, but at
last she cried aloud in the frenzy of her
feelings.

Others answered, and the cry was takup and echoed back and forth until
the air was laden with the all-pervading
sound.
Gradually it ceased. It was
useless and out of place.
She was only a hen, and to-morrow she
will lay another egg.

en

Fossil rills.—The demand is proof of
their worth—Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills are
beating out many fossil formulas at a quara
ter
box—They’re better medicine—
A thousEasier doses and 10 cents a vial.
and ailments may arise from a disordered
liver. Keep the liver right and you’ll not
have Sick Headache, Biliousness, Nausea,
Constipation, and Sallowr Skin.—20.

Cakes.

Register

days of Jack Horner, who, iu
his “Christmas pie”—that was

and the army of tire

and lasted until a late hour.
A business
meeting was held before the banquet.
Thomas Clark, w ho began in the war as
sergeant of Co. 6, 11th Maine volunteers,
and Benjamin M. Redlon, who began as
second lieutenant of Co. C, 1st Me. Volunteers, were admitted to membership. A
feeling memorial to Brevet Major Edward
I. Merrill of Farmington, was adopted.
After discussing a fine banquet, post
prandial exercises were in order, Gen. C.
W. Tilton of Hallowell, presiding. Major
II. S. Burrage of Portland read an interesting paper on how he recovered his
He was given a vote of thanks
sword.
and requested to furnish the commandery
a copy and send one to the South Historical Society. Interesting speeches followed
by the following companions:
Gen. J. L. Chamberlain of New York,
ex-Governor of Maine; Lt. Mark L. Hersey, U. S. A.; Lt. H. N. Roydon, U. S.
A. ; Major Alvord, Washington, D. C.;
Col. A. C. Hamlin, Bangor; Major H. H.
Shaw, Portland, Gen. J. T. Richards,
Gardiner; Gen. Charles Hamlin, Col. A.
B. Farnham, Prof. J. S. Sewall and Capt.
H. N. Fairbanks, Bangor.
Companions Seldon Connor, J. T. Richards and J. S. Sewall were appointed a
committee on flag, a movement to co-operrate with other loyal organizations to prevent any improper use or desecration of
the flag.

Deep

of

Water

Bible

Condensed

to

one

Inch.

An eccentric Londoner, Richard Webb,
has completed a machine for microscopic
writing. He asserts that with it he can
write the entire contents of the Bible
four times in a space one inch square. He
has succeeded
in writing the Lord’s
Prayer on glass iu a space one-liundredth
of an inch wide by one-fiftieth of an inch
long, or about the size of the “period”
at the end of this sentence.
Ten years ago Mr. Webb set to work to
break all records for minute penmanship.
He soon found that mechanical aid was
necessary and devised a contrivance w hich
diminished the scope without altering the
character of the movements of the pen.
The result is a marvel of mechanical skill.
The machine is operated by a handle resembling a pen, which is held in the hand
and used as an ordinary pen.
The motion
transmitted
given to this handle is
numerous
wheels
and
levers unthrough
til it operates the writing point, which is
a diamond so small as to be invisible to the
naked eye.

N.

Blanchard,

at

Kong.

Sutton,

E

L

Carver, sailed from New

York Sept 1 for Yokohama.

Emily
Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York Nov 30 for Shaughae.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols,from Hiogo July
22 for New York, returned to Hiogo 23d
with loss of topgallaut yard, and sld. prior
F

to 25th.
Gov Robie,

Nichols,

at

for New A'ork.

Hong Kong Oct

13

Henry
Hyde, Scribner, sailed from New
York Aug 5 for San Francisco; spoken Aug
24, lat 35 N, Ion 43 W.
Josephus, P Ii Gilkey, sailed from Manila
Nov 2 for New York.
Mary L Gushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
at New York Nov 28 from Honolulu.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 27 for Hiogo.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, arrived at Philadelphia Nov ID from South Amboy.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
New York Aug 28 for Hong Kong;
spoken
Sept ID, lat 32, Ion 52.
Sachem, Sewall Nichols, arrived at Hong
Kong Nov 24 from New York.
S 1) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Shaughae Oct 15 for Singapore.
t Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
Francisco Oct 5 from Karluk.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
B

New York Nov 24 fur Hung Kong.
Til lie E Starhuek, Eben Curtis, arrived at
Honolulu Oct 23 from Newcastle.
Wm II Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
York Nov 14 for Yukahuma.
Wm H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
from Manila Nov 13 fur New York.
W ,J Butch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from New York June ID for San Francisco;
put into Talcahuano leaking; will be ready
to proceed about Dec (>.
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-FOR-

30 CENTS

Dr. E. W. THOMAS

-AT-

OF BANGOR. MAINE,

A. A. Howes & Co.'s.

The Specialist ofRatisnal Msiieine,

--

Marcellus J. Dow

WILL MAKE A PROFESSIONAL VISIT AT

BELFAST

Keeps

Every

BROOKS VI LI. AO K, >1 \

at

Friday, Sarurday and Sunday,

.A

At

Mon-

At

House,

BANGOR,Bangor House,every
day and Thursday afternoons.

STOCK OF

Millinery DeparTmer

™

KLLSWORTII, American
every Tuesday.

AtJBLUKHlLL,
Wednesday.

liluehili

House,

Ladies’ Boots an<l Shoes

Holiday

every
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a

special!

abundance.

Agent for the Ci.hak Fikm

physician in the I'nired States better !
coetor.
His cures arc so numcr- I

<»

FINE

43_Cliureii Street.

at

There i>n

mac

leaf—use

.cst

[1

I

known than the

oi

flOKRIS BE I FELL) & CO., New
la() styles to select froir;

ous

is

an

as

well

rv-.vi-

opportunity formally to consult this eminent
I
:*>iii4S
specialist close to their homes.

from

seems

explain frequently our clubbing
arrangements with the New York Weekly
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
with that paper it can only be sent free to
those who pay their subscription to The |
Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
unless requested by the subscriber. The
date will not correspond with the date on
Tin* Journal slip, but each subscriber entitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
for a full year from the time the first number is received. The Tribune is printed,
published and mailed in New York, and not.
from this office.
necessary to

Texas.

It is expected that sixty car loads of
Texas pecans will be shipped this year
from San Antonio.
The 1,500,000 pounds
of nuts, at 3c a pound, will bring $45,000.
“Painless
and
Delightful Catarrh
Remedy” is the good word which John The cash proceeds from the pecan indusMaclnnis, Wathaback Bridge, N. S., has to try are not always as heavy as they will be
This year’s crop is the
say of Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder, after this season.
having suffered from Catarrhal Deafness for heaviest known since the gathering of the
years. In 10 minutes from the first appli- | nuts became one of the distinct industries
cation he had relief aud after using but one
of the State, except in the fall of 1805,
bottle his hearing was restored in all its
when the output was so great that the
natural acuteness. Not an excuse for despairing of a cure with such a remedy price slumped as low as 1 l-2c. and the
within reach of you. 18.
average output is much less than 1,000,000
pounds. The fact remains, however,
that the Texas pecan industry is of far
Does your head feel as though someone
greater importance than is generally rewas hammering
it; as though a million
alized, and that it is constantly increasing
sparks were flying out of the eyes? Have in
magnitude. [Southern States Farm
you horrible sickness of the stomach? BurMagazine.
dock Blood Bitters will cure you.
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bonds of said
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city to

ing $498,000,
able

Aug.
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TRY GRAIN 0
Ask your fJroeer tof (iHALS O, t!:i m 'a

Belfast, Maine, Nov. _’b, is'.»7.
Sealed proposals will In* received lr> the
Mayor and finance committee of the (’ity of
Belfast until 11 o’clock a. ui., I>ec p;, j.sp7,
for the whole or any part of the refunding
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Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
New York Nov 17 for St Pierre.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Perth Amboy Nov 20 for New' Y'ork.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from
Brunswick, Ga, Dec 2 for New YTork.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
York Nov 29 from Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
York Nov 21 from Bangor.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from Portland Nov 20 for Rockland, to repair.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Portland Nov 10 for Rio Janeiro.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, sailed from Port
Tampa Nov 20 for Philadelphia.
Sal lie I’On, W H West, arrived at Barbadoes Nov 27 from Pernambuco.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at New York
Nov 21 from Demerara.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Port Spaiu Nov 9 from Portland.

in

was

get it

to

sure

it’s the choicest article

very plentiful off the coast of
When they were of a fair size
they were caught and sold forfood, sometimes as fresh lislt, but mostly as canned.
Of late years, they have not been plentiful, and those that were caught were n >t lit
for food.
Cooked in cans, they become a
soft, unpalatable mess. Packers soon found
this out and let them alone.
These fish
have not been plentiful in the vicinity of
Casco bay, but have appeared to the eastward in considerable numbers, and have
been sold largely for bait to the fisherIt is too bad thus to
men.
destroy these
young fish that next season will return and :
be of considerable value: for clams and I
other fish can be had in abundance for the
j
same purpose.
[Portland Press.

ar-

SCHOONERS.

Pecans

Be

Fire, Life-*™Accident Insur

New York for

from Boston Nov 17 for Buenos Ayres.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
NewT York Nov 23 for Port Elizabeth.

of

The Right Thing

lent

Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, sailed from
Hong Kong Oct 21 for New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
Pernambuco Oct 31 from Buenos Ayers, to
load for New York.
Matanzas, sailed from Havana Nov 24 for
New York.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New
York Aug 0 for Lyttleton and Dunedin;
spoken sept 29, lat 4 N, Ion 20 W.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Savannah Nov 17 from Martinique.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
New’ York Nov 27 from Turks Island.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Hong Kong Aug 0 for Rajang.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, arrived at New
York Nov 10 from Port Spain.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed

Culture

was and its duties.
He then explained
the ancient militia in England, and from
that he went on to tell of the first military companies in this country and gave
some of the first laws that were passed
concerning the same. He gave the company to understand that the militia was a
government institution and not a State
institution.
He further impressed upon
their minds that they helped to make up
the nation’s militia and that it was something to be proud of. He told of the
many duties and responsibilities that was
placed upon each military company in
the United States, and not only the company but each individual that helped to
make up the company. During the whole
lecture he explained many points of military law that could not help being beneficial to all who heard him.”

Port

Nov 3 for Baltimore.

and

Fogler. His subject was “The
Duties and Responsibility of the Military
Companies of the United States.” The
Rockland Star says: “Col. Fogler began
his lecture by explaining what the militia

from

Harvard, Colcord, arrived at New York
Nov 18 from Philadelphia.
Harriet S .Jackson, Dodge, cleared from
Portland Nov 24 for Martinique.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Boston Aug 22 for Buenos Ayres.
Iolani, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong

Journal

delivered last week by Col.

FI.

James Pattes& Sc

Ethel, Dodge, Montevideo for Boston,

The

military lectures
Light Infantry of

his disease without asking a question
established as that Dr. Thomas 1 i\ es.
These visits of the doctor will afford

..

rived at Barhadocs Nov 10.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, at
New Zealand.

scries of

Tillson

and often of such a miraculous nature that
many writers have claimed that many ol' his.-urcs
were miracles. I)r. Thomas’ability to tell a patient

BARKS

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, cleared
New York Nov 30 for Santos.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at
Elizabeth, Oct 20 from Now Yor
Edward May, sailed from New York
28 for Honolulu.

was

a

Maine.

London Nov ID from Manila.
Daniel Barnes, O C As pc, arrived at New
York Nov 5, from Boston to load tor
Hong
E B

Rockland
W.

called,

Vessels.

arrived

the

It

Aimer Coburn, M L Park, at Ilong Kong
Oct 13 fur New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from San
Francisco Oct 15 for Liverpool.
A ,J Fuller, C M Nichols, at New York.
A

given by

mackerel,

8HIPS.

Bangalore,

Lecture by Col. W. H. Fogler.

The first of

Destructive to Mackerel.

From the

|

Loyal Legion

us each at least
seventy
years m which to fulfill our mission in
life, and it is generally our own fault if
we die
prematurely.

Nervous exhaustion invites disease.
This statement is the positive truth.
When everything becomes a burden
and you cannot walk a few blocks
without excessive fatigue, and
you
|
1 break out into perspirations easily,
W\ an(l your face*flushes, and you grow
Bexcited and shaky at the least provocation, and you cannot bear to be
r\ crossed in anything, you are in dan-

wii1

present day by two of its regulars, Lieut.
Mark L. Hersey, now stationed in Nebraska, formerly military instructor at
tire,University of Maine, and Lieut. II. R.
Royden, present instructor. Waldo county was represented by Hon. A. E. Nickerson of Swanville and Capt. A. E. Fernald
of Winterport.
1 he proceedings were very interesting

Says When We Violate Nature's Laws

Our Punishment Is Pain—If We Continue
to Neglect the Warning We I>ie.

do in dairying.
Go to some noted
eating
man; learn how he handles his milk and
like a cofliu to represent the manmarkets the same.
He will gladly give shaped
his experience.
No successful dairy-man ger of Bethlehem—put in his thumb and
is mean with man or beast.
Go in with a pulled out a plum, a Christmas cake has
will and determination to succeed and in- seemed
incomplete without an abundance
crease your herd. Do not buy implements
At other seasons
of plums and spices.
too small, but buy for future use.
Redisgestive powers may be taken into conmember the amount of food that makes a I
; sideration; but for the special season of
pound of five cent beef will make a pound good cheer the general motto seems to be,
of twenty cent butter.
Four hundred per the best of
everything and plenty of it.
cent, loss is hard on the poor farmers.
Our great-grandmothers’ receipes are
He that goes into dairying in this State sure to be laden with
sugar and spice and
with a will can rest assured that the great all that’s
nice, with frequent dashes of
laws of the Universe will reward his
brandy and wine, and such wonderful
labors. [D. Dyer, in Turf Farm and Home.
ingenuity in the way of ingredients that
each seems to exhaust the alphabet of
The State Dairy Conference.
cooking materials.
It would appear, however, as a saving
Meeting of the Maine Hoard of Agriculture.
clause, to have been the custom to parIn connection with the Maine State dairy take
sparingly of these mountains of richconference which began in Bangor Dec. ness at any given time, as great stress
Inis laid upon their keeping powers.
1st, the Maine Board of Agriculture met
deed, a regular fruit or black cake was
in the evening at the Penobscot Exchange
built up, as it were, at intervals, and took
to discuss various matters pertaining to for the time being the entire mind and
tbe interests of the farmers.
The princi- body of all who were engaged iu it. There
were
housekeepers then, as there
pal discussion was on the workings of the were painful
“painful preachers,” and lacking
law passed by the last Legislature regard- all the
labor-saving appliances of the preing the inspection of feeds and seeds, over sent day, they furnished forth a feast with
which there was a deal of discussion at infinite
toil, and were usually too tired to
the time.
partake of it. Their treasured receipes
Prof. Woods of the Maiue Experiment entail far less work now than
they did
station reported what had been done in a
then, and their fortunate descendants can
and
others
stated
that
there
general way
even improve upon them.
seemed to be a general dispositon on the
A rich fruit cake will last, if put iu some
part of the dealers to comply with the law, generally inaccessible place, and a little of
and that it is working well so far.
Prof. it, except with a school-boy, goes a great
Woods stated that the makers of cottonMany persons think it absurd to
way.
seed meal have now found something to make such a
thing, even if its use is aptake the color out of the husks so that
proved, because “it saves so much trouble
can
he
ground in with the meal and to get it at a confectioner’s, and it is
they
not be recognized except by an analysis.
nearly as cheap.” They forget, however,
Until the passing of this law the black that even when
bought at the best places,
husks being ground in were easily recog- where such
things are made in quantities,
nized.
often
there are
unpleasant surprises in
At the State dairy conference Thursday the
shape of gritty substances,raisin seeds,
morning fanners were present from dis- currant stems, etc., which imply hasty
tant po.nts and the exhibits were large.
handling, to say nothing of the strong
The meeting was called to order by J. W.
temptation to use inferior and even hurtwho
introduced
Chas. S. Pearl, ful materials.
Dudley,
president of the Bangor Board of Trade,
1 he home-matte cake is manipulated
who extended the welcome of the city. with well washed
hands, and keen eyes
Wm. II. Moody of Liberty, vice president for all contraband
substances, while none
of the board, responded.
but the best materials are permitted to
After the opening exercises, Prof. G.
enter into its" composition; and if less
M. Gowell of the University of Maine
showy in appearance, as professionals
pave a brief talk upon some of the condi- have ways that are dark in the matter of
tions of dairy work during the past year.
icing and general finish, it can at least be
Secretary McKeen spoke upon the general ! eaten in perfect confidence.
outlook for the dairy industry of Maine
But it is quite time to begiu its manufor 1808.
facture; and among several good receipts
Maine leads the Union in this new law for this
crowning triumph of the cakeand the Board of Agriculture will take maker’s
skill, this old fashioned formula
steps to have it strictly enforced. There for Bride’s Cake carries off the palm.
have been so far no prosecutions, but
Everything that can be prepared the day
dealers selling adulterated seeds will be before the cake is made should be
ready
hereafter prosecuted All members of the at
hand, as by thus dividing the labor it
board were present except B. F. Briggs
will not appear so herculean a task.
of Auburn, who was detained by illness.
One pound of powdered sugar and 14
At the afternoon session the speaker oz. of butter are first creamed as smoothwas Major Henry E. Alvord, chief of the
ly as possible, warming them a little at
dairy division of the United States De- first if the weather is very cold. Twelve
He said: “Do eggs are then beaten to the extreme of
partment of Agriculture.
not seek foreign markets when you have
lightness, and worked into the butter and
a good market at home.”
He gave sta- sugar alternately with a pound of flour,
tistics of the the dairy business and of
stirring very hard. When well mixed,
the conditions abroad, which are unlike add 1
table-spoonful of cinnamon, 2 of
those here.
It was a highly instructive
mace, 2 of cloves, sifting them all, and 1
address.
grated nutmeg, with a gill of cream and
At the evening session, practical talks half a
pint of brandy. Then 3 lbs. of raiswere made by VV. G. Huntonof
Readfield; ins, seeded and halved; 2 lbs. of sultanas,
E. E. Light of Union; Mr. King of
picked, washed, and dried; 1 lb. of curCharleston; Major Alvord of Washington, rants ditto, and 1 lb. of citron cut into
D. C.; Secretary McKeen of the State
strips—all tne fruits being well dredged
Board of Agriculture, and Hon. L. A. with flour.
Mix them in by degrees all
Gilbert of North Greene. S. C. Keith, Jr.,
through the mass, keeping out one-quarinstructor in the Massachusetts Institute ter of the citron to strew on the
top, and
of Technology, delivered an illustrated stir for ten or fifteen minutes as hard as
lecture upon “Bacteria.”
A
of
orange
possible.
table-spoonful
orange flower water added gives a delicate
The Maine Loyal Legion.
perfumed flavor.
Bake in pans lined withbuttered paper,
The Maine Commandery of the Loyal neatly filling them; smooth with a wet
knife-blade, and bake in a moderate oven
Legion held a stated meeting at the Ban- about
three hours.
Leave in the pan
gor House, Bangor, Dec. 1st, with many until cold; then rub it with Hour, wipe
with white-of-egg
with
a
and
ice
and
men
honored
who wore
cloth,
distinguished
the blue in attendance.
The army of icing, finishing with chocolate or orange
Bazar.
1801-5 was represented by the companions icing. [Harper’s
of the

\

IDEAL GRANDMOTHERS.

Winterport,

never

Who said,‘God’s Son is born this night,’
In Excelsis Gloria!”
Formerly the festivities partook too

gladness and healing beneath Ilis wings.
to

iVLaind and Her Resources.

account

an

Herdsmen beheld these angels bright,

The

vailed in Syria, as in this country and
throughout the world. An ancient hierograni of its divinity was a circle, egg, or

day to give

for these form

Nov. 26, 1897.
After
five years’ absence in other lands, I returnpictures of the habits and
There was a strange one sung ed to my native State from choice because
ancestors.
I believed in her future.
I have been in
by the sewer while bearing the boar’s the West seven times
since, from the
head, as he was followed by the stately great lakes of the North, to the Gulf of
procession of nobles, knights, and ladies Mexico, in Louisiana and Texas, each reStowed away
into the banqueting hall in the good old turn liking Maine better.
in one corner of the Union with her thousdays when open house was kept for all and and more lakes, natural
fountains,
comers by the great for weeks together.
storing force for her unrivalled water
It begins:
power and future greatness.
Her glacier scoured granite hills and
“Caput apri defero,
bountiful slate quarries furnish a lasting
Reddens laudes Domino.
The boar's head in ham) bring I
building material to give labor and shelter
With garlands gay and rosemary;
to man.
Her citizens should be thankful
I pray you all sing merrily.
that their lot is cast in this land, situated
in
estis
eonvivio.”
Qui
in the midst of the great dairy belt, the
Then there is that beginning:
climate in which about all the great cities
of the earth are situated; where the men
“God rest you, merry gentlemen,
Let nothing you dismay,
of intelligence and ambition dwell, those
For Jesus Christ, our Saviour,
who control and govern the nations of the
Was born upon this day,
earth.
Grasses, growing almost spontanTo save us all from Satan’s power
ous, climbing the top of our highest hills,
When we w?ere gone astray.”
and across our deepest valleys, furnish
An old one chanted in our youth by the
cheapest and healthiest known food
ballad singers, commences:
for the dairy.
One word regarding the food and care
“I saw three ships come sailing in,
of the dairy.
Ou Christmas day,on Christmas day.”
When one has a good butIt appears “Our Saviour Christ and His ter cow, only known by testing, then
and
care
kindness give
reward.
Be
Lady’’ were abroad, and in violation of kind to them and they will galdly give
the possibilities of modern geography:
the golden liquid. Do not worry them
with dogs or sticks. Neither expose them
“Oh they sailed into Bethlehem,
On Christmas day, on Christmas day.”
to wet or cold.
They will sutely punish
But which among them all—and many you in the bucket and pocket i" you do;
of them are very quaint—excels for beau- give them good nourishing food. Remember when feeding, that largest share they
ty that which Bishop Taylor called consume goes to sustain life and heat, and
“the earliest Christmas Carol:”
it is only what they consume over and
above that amount that pays for all labor,
“Gloria in Exeelsis!”
A sixteenth century one, quoting the shelter and total amount of food consumed.
Never try to see how cheap one can
refrain, begins thus:
winter, but rather see how much one can
“When Christ was horn of Mary free
make them eat and eat clean.
When one
In Bethlehem, that fair eitie,
starts into dairying, be sure and start
Angels sang there with mirth and glee,
right.
In Exeelsis Gloria!

the birth of Christ, the spiritual bun, “the
bun of righteousness/* Who was to bring

Scriptural phrase is a plain allusion
the Solar-serpent worship which pre-

some

carols,

of the
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rate of 4 per

cent, per annum, payable semiannually. Said bonds are secured by a sinking fund valued at $500,000, thereby redueing the net indebtedness to less than 1

!

of the valuation.
The whole or any part of said bonds to be
delivered upon the surrender of a like amount
of outstanding bonds due Aug. 17, ISPS, and
all said outstanding bonds surrendered and
exchanged before maturity to be received by
the city on the same income basis as that
paid for the new bonds.
A certified cheek of 1 per cent, on the
amount of bonds for which the bid is made,
payable to the Treasurer of the City of Belper cent,

fast, Maine,
will

he

to accompany each

returned at

once

to tin*

The rooms over Maye .N White, High
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right to_reject

C.

O.

on

any

or

FOR

hid,
unsuccessful

all bills is

with in.me date

p,

.j,

FARM AND TIMBER LAN

which

1 offer for sale

at a

SALK.

bargain 21.".

acres

ol

P n
Lineolnville, extending from l’itchei
Kendall's Mill to Duck Trap -t ream n elmtin
McCobb farm, so-called, and building.ihas on it a large quantity a sapling pine,-:

re-

oak and other growth and u lthin a mile
er's mill. Will sell the wind- .»r part;
WM.
MAMS
age.
Belfast. N o. ig, 18'J7. -P-

application.

»10H N M. FLFTCHFli. Mayor.
I’OOK, Chairman Finance Committee.

Notice of

rent

POOR cV S<
Belfast, July 20, 1807. -Boif

bidder.
served.
Particulars

for

of

I
P A

l

NOTICE.

Foreclosure.

Whereas Eddie G. Trask, of Burnham, in the
1 have a repository on Wight street tree
County of Waldo and State of Maine, bv his
mortgage deed dated .November 0, 1884, and re- dust and dirt, where I will store one-scale-1
corded in Vol. 198, Page 450, of the Waldo Regisriages tor $l.oo, and tw- mm ml carriage*try of Deeds, conveyed to Elisha W. Shaw the
following described real estate, situated in said $l o0; twenty five cents extra t-•
Burnham, to wit
Beginning on the Mount same. Leave orders at Swift A Paul's
Road thirty three (33) rods north of the south
line of Check Lot (J. two (2), number
.fOSKPH I
WHilll
ight (8);
thence westerly forty-one 4 1: rods to a stone
1807. 4."t I.
Belfast, Nov.
wall: thenee northerly nineteen (19 rods to the
centre of aforesaid Lot “G" twop2>: thence westj
erly parallel with the .-outh line of said Lot t«» ■'
land then occupied by Rufus Reynolds: thenee
southerly to land then occupied in L.G. Trash: |
thence easterly to the M .unt
Road; thenee
northerly by said road, thirteen rods ,13
rods to place of beginning being the same i
premises deeded by said Shaw r<. sail! Trask
Fine farm in North port, two miles jn>m
by deed of that date. Also another ortam lot m
? •u I*1 ?
Ground, 135 acres land, i.
nareel of land situated in said town « 1 Burnham,
hounded and described as folh.ws, vir
it-.:ei
350 bids. apples Iasi year. <.
niug on the .Mount Road on the south li• n* ..f orchards,
Cheek Lot “G” two (2 number right ,S.. ;tt the ;
never failing water. Will he
id
.w .o
south east cornered' land then owned and oe-u i
said Trask; thenee north twenty 2'
n>d> [ easy terms.
pied
4"t f
along the west side of said Mount nu I thence at
right angles west along tin- south line of land
c him..
described herein before to the southwest corner
Miller St., Belfast
of said before described land: thenee south at
right angles with last mentioned line twenty go
rods; thence east at right angles, with last;! men
A S I K \M BO I Li d
tinned bound to place of beginning, being the
same premises mortgaged to said Trask by Peter
iti
about 25 II. i\,
his
deed
dated
March
22nd.
Libby by
mortgage
*
all connections com
1879, and recorded in said Registry in Vol. 183,
Page 484. which said mortgage was foreclosed by- plete, lias been but little used
by B
said Trask as shown bv said Registry Vol. 194,
fast Coliseum Co. < all oil
Page 141.
And whereas the Slid Elisha VV. Shaw, by his
ASA v It Hit*.S or
assignment dated January 1st. A. D. 1895,' and
recorded in said Registry in Vol. 25<>, Page 307,
N. F. HL'STON,
assigned said mortgage from said Eddie G. Trask,
Belfast, May t», 181*7. I srf
and the debt thereby secured, to me, the under—

1

j

Great

Bargain.

<

■

signed.
Now, therefore, the condition of said mortgage

from said Eddie G. Trask to said Elisha W. Shaw
is broken, by reasons whereof I claim a foreclosure thereof, and give this notice for that purDON. A. il. POWERS.
pose.
Moulton, Maine, November 30, 1897.

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumjrs, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives Instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists. sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO
Prop’s, Cleveland. Ohio
for sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38

SHAWL FOUND.
A

shawl has been found

owner can

have the

same

on the .street.
Th
by proving property an

paying charges.
Bellas!, N< '. 17. 18t»7.-4<;

F.

S.

BRICK.

Horse Stock for Sale.
1 wish to close out all my horse stock, It) head
including dam of Wilkesmont, 2 20 1-4, Nelsonet
4 years, 2.21* 14, colts from one to four years oh!
high bred and promising. Any reasonable oflY
W M. C. M A US HA LL
accepted.
Belfast, Nov. 10, 181)7.—46

County

|

Correspondence.

[Deferred

An

Alphabetical Catalogue

from last

week.]
Of late three hay presses have
•spkct.
;u town pressing
hay. The Dedrick
owned hv Mr. Greely of Swanville, is
g good work and compressing hay in

IN

This fall is the first time
has been in town. There is more
ressed in town than ever before. On
triiis near eachlother there are ‘200 tons,
cattle and sheep are gone largely all
wn.
About all the stone ('utters in
■t have farms, and this summer and
here lias been work and quite a mini; this class have reduced their stock
cessed their hay.... Mr. Frank K. Lane
wife of Castine visited Mr. and Mrs.
A. Lane last week....The selectmen
sped have bought plank and laid new
hales.

bridged in town. Next
the uew order of things conies about
a road commissioner, making it harder
he tax payer-This is hog killing time
dl the hogs are salted down. The price
und hog is away down.. C. O. Hatch
bought a dock of sheep... .It 'was Burieorge who bought the late Capt. Wm.
ilichborn farm. Mr. George has been
from Prospect several years—about
nue time that Fred Clark, who bought
W. Crockett place, has. Both are
all

on

the

cutters, with families-1. F. Gould
his trotting stallion in good workrim-O B. Gray is gathering in the
Prospect just now is highly favored.
is employment for all the stone worka
the different quarries near by.
It
s pluck and energy to rouse out at four

ping

k and drive four miles in

a

sharp cold

mg to get to the works, but lots of men
A few stone cutters who live in Stock-

Aprings, drive over the hubbies these
mornings and put in every day.
The residence of Mi

<

L. B.

[•

the

ig>-

scene

Rodney Whitaker,

Mr.

to

i
“£r

'S
Names of Males.

John Atwood.17
William R. W. Arey.17
Richard R. Arey....13

1

m

the

Stevens; two silver
F. L. Cunningham;

and Mrs.
towels, Blanche Whitaker two
; silver table spoons, two solid silver
Mrs. Charles S.
spoons, Mr. and
my, Boston, Mass.; fancy nickel tape

Merrick,

Waterville;
and Lora Harding;

towels, Estelle
r butter knife and sugar shell, Lorana
Harding. Miss Harding is one of our
school teachers, and is highly
by all her towns people. Rodney
.<• <>f our best teaehers,
and a most

iticieut

e
young man. They have the
:shes of their many friends for a

ab

sin-

long
prosperous life, together.... Another of
enterprising young men, took tohimwife on Tlianksgiving day, when Mr.
rge Gray was wedded to Miss Maude
i'nck, only daughter of Albion and May
mm-k of JJixmont..

.Mr. (diaries Moore

family, and Will Hillman and family
Thanksgiving day in Jackson.... Mr. |
t Ii. Dodge of Jackson spent Thauksj
ug day with friends in Troy-Miss !
h
r.

Merrick of

Watervil!e

Harding

and Mrs. L. B.

was

the

guest |

last week-

Hillman has gone to Belgrade,
h the winter term of school at that

Minnie
a

nee.

Brooksville’s “Injun Devil.”*
two years past a strange animal has
reported as seen from time to time in
uth Brooksville. One of the fullest destions of the varmint is given by S. B.
j'iake of that town.
He was driving from
l

or

en

•oksvilleto Brooklin

one

afternoon, when

about the size of a large Newdog came into the road ahead.
Blake at first thought it might be a bear,
he urged his horse aloug.
The animal
sat m the road with its fore paws up in the
on of a trained pug.
As the team drew
•ar the animal quietly lowered itself to all
rs and ruffled up the hair of its neck and
.•Iked to the side of the road. Mr. Blake
t a full broadside view of the creature and
ire that it is not a hear.
He has looked
very picture in the natural history, and
such animal could be found. The anihas a round head with pointed ears, a
neck and long body, with extremely
ug hind legs, and short forward ones; his
was out like a railroad gate a foot long,
tong, shaggy hair. Its color was a
rty-looking-yellow. The animal showed
signs "f fear, and walked off slowly as
team went by him.
animal
I’ulland

Arey.

James A

4

Joseph Clark.20
Charles Campbell.18
Augustus C. Chick.13
11
Adolphus Dennett.
Albert W. Chick.8
Daniel Feruald.7
Hiram R. Fernald. 5
Arthur C. Holmes.10
Howard Haley.8
Thomas H. Johnston.5
Edward A. Kelly.8
Freeman Lewis.19
Lathley Lewis.13
Chandler R. Merrill.18
George S. Milliken.18
James Moore.14
William H. Mansfield.10

Benj. F. Mansfield.5
Rufus M. Orcutt.12
Silas F. Pierce..14
Elisha B. Rich.13
George W. Reh.... ..11
Isaiah C Rich. 9
Albert Rhodes.5
Albert W. Rich. 4
James W. Somerby.14
Amos Ii. Sprowl.11
Sewall W. Tapley.13
Ezra Treat.12
William Thompson.11
Wilbur F. Trevett. (3

High

have

made stocks

which
•'and out brilliantly for a p mr season, but
the question who is high line will still connue to he discussed with warmth.
[Cape
Ann Advertiser.

Empty Stockings.
Oh, mothers

homes that are nappy,
Where Christmas comes laden with cheer,
Where the children are dreaming already
Of the merriest day in the year,
in

As you gather your darlings around you
And tell them the “story of old,”
Remember the homes that are dreary!
Remember the hearts that are cold !

love that has dowered you
With
dearest and best,
Give freely, that from your abundance
Some bare little life may be blessed!

And

thanking

the
all that is

where the stockings hang empty,
Where Christmas is naught but a name,
And give—for the love of the Christ-child!
“Twas to seek such as these that He came,
[Ellen Manley in Christmas Ladies’ Home
Journal.

Oh,

go

HOOD’S PILLS
Ills, Bll"
lousness, Indigestion, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 25c.
cure Lrver
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Susan Allard.15
Susan M. Arey.14
Elizabeth A. Arev.10
Caroline E. Chick..15
Maria L. Chick.11
Ellen A. Chick.10
Marcia R. Chick. 6
Caroline Fernald.14
Hannah Fernald.12
Almira Fernald.11
Harriet Fernald.10
Maria L. Holmes.13
Caroline M. Holmes.12
Eveline A Haley.7
Mary E. Ingalls. 4
Sarah E. Johnston.15
Olivia Johnston.8
Caroline E. Kelly. 6
Julia C. Kelly. 5
Ann A. Lewis.19
Susan Lewis.10
Clarissa H. Moore.18
Emily F. Milliken.13
Ellen P. Mansfield.12
Mary F. Rhodes. 7
Betsey Ann Rich. 7
Sarah F. Sprowl.13
Hannah Thompson.17
Hannah M. Tappan..16
Helen B. Washburn.13

1
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The Kind of Children Every
Mother Wants to Have.

18^9.

5

Names of Females.

1

1
1

1

36

28

’Twas the Night Before Christmas.”

I

see

by

a

list of 15 to 20 of the

State’s butter

Number of females-30
Number of males.40
—

111
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
l
1

1
1
1
l
l
1
l
l
1
1
l
1
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

g.

g

8

5

:

,

1

1

}

1

I

1
1
1
1
1
1
x
1
1
X
X
1
1

11
1
1
1

11
l
l
i
l

1
1
1
i
1

i
1

1
1
l

l
l
i

X
l

l

i

i

26

9

12

1

X

1
1
l
1
x

1
1

1

1

,

1
x
x

111

l
x

111

30

30

22

28

19

24

7)

~2

40

40

28

3G

8

26

12

2

—

—

—

—

70

70

50

27

50

21

4

7
1
_
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INSTRUCTOR, FREDERICK
2

Hon. Fred Atwood copied the above from
interest many of our readers.

1

score

that

we

Khcumatism lured in

Day.

Little Men ami Women.
!
A

upon the system is remarkable and
mysterious. It removes at once the cause
and the disease immediately disappears.
The tirat dose greatly benefits: To cents,
»s"ld by A. A. Howes & Co. Druggists, Belfast.
4mo45

action

“Well, Mary?”

$100.
Dr, V-. Dcudion’s Anil Diuretic

old and young alike.
It arrests the trouble
at once, si.
Sold by A. A. Howes Sc Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy28
is

D.

0

1

HUNTRESS.

watered all ?n\
morning after I got
Press.

and

The*

“A farce?
father went arouud

dried-up plants the
[Detroit Free

home.”

Distressing Kulney and Bladder disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great South
American Cure.’’
It is a great surprise on
account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder kidneys and back,
in male or female.
Relieves retention of
water almost immediately.
If you want
quick relief ami cure this is the remedy.
Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,
Belfast, Me.
Iy28

somewhere;

but it does not seem as though they would
all make a mistake, and do it year after
year. Sometimes I almost think that if
they had some one to judge the butter
outside of a little tread in Boston markets
the result might be different.
[R. W.
Ellis of Embdeu, in the Turf, Farm and
Home.
The Belfast Jail

Annual

Report.

Sheri!!' Norton has made his annual re-

port to the State Board of Inspectors of
Prisons and Jails

as follows:
No. of prisoners in jail Nov. 30, 181MJ. 19

Committed

No. of

9
1897.
for this county.
9
other counties.
0
for the year..124
from this county.124
for drunkenness.23
safe keeping.
7

males.123
females. 1
4
poor debtors.
tramps. 83

escaped. 0
between 15 and 21 years.
<>
sentenced to 1 month or less. 88
1 to 2 months. 15
“2 to 3
li
“3 to 6
1
State prison.
2
Price of board per vyc«k.§ 2 (X)
Expended for repairs in year. 100 00
Do prisoners labor?
Yes.
Kind of work done, sawing wood and dearland.
Do prisoners received religious instruction?
Yes.
Do prisoners wear regulation suits?
Yes.
Are prisoners classified according to crime
and age?
Yes.
The jail officers are, 8. G.
Norton,
sheriff and

jailer;

M. G. Norton,

turnkey;

E. L. Stevens, physician; S. G.
overseer of workshop.

Norton,

Magical Life

Saver is Dr.
After years of

Agnew’s
Cure for the Heart.
pain and
with
heart
disease, it gives
agony
distressing
relief in thirty minutes. Thos. Petry, of
Aylmer, Que., writes: ‘‘I had suffered for
A

five years with a severe form of heart disI was unable to attend to business. The

ease.

slightest exertion produced fatigue. Dr.
Agnew’s Cure for the Heart gave me instant
relief, four bottles entirely cured me.” 17.
‘‘I contracted a severe cold from exposure.
all winter. Could get no relief.
Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup broke up
the cold. Never took anything that did me
so much good.”
I. H. Brooks, North Haverhill, N. H.

Coughed

(1. Siirli:

period.

f Boston Transcript.

Filly Years.

and

The

Queen and the Infant.

It is a law in the nursery of the royal
house of York that the young princes
should pick up their own toys, says one
who assumes to know, and it is very
strictly enforced by the royal nurses in
deference to the instructions of the Duchess.
At Balmoral the other day little
Prince Edward had been spending the
morning with his great-grandmother ,the
Queen. When his nurse arrived to take
him back to his apartment she glanced at
the floor, which was strewn with bricks
and lead soldiers.
But Prince Edward
was not inclined to pick up his
toys that
day,, and stood irresolute for a few moments with his huger iu his mouth.
At
last a happy thought seemed to strike
to
the
fat
and
inhim, and, turning
aged,
firm old Queen, he pointed at her and exclaimed in a tone half of entreaty, half of
command, “You help me to pick up the

toys.”
His

l-'ri<‘ii(lt flu*

no

doubt it will

Alligator.

There was

little pause.

a

missions in this and other lands, for

the past year as follows: The number of
stations of the American hoard is: out
stations 1120; American laborers 543:
native laborers 2950; churches 470, communicants 44000, number added last year
3919; schools of all grades 1181; total
number under instruction 54,015: native
contributions for all purposes $113,039;
cost of missions $030,299.
The missionary societies of the United States, Canada,
Great Britain, Continental Europe, Asia,
Africa and Australia number 249, with
4094 stations, and 15,200 out stations.
There are 11,659 missionaries,
04,299
native and
communicants.
1,121,099
There are 913,478 persons under instruction and the income in all these countries
is $12,988,087.
a lumber wagon.
Did
Was terribly bloated.
My friends bathed me with Dr. Thomas’
Eclectric Oil, and 1 was cured. We have
great faith in Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.” Mrs.
Win. F. Babcock, Norvell, Mich.

“I
not

was run over

expect

to

by

live.

behaved very badly during the
he insisted, like a coward, on taking me to the rear.”
The boy looked at him searchingly for
an iustant.
Then his eyes gleamed, and
he held up a remonstrant little finger,
pointing it at his parent.
“Papa,” said he, severely, “I know
John Jay would never have done that of
his own will.
It must have been your
work!”
“There seemed to be nothing for me to
say,” the General usually remarked in
conclusion, “and consequently I forbore
to argue the matter!”
horse

fight;

Dirty

|

The best for

use in atomizers: jLilly of tli#
Valley, Crab-apple Blossom, Arbutus,

HP
Ex
W

ALL TEN CENTS PER OZ.

motn-

HE;,;

with «^H
H
[IJNYON’S
Cold Cure,
1
Cough
Cure, J
Sore Throat
I
Cure, Fever
Cure, Diarrhcea <
cure, croup cure, Cholera Morbus Cure,
Constipa rioN Cuke, Worm Cure, Face and
Skin Ointment, Munyon’s Balm and Munyon’s Plasters. Do not wait for the full development of any disease, but begin treatment
in accordance with directions on the appearance of the first symptoms.
Mrs. Thomas Sangine, 1,041 Fourteenth avenue, Detroit, Mich., says:
‘Please accept my
most grateful thanks for the miraculous recovery of our eight-months-old baby girl. She
was taken with Cholera Infantum
early in the
summer, and although we had the best medical attention, we fully expected to lose her.
She wasted away to a shadow, and it was impossible to get any kind of infant food that
would be retained by the stomach, and nothing
seemed to check the diarrhoea. After the doctor gave up the case as hopeless we tried Munyon’s Remedies, and to our delight found that
1 the first bottle was sufficient to check the
I diarrhoea and enable the stomach to retain
food. A second bottle brought our little one
back to perfect health. My husband lias also
takon Munyon’s Dyspepsia Cure with wonderfully curative effects.-’

Roger & Gallet’s

II I should die before I wake,
I pray the Lord my soul to take.

“Now, God bless papa and

Soaps

*A Beautiful Line of

and
clean

mamma

Homer and sister and

the

repaired

&lT“Step

He is a poor boy,
struggling to educate
himself in music; his clothes are threadbare, his face is worn and meager for one
of his age; he is not fashionable or
practical; but he has a soul that is moved to
ecstacy by harmony, and an ambition to
learn to create for himself and others the
melodies that are in the trees, the
birds,
the hum of humanity, the
never-ceasing
voice of nature, says the New Orleans
Times-Democrat. On the days when the
choir singers of the cathedral practice he
can
be seen crouching in a corner of a
pew, listening with an expression of intense awe and adoration in his face to the
deep, solemn tones of the organ and to
the tunefulness of voice that rises now'
high, now low, mingling mystically in the
shadows of the empty church,
exciting
emotions, bringing tears, uplifting his
spirit st) that the misty angels on the walls
take on a new and holy significance.
He
comes regularly whenever there is music
at the cathedral and
occupies his accustomed place.
Lately he has come into
of
a
possession
violin, and is takiug lessons of an old man who was once a street
fiddler.
The sounds that he has succeeded in making so far have only had the
effect of filling him temporarily with a
profound disappointment. Like all imaginative natures, his first attempts to
put
into tangible form the beauty that he has
felt and realized in .visions have been

woefully depressing.
“If I could only play

the sounds that
come to me,” said the boy, his large
eyes
gleaming with a restless fire. “At night
when 1 lie still on my bed 1 hear the most
beautiful tunes; they come to me one after
another; when I walk under the trees 1
can hear the little
music, singing, singing,
speaking to me of so many things; and i
know that it 1 could only get that on my
fiddle all the people would know what the
sounds meant to them, and would be

glad.”

Druggists,

Bjlfast.

TRIUMPH OF
JOURNALISM

AM)

WILL BE

The Christmas

Brilliant

as

ibu Most
Ailr

wid he found

HIGH ART SUPPLEMENTS

do without shoes

make

OTHER
GIF FED STORY TELLERS
Will also contribute to the pages of this
ble number of the SUNDAY HERALD.

The candy it is, oh, so sour!
The guns they will not shoot;
There’s need of many an autumn shower
To ripen Christmas fruit!
[Gelett Burgess in December St. Nicholas.

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST
As well as the handsomest, and others are invited
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
of Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all

Consumption.

Farrar

dean

use

be-

it's the best—makes

more

bread than other brands

“Christmas C<>njuii ing” is the subject >i
! a delightful article by

everywhere.

3V31. A. COOMBS. Coldnater. nU

h‘mjJ

MA

**

DAWN

L. I

for twenty years. They are
salable bitters we have iti ihe More.
t.Ee. W. Smith.

!
j

She recommends
Bancor, Me.
I have r•. e-nnniended
Dear Sirs,
L. I ." Hitters lor D\-j•ejv-.in,
your
anil shall always d< > '.
KS.

1's

I HKK

1

CIVILIZATION.

St

render
a- CHRISTNDAY HERALD

SUPERLATIVELY BE U I 1 FI' i.
in its
I’B’TORIAL EFFECTS
In the full page drawing* in color nib be represeated
THE MOST FAMOUS ARTISTS
of
EUROPE AND AMERICA.
These ami a hundred other
merit will help make

—

M

OF

No effort has been .-pared
MAS NUMBER- I Tli-

Me.
." Hitters
the most

\fl,

AW \MKK

soul

HOFFMAN

ture.

THI';

I have

PROFESSOR

this
Among the many other literary features
epoch making edition u ill be an article of absorbing interest on

Re Sells “£.?.”
Sirs,—

nota-

Has chosen as his text an
elegant discourse, ‘‘Some
Thoughts of Christmas.’*

FOR THE LITTLE I «)I.K there wid he a 1 -.inlay
feast of ('hristmas un.
FOR THE FAIR SEX tiie latest things in Christinas Fashions.
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Kit KINS.

the

most remarkable contributions
literature o! these modern d y>.

journalistic

of

She knows from experience
Ml

ior.

Mr.

...Tilt:..,

1.
AtI have taken your
wood’s Bitters, and can r'•coiunreud
them very highly.
Mrs. S. C. Nason.
35c. a bottle.
Avoid Imitations.

JOBBERS OF

CRAIN,
FEED,

shortness of

SEEDS and

breath—a

throat!
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one
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*‘> 7 Front St., Bet fust* He*

TAR
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duality of

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

AND

TELEPHONE 4-2.

Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar acts
like a charm on the throat and bronchial tubes.
Use it before it’s too late. Sold by druggists.
Pike’s Toothache

in the finest

Blacksmith

HOREHOUND

dangerous.

rs

j Anthracite and

°F

Neglect
is

GROCERIES.

HALES

sensation
of dryness
and heat
th

| GEO.

minute.

lt.f

W. BURGESS,

JOB

PRINTER,

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.
sees,

The dolls are very tinv ones ;
The wagons will not go;
The balls are littler than buns—
It takes them months to grow !

Chronic and Acute

Number

New York Herald

Christinas trees
one

day.

i-SUPERB AND UNIQUE
A

But that is not at all the way
That it should be, I fear.
summer

each

in and look at them.

POOR & SON,

ART

'mMm

Poet’s Soul.

Are very, very small.
And all the games and toys
They are not ripe at all!

slight cost.

at

£|r~New goods arriving

Which will hirpiv
a

Im-

ported Atomizers.
old atomizers

baby.”
Has

and

new

and Perfumes.

a

sou

undertook to
Harold that beautiful prayer for little
children, “Now I lay me down to sleep,”
says a writer in the Cleveland Plain
After much persuasion and reDealer.
peated efforts the task was acco mplished.
One night mamma was asked to let the
I little chatterbox kneel at her knee and

New Toilet Waters !

Hi

should

“Mamma,
dirty boy,” said
the child.
“I would not speak about that in
my
prayer,” said mamma.
“liut I have to,” said Harold.
He closed his eyes again and
proceeded:
Homer is

For the

“Cyclamen,” by

OF THE

Homer.

Homer, a lad of 8,
teach his 3-year- old brother

My neighbor’s

f
HnJ/

The great

questioning eyes unclosed.

dirty

France” and

ounce.

Now I lay me down to sleep,
I prav the Lord my soul to
keep.

1 he boy lias been such a regular attendWilliam Simpson, wlio lives at Tine
Castle, Fla., near Lake Marie, has a small ant at the cathedral that he has attracted
the
attention of a few kind-hearted old
who
tamed
an
boy named Rob,
alligat or
and loved, him as dearly if lie had been a gentlemen who are inclined to give him
goat, declares the Chicago News. Tie help. He is so earnest and has such an
alligator was called “Fete” and proudly ardent love for music. Probably it is not
sported a copper ring in his head as a a bad thing that he is poor, for it lias
civilized alligator who knows tricks been poverty that has fostered most men
should. One day Pete disappeared and of genius, bringing out of them by adverblood.
and he stayed for three years. In the sity their very best traits, as a fierce wind
Those Who Emlure
meantime Robert received many spank- makes melody in the chords of a harp.
The pains of rheumatism should be remind- ings because he was continually playing
Childish Faith.
ed that a cure for this disease may be found
with alligators and getting all sorts of
in Hood’s Sarsaparilla. The
experience of scratches and bites in consequnee. Now
Petoskey, Mich., can turn out as many
those who have been completely and per- comes the
babies as any city of its size in the
queer part of the story, that
manently cured, prove the power of this recalls the interposition of fairy god- bright
country, says the Record. One of the
medicine to rout and conquer this disease.
Rob was making overtures to brightest of our little ones has a remarkHood’s Sarsaparilla is the One True Blood mothers.
Purifier and it neutralizes the acid which a big alligator one day and the saurian able memory for the boyish and childish
came at him with his large, open countecauses the aches and pains of rheumatism.
expletives heard on the streets. She beThis is why it absolutely cures when lini- nance, and tile little hoy began to say his lieves also in
praying for what one most
ments and other outward applications fail
of
time
another
in
the
nick
Just
wants to have, and yet in asking for those
prayers.
to give permanent relief.
Be sure to get
the
and
first
alligator
that
are
alligator appeared,
things
reasonablejaud possible of
Hood’s.
When the fight attainment.
had a fight on his hands.
Just now' the children are
was over Rob discovered that his alligator
wild
over
are
“squawkers;” every one has a
Teaspout: “Why
you so angry at the
doctor?”
Mrs. Teaspout: “When I told ally was the long-lost Pete grown indeed,
rubber, tin, pewter or wooden squawker,
him I had a terrible tired feeling, he told me
but still wearing his stamped copper ring. from which they briug those hideous,
to show him my tongue.”
[Household This time Pete stayed, and people go for nerve-shaking noises so dear to the inWords.
miles to see the youngster ride about on nocent heart of childhood.
This demand
his back.
has entirely exhausted the supply and ;
Dover, N. H., Oct. 31, 1890.
our particular little miss was
Messrs. Ely Bros : The Balm reached
greatly disme safely and in so short a time the effect
Ilis Own Idea.
appointed in not being able to exchange
is surprising.
My son says the Jirst appliSo the other
It is said that Gen. Crittenden used to her penny for a squawker.
cation gave decided relief.
I have a shelf
night on going to lied she put up her petilled with “Catarrh Cures."
To-morrow tell with great glee a story of the reply
tition: “Oh, Lord, bless papa and mamthe stove shall receive them and Ely’s
once made to him by his son, then a little
ma, and make me a good girl, and send
Dream Balm will reign supreme. Respectboy of 8 or 9 years.
me a
Mrs. Franklin Freeman
squawker.” On rising from her
fully,
A day or two after the battle of ChiekaDream Balm is kept
by all druggists. mauga, says the Youth’s Companion, the knees she paused and seemed plunged in
Full size 50.*. Trial size 10 cents.
We mail little fellow went, into
Then reaching
camp. The Genera! thought for a moment.
it. ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., N. Y. City.
she said: “Mamma what
j rode during the battle a horse which went aher conclusion,
a great favorite
doggoned lie that was, when I kuowed
| by the name of John Jay,
The child showed there ain’t a squawk er in town.”
Protestant Missions.
j with liis small son.
great delight at seeing his father again,
Tlie edition of tlie Missionary Herald of I but at last, in the midst of a vigorous
Christmas Twice a Year.
tlie American board, Rev. E. E. Strong. j hug, he asked suddenly:
where is Joan Jay!
think that Christmas day
Some
children
“Papa,
I). D., lias compiled the statistic of ProtestShould come two times a year;
“Oh,” said his father, gravely, “your
ant

“Flowers of

r~Yj
S~

[

say his prayer, just to see how well he
could do it.
Of course she complied.
Harold knelt at her side, and
clasping his
little hands began:

Child.

The girl was in a garden with her 0year old niece. The latter climbed a tree,
with the almost inevitable result that she
fell to the ground.
“Oh, Alice! How did you fall?” anxiously exclaimed the frightened aunt.
“Perpendicularly, Aunt Maude,” was
the reply given with unaffected readiness.
The child was not hurt.
The girl graduate, however, was stunned.

buddy: “You consider Harrimau a funny
follow '.’"
Duddy: “The wittiest man I ever
knew.
He can keep a company of Englishmen in a brown
study au entire evening."
For Over

I in

An odd little story was cleverly told at
the reception given by the Century Club
the other day, says the San Francisco News
Letter.
A girl, who recently returned
to her home in this city after graduating
at Wellesley, was emphasizing the terror,
even to their well-educated
elders, of the
smart correctness acquired by some of the
kindergarten children in this fin de siecle

Kellcl In Six Hours.

An Old

old school record, and

little

farce?”

a

your

< riiess.

“The liy-ena,” shouted Mary, seriously
but triumphantly.
liepressing a smile, the teacher said:
"Js it, Mary? Think again.
Is a hyena
tiie very highest?”
now
1
cried
“Oh,
know,”
Mary; “it’s
the giraffe.”

May be worth to you more than §100 if
you have a child who soils bedding from incontenence of water during sleep. Cures

“Mamma, what
Wl:y it is the w ay

(iooit

Boston teacher had been giving a familiar talk on zoology to a class of 10year-olds in a grammar school, says Harper’s Bazar. To test their intelligence,
he said, in the course of his remarks:
“Who can tell me the highest form of
nr/:mal life?”
A little girl held up her hand.
A

Broad Hint. Husband; “My friend hardly recognized you to-day.” Wife. That's
strange, for l wore the same hat you bought
for me three years ago." fFliegende Blatter.

Dairy

stand about

a

“Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its

an

Lubin’s Latest Odors!
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1
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1
l
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way.

Slied

1
1

neater

4

gfgjfl
KjjMH

and
away,
the danger is
over
What
a
relief for
the
mother
as well as the
child! If you
are
without
M u n y o a s
remedies
procure.
them
without delay. In
that
airection is safety.

•

instead of satin trimmed aa
and more dainty in every

cases

heretofore;

become cool,

the restlessness
passes

china

in

few doses

A

Munyon, and the quick
breathing stops, the hand s

keep sup-

I

i
i
1
1
1

VJ

cure

_Sets

of

er

11

1
X

to the child.

riani-

for

Everj' mother should know that when the
tlnv hands are hot, the head throbbing, and
the little heart pumping hard, there is danger

Every

X

Total.<0

Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
3 points behind all the rest save one, and
| Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
1 would like to ask w hy is this thus? I am i over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
willing to admit that the average Maine success.
It soothes the child, softens the
butter does not stand as well in Boston
gums,
allays ali pain, cures wind colic, and
markets as that of some other States that is
the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleashave longer made a speciality of dairying; ant. to the taste.
Sold by druggists in
hut if our butter experts cannot make as part of the world. Twenty-five cents every
a botgood butter in Maine as any other State, tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
1 want to know why not? No other State ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
in the Union has any purer air or water, take no other kind.
sweeter feed, or more intelligent men and
Sounding the Deptli of Knowledge. “He
women than does the State of Maine.
We knows much that knows enough to kuo v
listen to the same dairy teaclieis, read the that, he knows nothing."
“True; but he
knows more that knows enough to look as
same dairy literature, use the same salt
if
he
knew
everything.’’ [Brooklyn Life.
and coloring.
Why is it not as good?
And then again, when Mr. Bent of Boston
Itch on human, mange on horses, dogs and
scored our butter at Foxcroft a few years all stock, cured iu 30 minutes
by Wool ford’s
ago he scored it as high as he ever did Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold
by
butter
not
but
any
anywhere;
only that,
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
lie told one of our dairymen that lie never
scored any butter anywhere that ran as
Surgical Preliminaries: “It costs §200 to
high and as even in flavor as ours. But have a frozen toe amputated in Alaska.”
if you go you would better have
“Well,
alas, how we have fallen; the same men
with the same cows and same feed, fol- yours cut off before you start.” [Chicago
Record.
lowing the same rules, have fallen back 3
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
or 4 points.
Surely this is rather dissays: “I bought one bottle of
couraging. Try ever so hard, do the best City, Iowa,
‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two
they can, they seem to be predestined to doses
of it did me more good than any mediget distanced in the race. 1 should think cine 1 ever took.” Sold by A. A. Howes &
our worthy Secretary of the Board would
4m45.
Co., Druggists, Belfast.
feel a little chagrined to have our dairyMedical men say rheumatism is the foremen fall hack under his instructions.
If
it was only one man you might say he runner of heart disease. Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures rheumatism by its action on the
must have made some mistake

I.in**?

i he mooteil question of who is high line
t lie (1 loucester seining fleet arises as usual
.s fall.
(.’apt. Solomou Jacobs of the sell,
the! B. Jacobs claims the honor with a
'•rk of sib,000.
(‘apt.. Harty would not give his stock, but
aims to be high line of the fleet at the
tire "f Win. II. Jordan. The books show
lat scb. Marguerite Haskins’stock is £17,-

Both vessels

»

Number of males, 40.

-*

Who in

1

...

Garrison Arey. 5

of

uamask

•d

1

1
1
Henry A. Arey.12
1
Benjamin Atwood.Ill
1
7
1
M.
Arey.
George
5
11
Elisha C. Arey...

country.
large tahlelauip, Mr. and Mrs
Mi. IViletreau t».*1 Is us that Dr. Moore
I)<»dge: a pair ot damask towels, ! wa> at first
amoved by the appearance of
ami
Morgan. Lewiston;
akepiate,
! file joein in print, as he had not intended
a
dish, Mr. and Mrs. Foster, Cim" it for the public, and thought it a mere
ake
J. L
spoon, Mr.
Merrick, trifle with but .slight lit.eraiy merit. \o
•rville: cake plate, Mrs. .J. L. Mer- doubt it was with some misgivings that,
Waterville; silver sugar shell, Mr. twenty years later, he gave it a place in
iridge, Waterville; solid silver sugar the volume of his collected poems. With
the proverbial blindness of writers, lie
.Mr Ross and Miss Ella Towle, Tliornprobably thought this playful sally,
siiver berry dish. Mr. Frank and Miss
written to please his youngsters at their
on Longley, Plymouth; painted plate,
Christmas merry-making, far inferior to
s
Carrie Weymouth; silver sugar shell, its all-forgotton companions, of which he
Maude Merrick, Waterville; silver says in his preface: “Some of them have
cost me much time and thought, and I
:i--r knife, Faustina Whitaker; picture,
have composed them all as carefully and
Nellie Merrick, Waterville; one dozen
correctly as I could.”
knives and forks, Wilinont Whitaker,
ago, 111.: silver butter knife, Leo Whitname’s Butter Score.

i-tk

o

1111

:iig;

Bessie

S
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•are,
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Mr. Clarence Cook contributes to the
December Century an article on “The
Author of ‘A Visit From St. Nicholas,’
—Clement C. M«*-ue.
Mr. Cook says of
the origin of the familiar poem:
Mr. William S. l'elletreau, in the interwas performed with a ring, Rev
F. P.
esting account of Dr. Moore’s life, which
;.i muling.
After tiie ceremony was
lie has just published, tells us that the
:in--l, congratulations were extended, “Visit from st. Nicholas” was written in
ilatn-u was served.
A large num1
as a Christmas present for his children: and that a young lady visiting the
ie>eiits were given, an 1 among them
it into her album, and sent
large oak rocker and a dozen solid family copied
it. unknown to Dr Moore, to the editor
teaspoons from the bride's graudof the Troy “Sentinel,” who printed it.
i. Mrs, Clarissa Crocker; a silver pie
without the author’s name, iu the issue
I roui the groom s mother, Mrs. Charof the .Journal l’or Dtoember 2d, is 2d
one
half
doz.
silver
knives
Whit-aker;
From tin* newspaper it found its way to
■••rks, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Harding; the school readers, and speedily became a
»-r
pieknife Mr. i and Mrs. B. F. great favorite with children all over the

•ns, Mr.

3.

':':■?■■

immediate relatives and a
Tie- 1-ride was dressed
cited guests.
tiful heliotrope iansdowne trimmed
white hire. The groom wore the usual
suit, with heliotrope tie. The cere*

Miss Millie

®
=

PRIZE BABIES. j-Toilet
'NEW IDEAS
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:

,d the

Bible,

School

1

<

nee

High

Hard-

Thanksgiving day,
asion, when their
interesting
daughter, Lula May. was united in
was

the

CONTAINING THEIR AGES AND STUDIES
PURSUED—FALL TERM,

r«*ss

k

Attending

FRANKFORT

.»

»-r

of the Scholars

Coughs, Asthma, Bronchits
Price 25c. and 50c.

The taxpayers of the city of Belfast are hereby
notified that all poll taxes and taxes on personal
estate for 1897 are now due and immediate payA discount of two per cent,
ment is requested.
will he allowed on all taxes paid before Jan. 1,
1898. 1 shall he in my ottiee in Memorial building
from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m. daily, until further notice

Belfast, Sept.

Mi. C. HILL, Tax Collector.
8.1897— tf30
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POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
X*X
I LETTER HEADS, Ydf
Vdf
1
*
1
j PROORAMS,
| PAMPHLETS,
|
X’X

Teaches the

ELLIS

SYSTEM
And all kinds of

ISAAC PITMAN

SYSTEM

Legal Printing

neatly and promptly done,

Actual Business

Phonography—the best system ever devised. Fine rooms, modern improvements,
best teachers. SEND FOK CATALOGUE.

of
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SEARSPGkT

LOCALS.
Royal makes the food pure,

Miss Mary McClure arrived
Saturday.

Jeanette B. Rice
Frankfort.

home

by

wholesome and delicious.

train

teaching school in

is

Mrs. James'Davis of Belfast visited frieuds
the past week.

here

Colcord made
Bangor last week.
Bert

a

trip

to

Bucksport and

Miss Maud B. Colcord is visiting friends in
Ellsworth and Trenton.

The Cougl. society will have
tree on Christmas eve.

a

Christmas

The schools in Union district
the winter term Dec. 13th.

will begin

Edith B.

Pendleton

left

Everett,

Mrs. H. B.

Whittier,

is

in

visiting
Everett,

her sister,
Mass.

Phineas Pendleton, Jr., left Boston Mon-

day

join

to

his father at

Alameda,

Calif.

Sidney Sargent, who spent the summer
New York State, arrived home Saturday.

Merrithew, who is a member of the
grand jury from Searspoit, lias moved to
E. L.

Boston.

Mrs. Maria R. Black has gone to Houltou

spend
Tenney.

the

w

inter with her

daughter,

NEW

CO.,

YORK.

in

Penobscot Engine Co., No. 1, recently received two hundred feet of rubber lined
Lose.

to

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

mented

glass

set, china

water

globe lamp,

handle lamp, pretty vases and other pretty
and useful articles. Mr. and Mrs. Webster
left Saturday morning for Bangor via Bucksport, and will visit Mr. Webster’s parents
ia Castine, then return to Searsport, where
they expect to make their home. [f. e ,m.

Mrs.

COUNTY

Mamie Grinnell of Camden is the guest of
her brother, W. E. Grinnell, at the Searsport House.
Our young people have again been enjoying skating during the moonlight evenings

This week.

COR RE5P0NDENCE.
Bailey

Fred

Palermo.

slaughter house

near

building a
Smith graveyard

the

is

preparing to do an extensive business.Joel Bailey is shingling his house
and

is

Harriman of Saxonville, Mass., artrain Tuesday for a short visit to
his old home.

and has bad a cold time of it-Mr. Gove
at Branch Mills is building an icehouse....

Capt. L. A. Colcord left Friday to join
Bark Harvard, loading at New York for
Santos, Brazil.

repairs on

H
I).
rived by

Frank Norton is

preparing

to

make

some

his house... .John Black and wife
will return from Boston this week.
Monroe.

At the annual

meeting of E. M.
D-D. G M. E. J. Wentworth has been
Post, G. A. R., held Dec. 1st, the
visiting the lodges of the 8tli Masonic district Billings
the past w eek.
following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Com., Jere Bowen; S. V. C.,
Photographer Tuttle will make sittings Jefferson
for XMass pictures,for four day’s beginning
Nealley ; J. V C., Horace Webber ;
Friday P. M., Dec. 10.
Q. M., F. L. Palmer; Chap T. Durham;
T. Clemens; O. of D., A. S. York; O.
Work in the second degree at the
regular Surg.,
meeting of Sears Lodge, I, O. O. F., Friday j of G., O. H. Plummer; Delegate, H. C.
evening. A collation will be served.
Webber; Alternate, Edward Lufkin-At
Messrs. Clement & Adams and C. O. Saw- the annual meeting of S. L. Milliken Camp,
yer cV Co. are displaying their usual large S. of
V., the following officers were elected
and varied assortment of Christmas
goods.
for the ensuing year: Capt., Hiram Ide; 1st
1
Ralph Tupper of Brunswick, Ga., made a Lieut., 0. H. Clemens; 2d Lieut., A. F.
brief visit to friends in town last week.
He 1
wili leave New York Dec. 10th for his home. Durham;
Chap., J. Adleton; Council,
Edwin C. Dickey, Joseph Palmer, and A. L.
Irving Bailey, who has been making a two
weeks’ visit to his brother in Boston, return- Croxford. The camp was inspected hv Orrin
ed by steamer City of Bangor
J. Dickey of Belfast.
A supper was served
Wednesday.
after inspection-At the annual meeting
Mrs. Lucy A. Nickels left
for
Monday
Lowell. Mass., where she will spend the of E. M. Billings Woman’s Relief Corps the
winter with her daughter, Mrs. Geo. Jenni- following officers were elected:
Pres., Miss
son.
Helen Nealley; S, V
Mrs. Belle Barden; J.
The fire department extended a vote of 1
V., Mrs. Alice Palmer; Chap., Mrs. Carothanks to Mrs. L. A. Nichols and Mrs J. M.
line Durham; Treas., Mrs. Belle J. Palmer;
Burleigh for their generous gift reported last
Con., Mrs. Mary Putman; Guard, Mrs. Anweek.
nie Ryder. The Relief Corps have moved
Schooners Lizzie Lane, George Gurney,
into the new hall in Odd Fellows block.
A. J. Whiting and Banner have
gone into
winter juarters at the docks and at
Long
Liberty.
The entertainment given at
*
Cove.
Hall St. George Tuesday evening by the
The gospel meetings at the M. E. church
Arbutus lodge, order of Eastern Star, is reare to oe continued this week.
The meetings
to have been first class in every parare largely attended and much
interest is ported
manifested.

ticular.

East net Erskine, who spent her vacation
with her aunt, Airs. E. L.
Gridin, at Roxhury, has resumed her studies at the E. Al.
C. Seminary,

place Wednesday evening,

Bucksport.

Benson McClure fell from a shod in
Oundj s lumber \au. Tuesday
bis rigid anu. Dr. Hopkins set me breaking
arm and

the .ad

doing

is

well.

d he \\ man s
Missionary readings vvni be
w rd n< xt 1
inlay alternoon at 1 o’clock
widi Mis Hopkins. The life el'
Marcus
\\ human will lie the
theme.
rein

But

the

event of

the

week took

when

forty-eight

persons took the 3d and 4th degrees in
Georges River Grange. A harvest feast followed in which over one hundred members
of the Grange took part. This great influx
was
lm

the outcome of

a

contest in

which

new

large. One side was led
Whitcomb, and the other by

inbers counted

by Mrs. C. C.

Arthur Ritchie.

T in

vcman

won,

as

usual.

Every place was visited for candidates except graveyards, and even these were passed
■J be less 1,1 II. the
Cung'l Sunday school by reluctantly... .Ralph I Morse and Louie
L-*• :■ "
I be tile second bail of
tlie (Hidden are at home from Rates
1.. .-: lesson ..I tile
College,
Biakeslee outline course
ami Walter JN. Cargill from the
<■! u
oid testament
University7
history.
of Maine.
Mr. Cargill will teach the upper
NwHn-s to draw two travers
jurors to serve school in this village and Mr. Glidden will
the January term of court
are posted.
;*t
teach in South Liberty. Mr. Morse could
J lie thawing will take
place at p. m. fciaturday

at

tin*

the selectmen’s office.

I ommander Clifford of
Belfast will inspect
1-reel,Mil M Gilvery Post, G. A.
to-mor-

t°"
>ers

*

\\

served.

R.,

'■

r,1,'. evening, ft is hoped all uiem,11 be jireseut. Refreshments will
be

Fred Peed of Frankfort was
arraigned betrial justice Itunnells
Tuesday after.
charge of arson. J. S.
I-.S ;.. of Belfast was counsel
for the
am.
1 robable cause not
being shown defondant was acquitted.
"I"

U'.un on a

Harrimau,
defend!

\\
liam n. At
alters, who is attending the
1.0. 102: L
Diversity Medical
in addiUoa ,,J •"* mgular studies is school,
acting as assistant in the
Biological Laboratory. His exteusi'c researches in
this line while at McGill

hr^tiouoMrea'- adn“rab,r fltted
A

Contemptible Act. Last Thursday
evening some malicious person broke three
of t.,e figured
panes of glass in the west
w indows „f t
mon Hall.
The authorities
have tne measure of his
track left in the
«■
«
and if
as
he undoubtedapprehended,
be prosecuted to the full
'v,
T',11'"1
extent
of
the law.
Several Searsport captains and their
wives
entertained hy Capt. and Mrs. E. I) p
k'-ls on board the
Flint
ship May
Thankst,' mg day at New York.
Among the comMrs- O- M. Nichols,
wer,.Capt'A- and
T- Whittier,
Capt. Clifton
turns and Mr. and Mrs.
George Seixas.
Mi
of
a
partaking
bountiful Thanksgiving
» 'Uiier on
board tlie Flint, they visited
ship
1
itoauoke.

|S.a“i **r?;

have hail

school, but as the vacation at
Bates lasts but five weeks he was unable to
take one.. ..All the schools in the town are
now

a

in session. Miss

May

Brown is

teaching

the lower village, school and Miss Blanche
Moody the primary in the upper school
building-Dr. C. C. Whitcomb’s father and
mother will spend the winter with him_
8. T. Young is suffering with asthma_A
volunteer fire company has been organized
in this village, with A. E. Sanford as foreman and H. N. Dennis and A. A.
Brown.as
assistants.

Islesboro. Geo. W. Wilton and family
liave moved from Foxcroft to
Islesboro, and
occupy the Delmer Hatch house. Mr. Wilton is master

the new Frail cottage at Dark Harbor... .The Dark Harbor
Sidewalk Sociable met with Mrs. H. A.
Babbidge last Thursday evening. Checks
amounting to S75 from Dark Harbor summer
residents have been received towards the
sidewalk fund. The sidewalk will be about
a
mile and a half long and extend from
Dark Harbor to the Baptist church. The
W est Side Sidewalk Sociable met with Mrs.
Lincoln Gilkey the same evening. This
society is raising funds to extend the west
sidewalk from its present terminus near the

Creek,

mason

on

West Side near Capt. Herman
Farrow’s. This will make three lines of
sidewalk, each more than a mile and a half
long, radiating from the corner at the BapFreeman McGilvery Post, No.
at their
30,
annual meeting Dec.
2d, elected the follow- tist church....John F. Bragg returned Satra for tlje
ensuing vear: Com., A. urday from a business trip to Bangor and
W8x-'E.
Nmkerson; S. V. C’., J. W. Black; J. V.
vicinity... .School at Byder’s Cove opened
C" M. M. Whittum; Q. M., E.
J. WentNov. 27th under the instruction of Miss
worth; Surg., E. Hopkins;
Chap., B. O. Sargent; u. D., J. B.
Sweetser; O. G., Win Wright of Wilton, who has taught here beKc'hert. Delegate to
Dept. Encampment, fore anil has proved very efficient_Rey.
Alfied Stinson;
S. A. Prescott.
Alternate;
Geo. E. Tufts is engaged as a permanent
The officers will he installed
January 0th.
supply at the Freewill Baptist Church.
The lirst whist of the series given
hy the Mrs. Colburn of Belfast, who has been visiteluh occurred last Friday evening at G. A.
Ik. Hall.
1 he matrons on this occasion were ing her daughter, Mrs. W. A. Wyman, for
Mrs. Emma. F. Davis, Mrs. Mary N. Blanch- two weeks, returned home Dec.
litli_Miss
ard, Miss Angie X.Carver and Miss Maud B. Leutner
Hatch, who has been attending the
Colcord.
Five tables were filled, and during the intervals of play lunch was partaken Castine Normal school, is teaching the Acre
of. The next meet will take
place Friday Island school. Miss Warren of North Islesevening, Dec. 17th. Mrs. L. A. Colcord, boro is teaching the Dark Harbor
school.
rsMrs W. F. Gilkey and Mr.
Eddy of Corinth, a graduate of Castine
Miss 1£-„F-£ok‘rmi,
Ella Hopkins will entertain. Several
ot our younger
society people have agreed Normal school, is teaching in the West Side
to be present on that occasion.
District... The semi-annual meeting of the
Christian Endc avor Society of the Baptist
Seaksfokt Wedding. A pretty wedding
took place at tile home of Capt. J. W. Sweet- church was held Dec. 3d, and the following
ser Friday evening, Dec. 3d, when the elder
officers elected: Fres., Mrs. Maria
Hatch;
daughter, Mamie, was joined iu marriage Vice Fres., Mrs. Nora Pendleton;
Secretary,
with Capt. Elmer Webster, by the bride’s
Miss
Abbie
Hatch-Pyarn B. Hatch has
uncle, Eider F.E. Merithew of Pittsfield. The
bride’s sister, Miss Clara Sweetser, and Miss finished an ice-house of 7o tons capacity.
Carrie Closson were bridesmaids. The bride He is to cut on a small
pond on his premises
was prettily attired in white organdie with
and supply the Dark Harhor
elbow sleeves and lace ami ribbon trimcottages_
mings, white silk gloves and a crown of Thomas Pendleton returned Dec. 4th from a
shell tiowers, and stood iu white
slippers visit of a few weeks in Boston_Miss
trimmed with satin and pearl. Miss Clara
Sweetser was dressed in cadet blue with Lucv Pendleton, who is teacher of a school
white silk front and deep lace collar, and in Solon, is at home for a vacation_Mr.
Miss Closson in white muslin with
pink and Mrs. Joseph Pendleton visited friends
ribbon and sash. The bridal party stood un- in Boston the
past week.Washington
der a green bower of fir, pine and cedar,
with a background of potted plants and Giikey, who was stricken with paralysis
pine houghs. After the seatiug of the guests some months ago, is greatly improved, and is
Mrs. Edith West played the wedding march able to read and talk_Miss Louise
Penwhile the pretty bridal party marclied into
the parlor and took their places under the dleton was bitten on the cheek quite severebower. The ceremony was brief and was ly recently by a pet dog-Isaiah Boardfollowed by many hearty congratulations man, who has been
quite ill, is improving....
and wishes for a happy and prosperous life
Pendleton of North Islesboro, who
for the happy couple. Refreshments were Aiplieus
then served by the bridesmaids and a gen- has taken the contract to build the Prall coteralj social followed, enjoyed by all. The tage at Dark Harbor, has moved with his
evening was pleasantly passed, and it was family to a house near
by owned by Capt.
nearly midnight before the guests retired.
The presents were very pretty and valuable, Clias. Pendleton. The foundation wall of the
including gold sugar shell and butter knife, Prall cottage will be 5 feet high and laid in
silver sugar shell and butter knife, one
rock and Portland cement. Tho buildings
dozen silver nutpieks, silver berry spoon,
128x45 feet.
silver orange spoon and
set of silver will be

?

knife,

to the

East Searsmont. Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
were in Camden one day last week,
the guests of her sister, Mrs. Marcellus
Goddard_Ralph Heald has hired out with
L. S. Marriner for a year-Mrs. Abbie
Marriner has gone to Northport for a few
weeks_Miss Lillie Lamb of Belmont was
in town Sunday, the guest of Miss Mabel
Marriner ...Herbert Donnell *>f Rockland,
formerly of Lynn, Mass., has bought the
farm known as the Ira Brewster place and
after making extensive repairs will move
his family there.
Miss

Belmont.

mother,

Mrs.

Montville. Mark Bartlett has returned
from Orono. where he has been atteudiug
school... .Dan and George Plummer were in

Fairtield, Saturday, on business_Charles
Talbot and Volney Thompson are spending
a few- days in Portland_Schools
began in
town, Dec. ti.... Abbie Thompson is spending a few days with her parents_Charles
Mills last week on
business-Charles Hustus has finished
threshing and returned home with his machine.Mrs. Sarah Sanford has been
spending a few days with her daughter, Mrs.
Masou

was

at Branch

Downs, in Liberty_Joshua Parsons
working for Charles Talbot_A. F.
Plummer was in Belfast Monday, on busi-

Rosa

;

StVANViLLE Centre. Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
Clements and daughter of Monroe were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White last Sunday-Mr. Fred Little of Boston visited his
sister, Mrs. H. C. Mardeu, last week.... Mr.
Hall of Brooks held a prayer meeting at Mr.
Richardson’s last Sunday. The next meeting will be held at Mrs. Jerry Merithew’s in
Monroe, Dec. 12th-Mr. anil Mrs. John
Ward have gone to Connecticut, where they
have employment-Mr. Charles Webb is
at home from

Massachusetts ou a visit_
Albert Moody has returned from Mt.
Desert, where he has had employment for

Mr.

the summer-Mr. and Mrs.

Alonzo Damn
have moved onto their farm_Mrs. David
Moody and son visited her daughter, Mrs.
E. E. Clements of Searsport, last week....
The S. C. sociable met with Mrs. If. P.
White Dec. 2d. The next meeting will be
with Mrs. H. C. Beal, Dec. 15th.

Orloff—Formosa
K o h-i-n
Breakfast.

The

presents

were

numerous

and

and Mrs. Elisha Merriam celebrated their
fiftieth wedding anniversary in the same
house, while just across the stream Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver Blake celebrated their fiftieth
anniversary. Mr. and Mrs. Merriam since
that time have both passed “over the river.”
Mr. and Mrs. Blake are yet alive after 65
years of wedded life. He is 87, she is 88
years of age. Mr. Blake was present at Mr.
Meader’s on this occasion. He was called
upon for remarks, and gave his audience

quite

a

sermon.

s

h

Ceylon

pound makes

over 200

TECKS,
rUEES,

STAPLES & COTTRELL, 'IZV*.

cups.

THE

^OPENINQ DAY^

CLOCK

lo o k: e’b,

NKWSj.

SATURDAY,
IN

^

5.

Sell.

Caro

CHINA,
BLACKWOOD,

Belle, Fernald, Mt.

Dec. 6. Sells. Fanuie & Edith, Ryder, Boston; Henry Whitney, Welch, do.; Harriet

Rogers, Lynarn,

DECEMBER II, 1897.

We shall be pleased to show you the beautiful
goods just purchased for the' Holidays. Our
window will be full of them.
:
COME IN AND LOOK THEM OVER.

BABBLE,

ARRIVED.

Dec.

V</
C*

DE.TOl X V11. L E,

and India.
Each brand is the best of
its class, and each consists
of leaves most carefully
selected from districts renowned for the production
of the highest grade crop.

One

HATS mu/ C A PS,
ARM RAN OS,
s 11. li mill SA TIN
s l SPENDERS,
EUR G LOVES.
All 7, ituls of
HANDKERCHIEl
UM RREI I AS mul
(AXES
MUi i-LERS.

BO WS.

STRINGS,
WINDSORS.

Elmer Larrabee Monday evening.

OAK.

OPEN DAY AND | I T1VTII
OPEN DAY AM)
RFC ZP,
25 ’0-7
ILitllL UCC.
v7‘:
EVENING
EVENING

Mt. Desert.
SAILED.

Dec. 4. Sch. P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Vinalhaven.
Dec. 5.
Selis. Nonpariel, Cousins, Deer
Isle; Laughing Waters, Sprague, Swan’s
Island.

H. J. LOCKE & SON

P. O. Square.

CATHEDRAL
GONGS.

AMERICAN PORTS.

Notice of Foreclosure

Cld, bark Grace LynJaueiro; Dec. 2, ar, sch.
wood, Gilley,
Carrie A. Buekuaui, Stubbs, Turk’s Island,
via Delaware Breakwater; 3, ar, sch. John
New York, Nov. :k)
Rio

WINTHROR n. saIMI
..
HAKTWK 1,1. L. U >< >!)('< X K
fast in the Comity ot Waluo amt Stan
on the eighteenth day ol
May. in the \j
Lord one thousand eight hundred ,u
five, by their deed ot mortgage .>1 that
j
ronied in the Registry of Deeds tor sa:
in Volume -42. Rage 4df>, eomeyeti
;
Maine Central Railti ati Company unit!
National Rank their railroad* bed
complete. (excepting the rails wi ld; u<
saitl Maine Central Railroad ( ompanv
ing I rom the main line ot the Rt Hast ,•
head Lake Railroad ni.-w under 1«-»
Maine Central Railroad (‘Mpany
\\
saitl County -t Waldo to the Oak H
(‘names in Swanville. in -..id Con;
and const met et 1 upon the ioeatiot
!
Maine Central Railroad Coiupituy u
j!
approved by the Railroad < omnussi.
St ate ol Maine in t iu ir t> poi
.1
da :.
(
A
1 >. 1 S.IR. and A- vp'i-.i by i!i>■
cial Court wchin anti for said Count
at a term ol saitl Court begun ami m
Third Tuesday id \pi
\
D. 1 SHI!
l
description of whit h location is ;«> to
< omn.eneiusr at a stake market!
O
m
1 the siding calle'l Sargent-'on lino
fast and Mo. sehea<i I ake Railroad
iea.'f to t he Maine C.tli b Rad:. a
which stake o situate.i about one hu
seventy 1.1 «1 b !*••*.
lu-ny I ; h<- pi►•'
norther! cmi
at tl

WHKRKAS

Think it Over.

A

I. Snow, Gonaives via Stamford ; Webster
Barnard, Baugor; Mary Ann McCann, do;
4, cld, ship A. J. Fuller, Honolulu; ar, schs.
Hattie .VIcG. Buck and Melissa Trask, Bangor. ; G, ar, sch. Celia F. West, Jacksonville;
Levi Hart, Peudletou, Norfolk; Henry R.
Tiiton, Ranlett, Philadelphia for -Allyu’s

$6.00
BARGAIN.

..

f

Point.
30.
Cld, sch. Viola RepBoston,
perd, Newport News and Charleston; Dec.
1, ar, schs Flora Condon, Sellers, Bangor;
Nov.

Omaha, Dow,

Searsport; 3,

G R.

do.;

Marcellus, Larrabee,
sell. Mary Farrow, in tow,

ar,
Wiseasset via Portland ; G, ar, sch. Electa
Bailey, Newark, N. J., for Bangor.
Philadelphia, Nov. 30. Cld, sch. Yale
Portland; Dec 2, ar, sch. Henry R Tilton,
Ranlett, New York; 3, cld, schs. Albert
Butler,. Leiand, Cienfuegos; Isaiah Hart,
Williams, Port. Tampa; 5, ar, sell. R. W.
Hopkins, Port L'ampa.
Cld, sch. Star of the
Baltimore, Dec. 2
Sea, Hopkins, Galveston; 3, cld, bark Priscilla, Bahia and Rio Jauerio.
Baugor, Dec. 2 Ar, sch. Eagle, Boston;
sld, sell. Ivit Carson, Kendall, New York; 3,
sld. schs. Augustus Palmer, Haskell, Phila-

..

practical. Sandwiches, cake aud coffee were
served, followed later by a treat of candy.
Just fifteen years ago the same evening, Mr.

TWO TIES FOR THE PRICE OF ONE.

Oolong.

r,—E n g 1 i

o o

Orange Pekoe,

rapidly during the winter season.
Charters. Sch. A. L. Butler, Philadelphia to Cardenas, coal $2, U. S. gold, and
back, sugar 12 cents. Sch. Henry Clausen,
Jr., Philadelphia to St. Pierre, Mart, Coal
$2.20. Sch. Lizzie B. Willey, New York to
Havana, Case Oil, at or about 9 1-2 cents.
Sch. Tofa, New York to Point a Pitre, general cargo, p. t. Sch. vVm. H. Sumner, Brunswick to New York, Ties, p. t.
Sch. F. C.
Pendleton, same, Lumber, $4 50. Sch. D. D.
to
Norfolk
474
Haskell,
tons,
Providence,
Lumber, $2.50. Sch. Estelle, 389 tons, Charlotte Harbor to Wilmingtou, Phosphate
Rock, $180. Sch. A. B. Sherman, Pascagoula to Philadelphia, Lumber, $5.37 1-2 and
free wharfage.

Sch. Emma S. Briggs, RariRiver, Sand $1.25. Sch.

tan River to Fall

Yale, Philadelphia to Portland, coal, 90
cents. Sch. Henry R. Tilton, Philadelphia
to Providence, coal, 75 cents.

POOR,

I

Jeweler.
which has the.

BOM.

..

Clement. In Penobscot, Nov. 2t*>. to Mr. and
Mrs. F. M. Clement. ;i son.
Cook. In Ellsworth, Nov. 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Cook, a son.
Jackson. In Belfast. Nov. 2l>, to Mr and Mrs.
Albion K. Jackson, a daughter.
Park eh. In Blueliill, Nov. 25. to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Parker, a son. Ernest.
Ryan. In St on ingt on. Nov. 22, to Mr. and M rs.
Daniel Ryan, a son.
Sanborn. In Biooksville, Nov. 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. Orris E Sanborn, a son.
Soper. In Orland. Nov. 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert F. Soper, a son.

3e;t Assortment.
The

t•

Highest Quaiitv

""‘""

<

1

1:’>
ot

Lowest Prices

I

Beal-Levensaler.

port.

There is only one such
town and that is at

Belfast

Price

Current.

corrected weekly for the journal.

Retail Price.

Retail Market.

Beef, corned, p lb, 7(38 Lime, F bbl,
90@1 00
4
salt, 141b bag, 18 Oat Meal, Fib,
43 Onions, F lb,
3
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 43 Oil,kerosene, gal, 11@12
43 Pollock,F lb,
4
Corn Meal, p bu,
14 Pork, F lb,
Cheese, p lb,
7@8
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, F bbl,
1/12
3
5(39 Rye Meal, F lb
Codfish, dry, p Ms
80(a.85
Cranberries, p qt, 8(39 Shorts, F cwt,
Clover Seed, p lb, 11(312 Sugar, F lb,
5 1-2® 8
56
Flour, p bbl, 600(36 50 Salt, T. I., F
H G.Seed, bu, l 75<&2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
3
ard, p lb
8@9 Wheat Meal,
3@31-2
Butter

Railroad

in

Jplace

forty-one decrees

:lu

I In
east

.mi,.-.-:
ma

cl,

n

ma

line

;
i. ..
|>.:t .i

east,

a

.|i-<

■

•-

j

.•!

,m e

marked Li*.*x41
the right *>r easterly [ W>7>.4
laoli
tance of 5R7.U feet to a sta1.- market!
Thence on a tangent bearing north
degrees east, a distance ol 2SC7 .4 teei
\.
marked «‘»4\1 0
This lo.-a ion is t,
of 4
rods, being two rods o-.i either
above described line. A mi whereas tl.:
of said mortgage has been broken, n.m
by reason of the branch of the condm.
we claim a fonajosure ol said im.rigag
Dated at Hellas; m said County this
of December A. D iss»7.

Temple,

Masonic

!

-«• •.•

BELFAST, MAINE.
¥¥¥¥¥¥

Think it Over.

I

j
;

V
THK M A INK CLN'l R A I. R A 1 LK< >A D
B\' .loSKl'tl Wn.i.l \ ms. .\, its A 11 11
THK RK. FAST NATION \l.
By .lost-:nit Williamson, it' Attorney
>

■

s

!\ of i(*r

OFFICE

>
'.' All'
•!
OF THK SltKIUIK
%
M A I N K W A 1.1 >
u
\ -K
HeI.1 AST. Dec ‘.A D
This is to give notice fiat .>u the *Vi D >lan.s.a\,
eeniher. A. i> ISJ»7, a Warran
issued by (leu. K. Johnson. 1 dg" -d li
c
Insolvenev for said Count'
\\ald<
I.D>TT .ill
the estate d Tll.ToN A.
in said County, adjudged: to l>e an I
or, on petition nt said I lelltor. whit h pet \- >
tiled on the 6th day of December, A D.
which date interest on claims
to be con.
that the payment of any debt to
by -am

ST A

Souvenir Set
of ULOVE BUTTON and SHOE
HOOK, all highly nickeled and in a neat,
white satin lined box.

with every pair of LADIES’ BOOTS
ing $2.00 and upwards.

and the transfer and* deliver"t any :>■
mhim are forbidden by law: That
tilt* Creditors e>t said Debtor to pru\e tie
and in ease there are assets sufla-ient t- a
the same to choose one or imuv assign
estate will he held at a Court ot Dsoivcm
holden at the Probate Oflire ii. -aid Delta-'
tw18th day of December. A. 1), 1S!»7.
in the afternoon.
Given under mv hand thi date tirst ab.o.
ISAAC LKATH11ten.
Depiitv Sheriff as Messenger t the t
Insolvency for said County of Waldo
<

cost-

of Assignee of

Notice

Hi*

p ointment.
At Montville, in the County o: Waldo
of Maine, the Dull day of N'owmber.
rpHK undersigned hereby give-

FRANCIS’ ssht°oere,
MAIN

■

or.
bv

GIVEN AWAY

1

of t

!

am

\

1

t
••-tale
-.
m

Assignee
pointmen:
iI'STl S J T<>HK\ oj I’.iiei in.> in
Waldo, I us- l\en t Debtoi.who ha- been
an Insolvent upon hi- own petition Ky •!■■
do
of InsolveneN loi -aid Counts ot \\
Jonathan daktlkti \2w4'J

STREET.

a-

ao

<

■

W. L.

DR

WEST,

^Veterinary % Surgeon
Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.

WE
sale

Produce Market.
Price Paid Producer
Apples, p bu, 60@1 001 Hay, #> ton,10 00®. 12 00
4(35 Hides, F lb,
H
dried, p lb,
1 30(31 40| Lamb, F lb,
Beans, pea,
7(g9
medium, 1 30(31 40 Lamb Skins,
50® 7 5
1 75 Mutton, F ib,
yel’w eves
4®5
Butter, p M),
18(320 Oats, F bu, 32 lb, 26@30
5 a. 6 Potatoes,
Beef, p lb,
70(a.80
40(345 Round Hog,
Barley, p bu,
4@4 1-2
\ 1 Straw, Ft°», 00(a7 00
Cheese, p lb,
10(312 Turkey, Fib.
Chicken, p lb,
10® 18
Calf Skins,
1 1-2® 3
50(3.75 Tallow,
14(3)16 Veal, Fib,
0®7
Duck, p lb,
26 Wool, unwashed,
20
Eggs, p doz,
Fowl, p lb,
8@10 Wood, hard, 3 60<®5 00
Geese, p M),
13^15 Wood, soft, 3 00@3 50

d

re line >d
la* -Haight mam c
said stake markc.i
di'tam
to a stake marked 2x82.4
thence >t
I. e<
the let t or west. !y d
ta
:nn; i;
tance ot
stake mm
thence on
»rtl:
tangent bearing
forty-live minutes east, a .list,in..* >1
to a stake marked lbxR.X'
'inn..'
t he
I
7
right >>r ca-teriy d
a distance
of R'<2 r, i,.
18x‘.*l 2; thence on a tangent boa::

Consisting

days.

!y

to a stake

DIED.
Beaman. In Bucksport, Dec. 6, Miss Mary P,
Beaman of Belfast, aged 49 years and 5 months.
Clark. In Waldoboro, _\ov. 26, Mary D.,
widow of Major .V W. Clark, aged 67 years.'
Durban. In Orland, Nov. 27, Joseph W. Durgan, aged 81 years and 8 months.
Hart. In Tenant’s Harbor, St. George, Nov.
30, Abide, wife of Capt. Levi Hart, aged 48 years.
Hltro. In Camden, Nov. 29, Harry Hurd, aged
25 years.
Henderson. In Appleton, Nov. 26, son of
Aaron Henderson, aged 2 years.
Hutchins. In Waldoboro, Nov. 26, Capt. Frank
A. Hutchins, a native of Hiddeforu, aged 67 years.
Kelley. In Phillips, Dec, 4, Martin C. Kelley,
aged 79 years.
Lovett. In Appleton, Nov. 25, a son of John
Lovett, aged 2 years and 7 months.
Muroh. In Trenton, Nov. 28, Elisha C. March,
aged 59 years, 7 months and 4 days.
In Searsport, Dec. 6, Lucretia S.
•Nichols.
Nichols, aged 60 years and 6 months.|
Nye. In Union, Nov. 30, Stillman Nve, aged
75 years and 7 months.
Pendleton.
In Islesboro, Dec. 6, Eliza J.,
widow of Capt Mark Pendleton, aged 80 vears, 8
months and 13days.
Rice. In Lawrence, Mass., Dec. 2, Warren E.
Rice.
Robbins. In Green’s Landing, Stonington,
Nov. 29, Amos Bobbins, aged about 40 years.
Kolekson. In Searsmont, Dec. 4, Ettie L. Rob
erson, aged 8 years and 2 months.
Si’Rabue. In Blair, Neb., Nov. 16, Charles Nathaniel, son of ('. B. Sprague, aged 21 years.
Sober. In Orland, Nov. 29, Jennie M., wife of
Robert F. Soper, aged 28 years, 10 months and 2

said
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Roekport, Nov. 25),
Arthur Leslie Beal and Mary Ella Levensaler,
both of Roekport.
Brown-Yorx(i
In Jackson,Dee. 1. by Rev. I).
Brackett, Gabriel Brown of Prospect and Miss
Lena I. Young of Jackson.
Cartek-Calderwood. In North Haven, Nov.
25, George A. Carter and Lizzie B. Calderwood,
both of Rockland.
Coats—IJpham. In Camden, Nov. 17. David
Coats and Caro E. llpham, both of Roekport.
Ellswortm-Heald. In Roekport, Nov. 24.
William Kenneth Ellsworth of Lynn, Mass., and
Ella Blanche, daughter of Capt. and Mrs. L. P.
Heald of Roekport.
Patten-Webster. In Bueksport, Nov. 28,
Samuel M. Patten and Mrs. Lila E. Webster, both
of Bueksport.
Smith-Raymond. In Vinalhaven, Nov. 27,
Sewell E. Smith and Carrie M. Raymond, both of
Vinalhaven.
Wardwkll-Lon(i
In East Blueliill, Nov. 25,
Charles H. Wardwell and Lizzie P. Long, both of
East Bluehill.
Webster-Sweetser. In Searsport, Dec. 2, at
the home of the bride’s parents, by F. E. Meriihew, Esq., of Pittsfield, Capt. Elmer Webster of
Castine and Miss Mary L. T. Sweetser of Sears

fee:

fifty .font minutes
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Belfast.

Reversible Four-in-Hand,

Package Teas,

H. N. Abbott returned Saturday from
visit to Providence-The Epvvorth
League were entertained at the home of

PORT OF BELFAST.

Holiday trade

the most popular brands of
which are

Mrs.
her

SHIP

for the

care

SOMETHING NEW!

Chase & Sanborn's

Dr.

Unity. Mr. Benjamin Cook is in Water- delphia; Lunet and I/.etta, New York.
Pascagoula, Nov. 20. Ar, sch. A. B. Sherville. He will go to Montana with his wife
man, Piilsbury, Sabine Pass.
and son in a few w'eeks_Clair
Whitten,
Brunswick, Ga., Dec. 2
Ar, sch. Willie
who has been home for the
sch. Edward
Thanksgiving L. Newton, Port Spain; <>,P.ar,
R
St.
Johns,
Stewart,
Kent,
returned
to Kent’s Hill Monday.
vacation,
Jacksonville, Dec. 2. Ar, brig Jennie HulA number of Unity people went to Waterberfc, Philadelphia; 5, sld, sch. Jose Olaverri,
ville last week to attend the Food Fair_ Arev, Washington.
Ga., Dec. G. Sld, sch. Charlotte
H. H. Grant is having a furnace
put in his T. Darien,
Sibley, Coombs, New York.
celler. He will move his family in the first
D. C., Dec. 2. Ar, sch.
Washington,
of next month-Frank Bartlett has been iu
Young Brothers, Snow, Pittston, Me.
S.
Dec. 5. Sld, schs. Sarah
the woods of Northern Maine
G.,
Charleston,
hunting for D. J.
Ravvsou, French, New Yrork; Leander
the past two weeks. He went with
parties V. Beebe, Daniels, do.
from Belfast-Miss Ruth Berry is
having
Key West, Dec. 5. Ar, sch. Frank A.
her house iitted up for two rents, and Palmer, New York.
Newport News, Dec. G. Ar. sell. Gov.
Thomas Cook will move in as soou as it is
Ames, Providence.
completed-Wm. Rolfe has sold his place
Norfolk, Dec. G. Ar, sch. D. D. Haskell,
to Dr. Cook, who will take
possession in Haskell, New York.
New
Haven, Ct., Dec. 6. Ar, sch. Carrie
Mr.
Rolfe
talks of buying a small
January.
A. Buckuam, Stubbs, Turk’s Island.
farm if he can find one that suits him. We
FOREIGN PORTS.
should be sorry to lose Mr. and Mrs. Rolfe..
Hong Kong, Nov. 29. Ar, bark bred P.
The stone masons are repairing the bridge Litchfield, Callao via Honolulu.
Cebu, Oct. 10. Sid, ship Edward O’Brien,
across Sandy stream and
large quantities of
Boston.
granite are being hauled for the work_
Barbadoes, Dec. 2. Ar, bark Mannie
Mrs. Geo.
Clark is in very poor health. Swan, Higgins, from Pernambuco for Demerara
and North of Hatteras.
Mrs. Mary Whitney is better_Mrs. A. B.
St. Pierre, Mart., Dec. 4.
Ar,sch. Georgia
Bumps of Vassalboro visited her parents,
Gilkey, New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Whitney, last week_
4.
sch.
Rebecca F.
Dec.
Ar,
Nassau,
The W. C. T. met with Mrs. H. C. Chandler Lamdin, Brooks, Bangor.
Azores, about Nov. 19. Sid, (supposed
Dec. 1st....The V. I. S. gave an entertainfrom St. Michaels), brig Harry Smith, Costa,
ment Wednesday night, consisting of music,
New Bedford.
singing and recitations. Ice cream and
MARINE MISCELLANY.
cake were served and about $8 were realizVineyard-Haven, Nov 5—Sch. Electa Baied, which will go to help linish the side- ley while leaving this harbor to-day broke
spanker boom and returned for repairs.
walk.
.Mrs. Geo. Mosher visited friends in
Spoken. Bark Willard Mudgett, Colcord,
Bangor last week.
from New York for Port Elizabeth, Nov. 2(5,
lat. 38 45 N. Ion. (35 20 W. Ship Wm. H.
Morrill. Mrs. Amarena Vickery has let
Macy, Amsbury, New York for Yokohama,
her place to Arthur Hatch, and moved to
Nov. 20, lat. 3G 41, Ion. 40 11.
Work on the St. John’s, Florida, bar has
R.
last
week.
Mr.
Hatch
Providence,
I.,
been completed by the contractor. It was
will move in shortly_Miss W.nnie Simbegun in last March, and was executed unmons is at home on a three week* vacation
der a contract of $200,000 authorized by confrom Camden... .Rev. A. D. Thibadeau re- gress, of which amount about $00,000 has
been retained by the government for continturned to his studies at the E. M C. Semigencies. The depth of water at extreme high
nary, Bucksport, last Saturday. His two tide is now 20 feet, where there was 18 feet
weeks labors at East Knox resulted in the before.
Gloucester, Mass., Dec. (3. The schooner
conversion of thirteen-The Advent ConNorman Fisher arrived here late Sunday
ference here closed Sunday night.
The afternoon from La Have banks with the
speakers were Elders Lincoln, Howard and loss of her young skipper, Hawley Anderson, who was swept into the sea while atSmith... .Miss Nellie Thompson has been
tempting to clear the main boom just as the
assisting at revival work in Searsport the vessel was filling away for home. Captain
Anderson
was 35 years old and was a native
week-Dr.
of
past
Durgin
Searsport was
of Deer ]sle, Maine.
in towrn last w'eek to visit patients_Mrs.
Shipbuilding. The Bath Iron works lias
Eunice Higgins of Belfast wTas at her mothers received the award of contract for
building a
last Saturday-The school exhibition at ship rigged training vessel for the Annapolis
New
Academy-The
England Ship Buildthe Hall last Friday evening netted $10.30.
ing company of Bath is to build a steamThis is to be applied toward curtains for the boat for Frank
Jones of Portsmouth. The
dimensions are: Length overall, 93 1 2 feet;
new school house-Mr. Robie Gray is at
home from Massachusetts w’here he has been water line 85 feet; width, 22 1-2 feet. The
craft will be a passeuger steamer, to be used
employed... .Mr. Ernest Gray is at home on for conveying passengers to places of interest
a visit-About forty of the friends and
in Portsmouth harbor-Arthur Sewall &
relatives of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Meader Co. of Bath are to build a big iron ship similar in model to the Dirigo, the last vessel
assembled at their home last Monday evenbuilt by this firm, ami of the following diing, to celebrate their fifteenth wedding mensions: Length, 382 feet; breadth, 45 1-2
feet;
the
nu
mber
were
Mrs.
depth, 25 feet, 6 inches; gross tonnage,
anniversary. Among
Meader’s mother and three
from 3,004 80; net, 2,855 97. Work will be pushed

sisters,

selected with great

cannot exercise too much
caution in the selection of
the article itself.
If you would have tea that
is beyond compare, buy only

Watson, who pronounced it a serious
He is a young mau of great promise,
case.
His employers, who appre21 years of age.
ciate his services, ordered that everything
that money could do be done for him at their
expense.
Sunday the doctors said he was
much improved and recovery probable-

by

is

ness.

A little care in the making is necessary, but you

H. D. Simpson, met with a
serious accident while sliding down
hill Saturday afternoon. He was thrown
from his sled and badly cut about the head
and face. He had a very narrow escape
from death, but it is hoped his wounds will
not prove serious... .The smelt fishing season has begun and the men are taking about
20 lbs. per net_Mrs. Dorcas Stubbs passed
away at her home Saturday night after a
long illness. Mrs. Stubbs was an excellent
woman and for many years a member of the
Methodist church. She leaves a sou aud
two daughters to mourn their loss-Hartley Atwood, son of Capt. John Atwood of
Boston, while ruling his bicycle Dec. 1st was
run into by a hack driver, the pole of the
carriage striking him in the abdomen. He
was taken to the hospital and operated on

Clark is visiting
Amelia Clark. She has

Up=to=Date Patterns, *

#

very

Annie

been in Boston the past year.. .Mr. Arnaldo Fletcher, who is with his sister, Mrs.
Helen A. Jordan, is very sick with heart
trouble, complicated with other diseases_
Mrs. Sarah Johnson is quite sick_School
in Dist. No. 5 closed Friday after a very
successful term taught by Miss Annabel
Daggett of Morrill-Hall’s Corner Lodge
No. 90 is prospering, they have five candidates to come in next Friday evening and
more coming-Peter Tower left
Monday
for Boston to visit friends and relatives.

Mrs. A.

Mr. and Mrs.

Mahoney

her

Just received from the largest NECKWEAR
House in New York an ELEGANT LINE of

H. Hanscom and
gone to Portsmouth for the winter_Mrs. Milliken and
Mrs. M. E. Lord have returned from their
visit to Boston_P. C. Rich lost a valuable
horse last week. He was found dead in the
stable in the morning; cause unknownMiss Beulah Rankin returned last week and
will remain at home for the winter-Timothy Fellows left Monday for school at
Brattleboro, Vt... Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Emerson arrived Saturday from Colorado,
where they spent the summer-Mrs. C. E.
Atwood has gone to Boston for the winter.
_Miss Lizzie Baker has returned from her
visit to Boston-Little Mell, the sou of
Winterport.

Sears port.
teaspoons and desserts, silver syrup dish and
saucer, silver gold-lined bon-bon dish, orna-

jpj HolidayBargains

daughter. Miss Frances, have

Mr. Will
Clark’s Corner, Prospect.
Chase and Mrs. Elsie Carter of White’s
Corner visited this place Dec. 4th and 5th.
Gabriel Brown has taken to himself a wife.
The happy bride was Miss Lena Young of
Jackson... .Mr. Albert Larrabee has lots of
work now at his new black-smith shop_
C. K. Nickerson and Stephen Larrabee
will each build an ice house.The
many friends of Miss Flora Knowles of
Wellington are glad to learn that she has a
good situation with Mr. James Pendleton of

Absolutely Pure

Mass., Monday for Minneapolis.
Mrs. Annie Ellis

Vinalhavex. The first skating fatality
the season occurred here Saturday, when
Arthur, the 12-year-old son of Volney Follett, was drowned in one of the island’s
ponds. The lad was skating by himself at
the time, but his shrieks were heard by
young friends, who|rushed to his assistance.
Their efforts were unavailing, however.
The body was recovered.
of

Bucksport.

Ralph Whittier of Calais is visiting his
aunt, Mrs. James G. Pendleton.
Miss

Prospect Ferry. Mr. Chas. Ginn of Belfast visited bis sister, Mrs Rebecca Harriman, and his brother, Gapt. A. A. Ginn,
while here attending meetings at Bucksport....Miss Alfreds Harriman left last
Monday for West Upton where she has employment for the winter. ...Willard BatchelDr. Erskine attends
der is on the sick list.
him....Gerry Harding, Frank Harding,
Herman Avery, I. Bowden, and Lulu Avery
are
attending the E. M. C. Seminary at
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Searsport National Bank,
The annual meeting o! the stockholders <•:
Searsport National Hank for the election
rectors and transaction of any other busim-s*. i:
brio
may legally come he fore tliein. will
their hanking room on Tuesday, the 11th
at two o'clock p. in.
of .laiiilill'v,
Starsport, Me., Dec. 9, 1897. 4w49
('ll AS. F. GORDON, (’aside!
>

Hr. W. B. WADSWORTH,

<

after our retail trade. We
have also removed our retail business to the
who will

Calvin

look

Hervey Store,

next door to

our

old

store, ami shall for the CHRISTMAS trade
make special efforts to keep the largest and
freshest stock of CANDIES in the city.
|f“We have opened a Candy Factory
and secured the services of one of the best
candy makers in the State, who will make
fresh candies daily for our store. We shall
also keep all kinds of Fruit, Nuts, Cigars,

Tobacco,

Etc.

Remember

the

place,

MAYO & WHITE,
-In the Calvin Hervey Store.-

Belfast National Bank.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of t
Belfast National Bank forth* choice of direct,
and the transaction of any other business tr.
may legally come before them, will be held
their hanking room on Tuesday. January I'
1898. at 1(> o'clock a. in.
Belfast, Doc. (», 1897.
(
W. WESOOTT, Cashier.
4w49

CAUTION.
I lorhid all persons harboring or trusting n
wife, HATTIE LONGFELLOW, on my accoiio
after this date,-as 1 have made suitable provish't
for her support.
Searsmont, Me., Dec. C>. 1897.
HOLLIS M. LONGFELLOW.
lw49*

j
(

